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Sumário 

Esta dissertação foca a composição na Engenharia de Requisitos Orientada pelos 

Aspectos, complementando e estendendo o trabalho apresentado pelo AORA (Aspect-

Oriented Requirements Analysis) (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007).  

O AORA consiste na identificação, modularização, composição e gestão de conflitos 

de requisitos aspectuais. A composição oferecida pelo AORA (Soeiro et al., 2005) é 

limitada, porque trata cada elemento de composição como “caixa negra” e porque 

dispõe de um número reduzido de operadores. Isto resulta numa limitação acentuada da 

expressividade das suas composições.  

Estas limitações afectam negativamente as fases do desenvolvimento de software, 

nomeadamente as fases de arquitectura e desenho de software. Assim a contribuição 

deste trabalho de mestrado é o desenvolvimento de: 

• uma linguagem que permite especificar uma composição multi-dimensional ao nível 

dos requisitos; 

• uma abordagem que permite uma composição de artefactos de requisitos por 

objectivos, declarando dessa forma a necessidade ou a finalidade da composição. 

O resultado final é um enquadramento que oferece, por um lado, um processo de 

composição sintáctica e gramaticalmente bem definido e, por outro, uma ferramenta de 

suporte integrada na ferramenta AORA original (Soeiro et al., 2005; Brito et al., 2006). 

Tanto a abordagem como a linguagem de composição foram validadas com um caso 

de estudo do projecto SOFTAS, um sistema de controlo de tráfego do domínio 

aeronáutico, actualmente operacional na Navegação Aérea de Portugal (NAV). 
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Abstract 

This dissertation focuses on the composition of requirements artefacts using Aspect-

Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE), to develop an enhanced composition 

mechanism to extend the work previously done to the Aspect-Oriented Requirements 

Analysis (AORA) approach (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007).  

The AORA approach consists of the identification, modularization, composition and 

management of crosscutting concerns. However, the AORA composition (Soeiro et al., 

2005) is poor, handles composite elements as a “black box” and operates at a coarse-

granularity level with reduced number of operators, resulting in limited composition 

expressiveness.  

These limitations have a negative impact when moving towards later stages of 

software development, such as software architecture and design phases. The core of the 

work of this Master dissertation is the development of: 

• a composition language that enables a multi-dimensional specification at the 

requirements level; 

• an approach that enables the composition of requirements’ artefacts based on 

Objectives, therefore stating the purpose or the goal of the composition. 

The output is an approach that provides a composition process supported by a well-

defined syntax and semantics, as well as tool support integrated into the AORA tool 

(Soeiro et al., 2005; Brito et al., 2006).  

The approach, together with the composition language, were applied to a real case 

study, from the SOFTAS project, in the air traffic control domain, which is operated by 

Navegação Aérea de Portugal (NAV), the company that controls the Portuguese air 

space. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

This chapter introduces the context and motivation for this dissertation. It presents 

the goal of this work, followed by the document structure. Finally, notations and styles 

used in this dissertation are described in detail. 

1.1 Context and Motivation 

The Requirements Engineering (RE) process is defined by a set of activities to derive, 

validate and maintain system requirements documents (Macaulay, 1996; Richard et al., 

1997). Traditional software development methods were developed with this principle in 

mind. Existing techniques to Requirements Engineering provide good support for 

identification and treatment of requirements or system properties. However, certain 

broadly-scoped properties are difficult to modularize and keep separated during the 

software lifecycle, producing tangled representations that are difficult to understand and 

evolve. Aspect-Oriented Software Development aims at addressing those crosscutting 

concerns, known as aspects, by providing properties for their systematic identification, 

separation, representation and composition (Rashid et al., 2003). 

Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) supports the traditional 

Requirements Engineering, identifying crosscutting concerns and analysing its influences 

among the remaining system requirements. The process of identifying, modularising and 

composing aspectual requirements is supported by some methods (Rashid et al., 2003; 

Moreira et al., 2005a; Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007; Chitchyan et al., 

2007), in particular the Aspect-Oriented Requirement Analysis (AORA) approach (Brito 

and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). Our work will concentrate on the AORA to 

augment and strengthen the body of work developed by the AOSD-Group at the 

Universidade Nova de Lisboa. The AORA composition process follows a “black box” 
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approach, where composition rules are defined at a coarse-grained granularity level and 

offer a reduced number of operators (four operators, to be more precise). 

These two limitations have a negative impact when moving towards later stages of 

the software development, such as software architecture and design phases, when more 

detailed models must be produced.  

In summary, this dissertation contributes to the refinement of the AORA composition 

process by creating new, finer-grained and more expressive composition rules. This 

refinement supports multi-dimensional requirements artefacts (please refer to 

Subsection 2.3, Requirements Engineering and AORE Concepts), proposing a multi-

dimensional composition of concerns, be them functional or non-functional, whereas the 

composition is objective-driven.  

1.2 Dissertation Goals 

This dissertation aims to:  

1. create an AORE state of the art; 

2. extend and adapt the AORA composition language; 

3. define an approach to compose rules, and 

4. compare the newly created AORA tool composition with existing ones. 

The focus of this dissertation is on aspectual composition in the Aspect-Oriented 

Requirements Engineering domain. The goal of this work is to extend and adapt the 

AORA composition language (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007) by refining and 

creating new and rigorous composition rules. This work extends the existing composition 

rules defined by Brito (Soeiro, 2006), which have a limited variety of operators and 

treats concerns as “black boxes”. This compromises the transition to later stages 

artefacts because of the coarse granularity, of the composition rules. Thus, more 

detailed, or refined, composition rules are needed. Also, compositions must have a 

rationale, a purpose, to justify them. Here the driver is to specify a composition rule by 

firstly determine its purpose, i.e., its objective. 

A state of the art relative to composition in the AORE domain is detailed, allowing the 

elicitation of the “must have” (Stapleton) features and functionalities for functional 

composition rules. This state of the art covers approaches and tools. 

Therefore, an approach to compose rules will be defined and then included into the 

AORA approach. Consequently, to be able to support all the refined AORA process, the 

created grammar parser will be integrated into the existing AORA tool support. This will 

also serve as proof-of-concept and help future software engineers applying the proposed 
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approach. Finally, the application of the Multi-Dimensional Composition by Objectives 

(Multi-ComBO, here simplified many times to ComBO) through a case study is essential 

to accurately evaluate its applicability and expressiveness.  

A comparison with existing tools is also performed and criteria are established to 

perform a comparison between them. 

1.3 Notations and Styles 

This dissertation is divided into seven chapters, where each one presents an 

individual topic theme that can be analysed in isolation. Each one starts with an 

introduction page where the main contents of the chapter are described, and finalizes 

with conclusions. Within each chapter a set of headings, following a hierarchical numeric 

notation, structures the chapter contents.  

This document uses several notations: 

• Text body (a set of textual statements without a particular relevance over the 

others) is written in “Verdana” font 10 pt, with a paragraph spacing of at least 16 pt. 

• Listing is written in “Courier” font 9 pt, with a single paragraph spacing and spacing 

before and after of 3 pt. Listing can represent in-text code, syntax or grammar (“in-

text representation”) or either a piece or totality of code, such as: 

listing representation 

• Section headings are written in “Verdana” font, bold, with a size 28 pt for level 1, 14 

pt for level 2, 13 pt for level 3 and 12 pt for levels 4. Headings and subsections are 

numbered (e.g.: “Chapter 1”, “1.5”, “1.5.1”).  

• Pictures and diagrams are indexed as “Figures”, and source code examples are 

indexed as “Listings”. Figures and Listings have captions below, while Tables have 

captions above. In all of them, the numbering is restarted in every chapter, by 

prefixing the chapter number, separated by a dot (e.g. “Figure 3.33”). 

• Footnote text is also introduced whenever a complementary explanation is required, 

but without diverting the attention from the main text. 

• References include any book, article or Web page used directly or indirectly in the 

writing of this dissertation. References are represented between brackets with the 

first author surname or company name, and the year (e.g.: “(Fowler, 2005)”). 

References are listed in the last section of this dissertation. 
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1.4 Dissertation Structure 

The contents of this dissertation are structured in seven chapters and six annexes. 

Follows the listing and description of each chapter: 

Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The first chapter constitutes this introduction. It 

introduces the context and motivation, and the goals of 

this dissertation. The dissertation structure and the 

notations and styles employed on this document can also 

be found in this chapter.  

Chapter 2 

AORE Composition 

Approaches 

Chapter 2 presents the state of the art regarding the 

main approaches that offer some kind of concern 

composition in the context of Aspect-Oriented 

Requirement Engineering analysis. 

Approaches that in a way or another also consider 

composition of artefacts from aspect-oriented analysis are 

also presented. For each, and when available, a brief 

description of the existing tool support is presented.  

Finally, a summary of the approaches and tools is 

presented: a critical evaluation is made, defining positive 

and negative aspects of each. This critical assertion, will 

define some of the needed requirements for the language 

and tool to be proposed and produced. 

Chapter 3 

Rigorous Composition 

Rules: Language & 

Approach 

This chapter introduces our first main contributions: 

the proposed language that supports the rigorous 

composition rules. A brief contextualization of the 

language and its adoption in AORA is discussed. Then, the 

language syntax is rigorously described supported by 

examples, listings and syntax diagrams. 

Once the language syntax is introduced, the approach 

for the composition of rules follows. A summary of the 

chapter is finally presented. 

Chapter 4 

Tool Support 

Chapter 4 presents the technologies and platforms 

used in the context of the integration of the ComBO parser 
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in the Aspect-Oriented Requirements Analysis (AORA) 

tool.  

Modifications and refinements to the existing AORA tool 

composition rule interface, ComBO engine integration, the 

Composition Rule Editor, and respective functionalities are 

described as well.  

The chapter is then summarized. 

Chapter 5 

Case Study 

This chapter introduces the case study where the 

proposed approach is applied. This was realized in the 

context of the Software Development with Aspects 

(SOFTAS) project, using the The Flight PLan (FPL) Tower 

Interface system.  

The FPL system is a graphical user interface for air 

traffic control operator support system, and is currently 

operational at the company responsible for the civilian air 

traffic control in Portugal, the Navegação Aérea de 

Portugal (NAV) company. 

Chapter 6 

Analysis and Critical 

Evaluation 

This chapter presents the analysis and critical 

evaluation of the performed work. Comparison with other 

tools is also presented. 

Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

This chapter introduces the overall conclusions and 

contributions and limitations of the work presented in this 

dissertation. 

Future work that are related to this field are presented 

as well. 

Annex A: 

Acronyms 

This annex presents term definitions and abbreviations 

used while listing referenced and applicable documents. 

Annex B: 

BNF/EBNF meta-syntax 

This annex introduces the BNF/EBNF meta-syntax 

formal notation. 
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Annex C: 

Complete ComBO 

Language EBNF 

This annex presents the complete meta-syntax for the 

Multi-Dimensional Composition by Objectives language. 

Annex D: 

Portuguese Highways 

Toll Collection 

This annex briefly presents the Portuguese Highways 

Toll Collection, the Via Verde Portuguese system. This 

case study supports the production of examples to 

describe the language syntax expressivity presented in 

Chapter 3.  

Annex E: 

Pre-Start Engine Heat 

System 

This annex briefly presents the Pre-Start Engine Heat 

System, concerning automobile engines. Similarly as 

Annex D: Portuguese Highways Toll Collection, this annex 

supports Chapter 3. 

Annex F: 

Correctness 

Composition  

This annex introduces the Correctness Composition for 

the FPL Tower Interface case study. 

 

Additionally, a DVD is provided that includes: this dissertation, source code and 

installation packages for version 1.0 and 1.1 of AORA, a stand-alone parser for the 

ComBO rules, the SOFTAS System Requirement Specification, the FPL Tower Interface 

technical documentation, and the paper entitled “Multi-Dimensional Composition by 

Objective in Aspect-Oriented Requirements Analysis” presented to the workshop on 

Early Aspects at the 30th International Conference on Software Engineering: Aspect 

Oriented Requirements Engineering and Architecture Design. A digital version of this 

dissertation can also be found at http://aosd.di.fct.unl.pt/andregmarques/. 

 

http://aosd.di.fct.unl.pt/andregmarques/
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Chapter 2  
AORE Composition 

Approaches 

This chapter presents the state of the art for Aspect-Oriented Requirements 

Engineering (AORE), summarizing some of the most relevant approaches that include 

some kind of concern composition mechanism at the requirements level.  

We start with a brief introduction to Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) 

and then explain fundamental Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) 

concepts. Once this introduction to aspects is concluded, we discuss the most 

representative approaches that handle crosscutting concerns at the requirements level, 

as well as their corresponding tools, when available. 

2.1 Aspect-Oriented Software Development 

Aspect-Oriented Software Development (AOSD) aims at addressing crosscutting 

concerns by providing means for their systematic identification, separation, 

representation and composition (Elrad et al., 2001 ). Crosscutting concerns are 

encapsulated in separate modules, known as aspects, so that localisation can be 

promoted. This approach results in a better support for modularisation and consequently 

reduces development, maintenance and evolution. 

Although crosscutting concerns are often present well before implementation, such 

as in requirements engineering, most of the work for AOSD addresses later stages of 

software development (e.g., design (Mika and Shmuel, 2003; Dominik et al., 2006; 

Whittle et al., 2007), and implementation (Gregor et al., 1997; Tarr  et al., 1999; Karl 

et al., 2001; Lodewijk and Mehmet, 2001; Xerox Parc, 2001a; The Eclipse Foundation, 
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2008)), but several approaches have already been developed to handle crosscutting 

concerns at requirements and architecture levels (Brito and Moreira, 2003; Rashid et 

al., 2003; Brito and Moreira, 2004; Clarke and Baniassad, 2005; Moreira et al., 2005b). 

This chapter will only focus on the requirements analysis phase. 

2.2 Aspects 

From assembly languages to higher level programming languages, various 

programming paradigms have been proposed in the literature (e.g. Dijkstra (Dijkstra, 

1972 ) and Abadi (Abadi and Cardelli, 1996)). Procedural and Object-Oriented (OO) 

programming have increased the modularity of software further, but there are still some 

properties that classical software development methods (e.g. structured and object-

oriented programming) are unable to modularize. These properties cut across several 

base (code) modules, producing scattered and tangled code that is difficult to maintain 

and evolve. These are called crosscutting concerns, of which, logging, security and 

persistence are classical examples in the literature (Laddad, 2003). 

The Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) paradigm appeared to offer modularization 

and composition mechanisms to handle crosscutting concerns (Kiczales et al., 1997). 

AOSD was introduced at the programming level with AspectJ (The Eclipse 

Foundation, 2008), playing a key role in its early adoption by researchers and 

practitioners; the notion of aspect-orientation is rooted in earlier work on (i) 

Composition Filters (Mehmet et al., 1992), (ii) Adaptive Programming (Mohamed and 

Ted, 1991) and (iii) Subject-Oriented Programming (William and Harold, 1993). The 

concepts are now moving beyond programming and being applied at earlier 

development stages. For instance, a number of aspect-oriented requirements 

engineering, analysis and design approaches have been proposed (Rashid et al., 2003; 

Araújo et al., 2004; Jacobson and Ng, 2004; Clarke and Baniassad, 2005). 

To this date, there is still no general agreement on how Aspect-Oriented Software 

Development (AOSD) should proceed, or which modelling approach should be used. 

To give the reader an overview of some general AOSD concepts, we have collected, 

and describe next, a basic glossary of aspect-terms: 

The concept of Separation of Concerns (SoC) is related to the intention of 

focusing one’s attention upon a certain aspect, (temporarily forgetting other 

ones), to extend that they are irrelevant for the current topic (Dijkstra, 1976). 

Therefore, the Separation of Concerns process is the “ability to identify, 

encapsulate, and manipulate those parts of software that are relevant to a 

particular concern (concept, goal, purpose, etc.)” (Ossher and Tarr, 2001) by “the 
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encapsulation of each matter of interest in a separate module” (Brito and Moreira, 

2003). 

A concern is an area of interest or focus in a software system. Concerns are 

the primary criteria for decomposing software into smaller, more manageable and 

comprehensible parts that have meaning to a software engineer (Aspect-Oriented 

Software Association, 2008). 

Crosscutting is the name given to a relationship between representations of a 

concern. In this way it is similar to other kinds of structure, like hierarchical 

structure and block structure (Aspect-Oriented Software Association, 2008). The 

representation of a concern is scattered over an artefact if it is spread out rather 

than localized. The representations of concerns are tangled within an artefact if 

they are intermixed rather than separated. Crosscutting is a different concept 

from scattering and tangling. Scattering and tangling often go together, even 

though they are different concepts (Aspect-Oriented Software Association, 2008). 

An aspect is a crosscutting concern that is encapsulated in separate module. 

In AOP aspects are called modularization units9 (Ramnivas, 2002). Gregor 

Kiczales and his group define aspects as follows: “With respect to a system and its 

implementation using a generalized procedure language, a property that must be 

implemented is (i) a component, if its implementation can be cleanly encapsulated 

in a generalized procedure (i.e., object, method, procedure, API). By cleanly, we 

mean well-localized, and easily accessed and composed as necessary or (ii) an 

aspect, if its implementation cannot be cleanly encapsulated in a generalized 

procedure” (G. Kiczales et al., 1997). 

In Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP), join points are points where the 

composition applies to concerns, bounding them together. Point cuts represent 

sets of join points and are the aspect-oriented mechanism that is used to 

represent the relationship between concerns. Therefore to be referenced and to 

employ concern to interact with other concern in join points, join points must be 

clearly defined in the body of concerns. For example, a requirement in the 

concern representation is a clearly defined point in the body of a requirements 

document (Aspect-Oriented Software Association, 2008). 

 
9 Whilst a common concern's implementation in Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) is called a class. 
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In a number of AOP languages, advice consists of a point cut and a body. The 

body executes at join points the point cut matches. This point cut may expose 

runtime information to the advice body (Aspect-Oriented Software Association, 

2008). 

In Object-Oriented programming the dimension of a concern is data, class or 

yet a feature. During the software lifecycle, concerns can evolve to a different 

kind, known as multiple dimensions. Quoting Ossher and Tarr: “Multiple 

dimensions of concern may be relevant simultaneously, and they may overlap and 

interact, as features and classes do. Thus, modularization according to different 

dimensions of concern is needed for different purposes: sometimes by class, 

sometimes by feature, sometimes by viewpoint, aspect, role, or other criterion” 

(Ossher and Tarr, 2000). 

Analogously, in the aspect-oriented context, the dimension of a concern can be 

detailed as functional, non-functional, independently of any concern hierarchy, 

required or crosscutting concern. As such, we will consider in this dissertation that 

a concern’s responsibility, being part of a concern’s hierarchy, is also a dimension.  

The Multi-Dimensional Separation of Concerns (MDSOC) has three goals 

(i) the encapsulation of all kinds of concerns in a software system, at the same 

time; enable (ii) overlapping and interacting concerns, and (iii) on-demand re-

modularization (IBM, 2001). The MDOSC approach tries supporting construction, 

evolution and integration of software. The MDOSC approach denotes also: “the 

ability to handle new concerns, and new dimensions of concern, dynamically, as 

they arise throughout the software lifecycle” (Ossher and Tarr, 2000). 

Weaving is the process of coordinating aspects and non-aspects. In a 

language like AspectJ (Xerox Parc, 2001b; Laddad, 2003; The Eclipse Foundation, 

2008), one part of weaving is ensuring that advice executes at the appropriate 

dynamic join points. Weaving can be done explicitly or implicitly, and can be done 

at a variety of times ranging from manual weaving when code is written, through 

compile-time, post-compile time and load time, up to runtime (Aspect-Oriented 

Software Association, 2008). 

More specific to AORE we have the composition mechanism. The specification 

of composition mechanisms describes how a concern cuts across other concerns 

(Moreira et al., 2005b), defining the order in which concerns will be applied in a 

particular match point (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). At a finer 

granularity, it allows to define the relationships between concerns requirements. 

Chitchyan et al. (Chitchyan et al., 2006b) define composition as the integrated 

process of requirements analysis and aggregation as a coherent set. Both Moreira 
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et al. (Moreira et al., 2005b; Brito et al., 2007) and Chitchyan et al. (Chitchyan et 

al., 2006b) defend that composition enables to expose mutual influences of 

concerns, detecting conflicts and inconsistencies between them, and take early 

corrective actions. 

2.3 Requirements Engineering and AORE Concepts 

Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) improves Requirements 

Engineering as it supports identification of crosscutting requirements—also known as 

aspectual requirements—as well as analysis of their influence on other requirements of 

the system (Rashid et al., 2003). AORE has emerged as a new way to modularize and 

reason about crosscutting concerns in requirements engineering models (e.g., 

viewpoints, use cases, goals) by the way of requirements-level aspects. Most of the 

concepts defined in the previous section apply to AORE. 

Therefore, AORE aims at providing (i) improved support for separation of 

crosscutting functional and non-functional properties during requirements engineering; 

and (ii) better means to identify and manage conflicts arising due to tangled 

representations of crosscutting requirements. Such means of early conflict resolution 

help to establish critical trade-offs even before the architecture process phase (Rashid et 

al., 2003). 

Next, we will present requirements engineering related base concepts that are 

commonly used in Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering, supporting the 

understanding of the following sections. The described concepts are: functional concern, 

functional requirements, quality attributes—also known as non-functional properties—, 

soft-goals, satisfice, decomposition, operationalization, composition and multi-

dimensional composition. 

A functional concern (or functional requirements (Glinz, 2007)) underlies 

services that the system is expected to deliver to satisfy stakeholders requests. Quoting 

Sommerville: “Functional requirements are statements of services the system should 

provide, how the system should react to particular inputs and how the system should 

behave in particular situations” (Sommerville, 2004). In the work presented by Glinz 

(Glinz, 2007), broader, but similar, definitions of functional requirements are collected. 

We invite the interested reader to read it. 

Non-functional concerns (or quality attributes (Chung et al., 2000)) refer to 

expected system qualities such as, e.g., security, safety, performance, usability, 

flexibility, customizability and interoperability (Brackett, 1990). The non-functional 

properties of a software system are those properties that do not describe or influence 

the principal task / functionality of the software, but can be observed by end users in its 
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runtime behaviour10 (Lohmann et al., 2005). Non-functional concerns are also known as 

non-functional requirements (NFR)11: “global properties (assumptions, constraints 

or stakeholders goals) that can influence part or the whole system” (Chung et al., 

2000). They are potentially crosscutting as they affect several concerns of a system. 

Soft-goals are goals which need to be clarified, disambiguated, prioritized, 

elaborated upon (Chung et al., 2000). Soft-goals are considered satisficed when there is 

sufficient positive and little negative evidence for the claim, and they are unsatisficed 

when there is sufficient negative evidence and little positive support for their 

satisficeability (Supakkul and Chung, 2002). To satisfice is “to decide on” and pursue a 

course of action satisfying the minimum requirements to achieve a goal (Chung et al., 

2000). 

The decomposition of concerns into sub concerns reduces the scope of the problem 

into more concrete sub-problems: the purpose is to achieve an operational concern 

(Chung et al., 2000). 

Operationalization is the process of specifying a non-functional behaviour into a 

functional behaviour (Chung et al., 2000). For example, the non-functional concern 

“Security” can be operationalized by a specific cipher algorithm. 

The Multi-Dimensional Composition refers to the aptitude of being able to order 

together multiple, arbitrary dimensions of different, possibly hierarchical, concerns 

which may have been separated in any process of decomposition or separation of 

concerns. Such as the Multi-Dimensional Separation of Concerns, the Multi-Dimensional 

Composition seeks the possibility of being applicable independently of any paradigm and 

to handle new artefacts and dimensions in a dynamical fashion. Considering, for 

example, each concern of the system as a dimension, when performing a multi-

dimensional composition, it can be also interpreted as the composition of various 

concerns, using the same abstraction as the one performed by Moreira et al. (Moreira et 

al., 2005b). 

 
10 Performance or resource utilization are the most common examples for non-functional properties, but also 
less observable properties like robustness or dependability are important members of the class. 
11 Terminological and conceptual discrepancies are found by Glinz (Glinz, 2007) in the definition of the term 
‘non-functional requirements’, the one presented here is not considered as the only one or uniquely valid. 
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2.4.1

2.4 AORE Approaches 

Several aspect-oriented (AO) approaches have been developed to handle 

crosscutting concerns at requirements level. We will discuss and summarise in this 

section the most representative of these approaches. A more detailed description is 

dedicated to the AORA approach as it constitutes the basis for ComBO, Composition by 

Objectives. 

Aspectual requirements identification and analysis is resource intensive, e.g., such as 

time and requirements analyst, due to the broadly scoped nature of crosscutting 

requirements in addition to the traditional requirements identification from large 

volumes and ambiguity of input information from the stakeholders. To support these 

tasks, some different approaches have academic tools to help and manage this need. 

Different approaches exist to support composition of aspect-oriented requirements 

with (non-) traditional implementation. When available, for each discussed approach, we 

describe the tool support and afterwards present an evaluation of the tested tool, in 

Chapter 6, Analysis and Critical Evaluation.  

 AORA: Aspect-Oriented Requirement Analysis 

A general overview of the AORA (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007) 

approach is illustrated in Figure 2.1. It is composed of three main tasks: (i) identify 

concerns, (ii) specify concerns and (iii) compose concerns. These tasks can be 

accomplished iteratively and incrementally, allowing each task to be performed without 

the full completion of the previous task. Some tasks can be further decomposed into 

subtasks. 
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Figure 2.1: The AORA model, taken from Brito and Moreira and Brito et al. (Brito and 

Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007) 

The following subsections discuss each task, and respective subtasks. 

2.4.1.1 Identify Concerns 

This task consists of identifying all the concerns of a system. Here, a concern refers 

to a property which addresses a certain problem that is of interest to one or more 

stakeholders and which can be defined as a set of coherent requirements (Brito and 

Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). Each concern defines a property that the future 

system must provide.  

This task is divided into two subtasks: elicit requirements and reuse the information 

available in existing catalogues. 

Elicit concerns (Task 1.1). To identify concerns, AORA starts by analysing the 

documents available, including existing stakeholders’ interview transcripts, to 

understand the system domain. To accomplish this, one must look for verbs and nouns 

in the documents that express properties or tasks that the system must provide. Further 

interviews with the stakeholders might be required. These general ideas are commonly 

used by the object-oriented community, for example. 

Reuse of catalogues (Task 1.2). To lighten the task of identifying, the authors 

propose to use existing catalogues, such as the ones developed by Chung et al. (Chung 
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zed over the “Regular 

Account” (right 

et al., 2000). These catalogues are a source of interesting information about concepts 

and terminology of non-functional requirements, promoting reusability. For each entry 

in the catalogue, one must decide whether it would be useful in the system or not, and 

consider it as a concern with a non-functional classification. These non-functional 

concerns are described using Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs (SIGs). A SIG is a 

hierarchy graph that shows the interdependencies between soft-goals (or non-functional 

concerns). Figure 2.2 depicts a simple example of a Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs: 

the Response Time of a “Gold Account” (left branch) is prioriti

branch). 

 

y Graphs, tFigure 2.2: A Soft-goal Interdependenc aken from Chung et al. (Chung et 

een introduced in the literature 

(Ch

an that satisfying one of the refinements is 

alization, which guarantees 

attainment of the final goals in the decomposition process.  

al., 2000) 

Many different types of interdependencies have b

ung et al., 2000) to relate soft-goals, for example: 

(i) Where goals positively (‘+’) or negatively (‘−’) affect other goals and  

(ii) AND/OR–refinement links relate a goal to a set of sub-goals. AND–refinement 

links mean that satisfying all sub-goals in the refinement is sufficient for satisfying 

the parent goal. OR-refinement links me

sufficient for satisfying the parent goal.  

On the basis of these links, one must identify concerns that can be decomposed into 

simpler ones. This information is added to the Decomposition row of the template. It 

should be noted, besides the concern decomposition, SIGs illustrate a possible design 

solution to satisfy the concern. This is known as operation
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AORA provides a template where important information about each concern should 

be registered. This template is depicted in Table 2.1. One template for each identified 

concern will be filled iteratively, and incrementally, as the various tasks are applied. 

The outcome of this task is the completion of the rows Name, Description, Sources, 

Classification, Stakeholders and Decomposition. The remaining rows will be filled during 

Task 2. 

Table 2.1: A template to specify concerns, taken from Brito et al. and Marques et al. 

(Brito et al., 2006; Marques et al., 2007) 

Concern elements Description 

Name The name of the concern. 

Description Short description of the intended behaviour of the concern. 

Sources 
Source of information, e.g. stakeholders, documents, 

domain, catalogues and business process. 

Classification 

Helps the selection of the most appropriate approach to 

specify the concern: functional or non-functional, according 

to Sommerville (Sommerville, 2004): Delivery, Efficiency, 

Ethical, Functional, Implementation, Interoperability, 

Performance, Portability, Privacy, Reliability, Safety, Space, 

Standards or Usability. 

Stakeholders 
People and organizations that need the concern to 

accomplish their job. 

Decomposition 

Concerns can be decomposed into simpler ones based on 

AND and OR relationships. When all (sub) concerns are 

needed to achieve the concern, there is an AND relationship. 

If not all the sub concerns are necessary to achieve the 

concern, then an OR relationship takes place. 

List of Responsibilities 

Responsibility 
List of what the concern must perform; knowledge or 

proprieties the concern must offer. 

List of Contributions 

Contribution 
List of concerns that this concern affects. This contribution 

can be positive (‘+’) or negative (‘−’), and it is unidirectional. 

List of Priorities by Stakeholder 

Stakeholder 

Expresses the importance of the concern for a given 

stakeholder. It can take the values: Very Important, 

Important, Medium, Low, Very Low and Don’t Care (this last 

value is implicit if the priority is omitted). 
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Concern elements Description 

List of Required concerns 

Required Concern 
List of concerns needed or requested by the concern being 

described. 

2.4.1.2 Specify Concerns 

This task is divided into five subtasks: (i) identify responsibilities; (ii) identify 

contributions between concerns; (iii) identify priorities; (iv) identify required concerns 

and (v) build visual concern models. These subtasks can be applied incrementally and 

iteratively. They do not have to be applied in sequence (even if that is the strategy used 

here to explain their objectives). 

Identify responsibilities (Task 2.1). This provides the list of the responsibilities 

that the concern must perform. A Responsibility is considered as an obligation to 

perform a task, or some functionality that the system shall provide (Brito and Moreira, 

2006; Brito et al., 2007). This information is added to the Responsibility row in Table 

2.1. 

Identify contributions between concerns (Task 2.2). A contribution relationship 

between two concerns defines the way in which one concern affects the other. This 

contribution can be collaborative (or positive, helping the affected concern) and is 

represented by a ‘+’ sign, or damage (or negative, obstructing the affected concern) 

represented by a ‘−’ sign.  

While contribution relationships between some concerns can be found in catalogues 

such as those proposed by Chung (Chung et al., 2000), others might be difficult to 

identify and require experts in several domains, such as, e.g., real time systems.  

These relationships are added to the Contribution row in Table 2.1. It is based on this 

information that the approach will be able to detect conflicts between concerns. 

Identify priorities (Task 2.3). A priority gives the degree of importance of a 

concern for a given stakeholder. The priority of a concern is context dependent, i.e., the 

same stakeholder can classify the same concern differently for different business 

domains. This information is added to row Stakeholder Priorities in Table 3.1, one for 

each stakeholder.  

Identify required concerns (Task 2.4). A Required Concern may be needed by 

a concern under study to accomplish its own responsibilities. Therefore, this task gives 

the list of concerns that the concern under study needs to accomplish its own 

responsibilities. If this concern does not require any other concern, the keyword 

<none> is used. This list is recorded in row Required Concerns in Table 3.1.  
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Build concern models (Task 2.5). The goal of this task is to model concerns using 

a more rigorous textual or visual representation. Concerns will be represented using 

UML models (such as use cases, sequence diagrams, activity diagrams). Based on the 

information on the templates, one can build a requirements analysis specification, 

composed of an extended use case diagram and sequence diagrams12.  

2.4.1.3 Compose Concerns 

The current Subsection (2.4.1.3, Compose Concerns) describes the AORA original 

tasks of composing concerns.  

The goal of this task is to compose the concerns to give the developer a complete 

view of the whole system and to identify and manage conflicts between concerns that 

might result from the context dependent compositions. To guide the composition, four 

subtasks are proposed: (i) identify match points; (ii) identify crosscutting concerns; (iii) 

handle conflicts and (iv) define composition rules for each match point.  

Identify Match Points (Task 3.1). It is composed by a set of concerns that need 

to be composed together. One of the concerns plays the role of base concern on which 

the behaviour of the remaining concerns needs to be weaved into. These concerns are 

the required concerns of the base concern (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). 

For instance, if concern C1 requires C2 and C3, then the match point MP_C1 is composed 

of C1, the base, and C2 and C3, that is MP_C1 = {C1, C2, C3}. Quoting Brito: 

“A match point is where one or more crosscutting concerns are applied to a given 

functional concern (or model element)” (Brito and Moreira, 2002). 

Match points, the points where the composition will take place, are identified using 

the Required Concerns row in Table 2.1. A match point is represented using a bi-

dimensional table of “Concerns versus Required Concerns”, as illustrated in Table 2.2. 

A cell is filled with a “√” symbol if a given concern at the column “Required 

Concerns” is required by the concern at the row “Concerns”. So, the match point for 

concern C1 (MPC1) lists the set of concerns that must be composed with C1. For example, 

MPC1= {C2, C3}. 

 
12 Class diagrams are then easily derived. 
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Table 2.2: Match point identification 

Required Concerns 

Concerns 

C1 C2 C3 … Cn 
Match Point name 

C1  √ √   MPC1 

C2 √    √ MPC2 

… … … … … … … 

Cn √ √    MPCn 

Since composition rules are defined for each match point, identifying stakeholders 

with an interest on the concerns that compose each match point is useful to help solving 

conflicts (Task 3.3). Table 2.3 relates stakeholders with match points, where each cell 

lists the concerns of interest for a given stakeholder and match point. Notice that if a 

conflict is identified in MPC1, due to a negative contribution between C2 and C3, 

Stakeholders 1 and 2 need to reach an agreement to help solving the conflict. 

Table 2.3: Relating stakeholders with Match Points 

Match Points 

Stakeholders 

MPC1 MPC2 … MPCm 

Stakeholder1 C2, C3   C2, C4 

Stakeholder2 C2    

… … …   

Stakeholdern  C1, Ck  C3, C4 

Identify crosscutting concerns (Task 3.2) “A crosscutting concern is a concern, 

which can not be modularly represented within the selected decomposition. 

Consequently, the elements of crosscutting concerns are scattered and tangled within 

elements of other concerns” (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). 

In the AORA approach a concern is crosscutting if it is required by one or more other 

concerns. This task is accomplished by taking into account the information in Table 2.2.  

Handle conflicts (Task 3.3). This subtask supports the identification and resolution 

of conflicting situations between concerns. For a given match point it is necessary to 

analyse if there are negative contributions between its concerns (based on Contribution 

row in Table 2.1. Two (or more) concerns may contribute negatively to each other and 

still raise no conflict, if their priorities are different. However, if they have the same 

priority, a real conflicting situation was identified and a solution must be found. 

Consequently, one needs to look to the Stakeholder Priorities row in Table 2.1. If the 
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priority attributed to each concern is different, the problem is not too difficult to solve, 

and the dominant concern is that with higher priority. However, if at least two concerns 

have the same priority, a trade-off must be negotiated with the stakeholder. To support 

this, Table 2.3 may be helpful.  

To guide the negotiation among users, the authors (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et 

al., 2007) propose the identification of the dominant concern for a given match point. 

Therefore, if more than two concerns exist in a given match point, with negative 

contribution and the same priority, we should start by analysing two concerns first to 

identify the dominant one, then take this dominant concern and analyse it with a third 

concern and so forth until they have taken into consideration all the concerns. The result 

is the concern with higher priority between them all. Next, the identification of the 

second dominant concern among the remaining concerns is necessary, and so forth until 

dependency hierarchy between all the concerns has been achieved.  

The dominant concerns will have a major role during the architecture design, as they 

will, in many cases, support one’s decision to choose between different architectural 

solutions for the same concerns.  

This process has limitations, for example: (i) each concern must be allocated a 

different priority; (ii) conflict handling is based in one criterion, the priority; (iii) trade-

offs must be negotiated with stakeholders to resolve conflicts without offering them any 

systematic analysis technique or tool. In order to stand up against some of these 

limitations, a Multiple Criteria Decision Making (MCDM) method to support conflict 

management is proposed by Vieira (Vieira, 2006). 

Define composition rules (Task 3.4). A composition rule defines the order in 

which concerns will be applied in a particular match point.  

Composition rules need to be handled from two different perspectives: (i) the order 

wherein required concerns will be composed with the (base) concern that defines the 

match point and, (ii) for each particular concern, how its behaviour will be weaved into 

the base concern. While the former case treats concerns as “black boxes”, the latter 

defines composition rules at a lower level of granularity, weaving concern models 

together.  

A composition rule takes the form: 

<Term> <Operator> <Term>  

where a Term can be a concern or a sub-composition (which is another composition 

rule) and the Operator represents the order of composition between terms will be 

defined using a simple set of operators. These composition rules have been formally 
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defined through the meta-language EBNF. Listing 2.1 presents a simple grammar, 

where the terms between simple quotes represent the literals. 

<Composition> := <Term> <Operator> <Term> | <Composition> 

<Term> := <Composition> | <Concern> 

<Operator> := {{ ‘||’ | ‘>>’ | ‘{{>’ | ‘{{}}’ }} 

Listing 2.1: Composition of concerns using EBNF, taken from Brito and Moreira (Brito 

and Moreira, 2006) 

The operators used were inspired in the LOTOS (Logrippo et al., 1992) operators:  

• Enabling (denoted by C1>>C2): it refers to a sequential composition and 

means that the behaviour of C2 begins if and only if C1 terminates 

successfully. 

• Disabling (denoted by C1{{>C2): it means that C2 interrupts the behaviour of 

C1 when it starts its own behaviour. Usually it is used to mean that the 

behaviour of C1 is substituted by the behaviour of C2.  

• Full synchronization (denoted by C1||C2): it refers to the parallel operator and 

means that the behaviour of C1 must be synchronized with the behaviour of 

C2. Fundamentally, it represents concurrent composition of concerns.  

• Choice (denoted by C1{{}}C2): it refers to the choice operator and means 

that only one of the concerns will be satisfied (C1 or C2).  

Composition rules can be built from simpler composition rules and brackets, used to 

attribute priorities to the operators (see Listing 2.1). These rules allow compositions to 

be performed at a higher abstraction level, where each concern is simply represented by 

its name and related with other concerns by using the above composition rules. 

Moreover, the AORA approach supports incremental composition, independently from 

the concern nature. This means that one can potentially compose aspects with aspects, 

in addition to aspects with non-crosscutting concerns. Soeiro (Soeiro, 2006) also 

proposes a simple composition language to support concern composition at 

requirements level: an XML-based language is employed to define and compose 

concerns, and a graphical representation of the compositions rules using Petri Nets. 

However, concerns are again handled in a “black box” fashion way. 

Subsection 3.6, An Approach to Specify Rigorous Composition Rules, of Chapter 3, 

Rigorous Composition Rules: Language & Approach, of this dissertation principally 

focuses on the extension and refinements performed of the AORA’s composition task 

and consequently we do not describe them in task 3.4. 

XML-Based language for specification and composition of aspectual 

concerns. Soeiro and Brito’s work (Soeiro et al., 2005) builds on Aspect-Oriented 
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Requirements Analysis (AORA) (Brito and Moreira, 2003; Brito and Moreira, 2004), 

focusing on two particular activities: concern (i) specification and (ii) composition. XML-

based language is used to define and specify concerns and compose concerns at 

requirements level. The support model is the same as presented by Brito (Brito and 

Moreira, 2003; Brito and Moreira, 2004). 

2.4.1.4 AORA Tool Support 

The Aspect-Oriented Requirements Analysis (AORA) tool (Brito et al., 2006) supports 

concerns specifications, identification of match points and crosscutting concerns, and 

definition of composition rules. The concepts are defined in XML (W3C, 2004a; W3C, 

2006) and an open source, native XML database, eXist (Meier, 2002). Four views are 

available from the tool: Concern View, Stakeholder View, Match Point View and 

Composite View. 

The Concern View manages the information of the concerns being specified, and 

offers information regarding the crosscutting nature of the concerns. This view allows 

the user to: 

• Specify Concern. This requires the users to complete a form, based on the 

template previously detailed in Table 2.1. 

• Update Concern. This allows the user to change the fields of a concern specification 

(please refer to Table 2.1). 

• Remove Concern. This allows the user to remove a concern from the current 

project. 

• Crosscutting concerns. This information is visualized in the concern specification 

windows and gives the list of concerns that the concern cuts across. 

The Stakeholder View allows the definition of priorities for each concern and 

identifies conflicting situations. More precisely, this view allows the user to specify, 

update and remove a stakeholder. 

The Match Point View supports the definition of composition rules for each match 

point, being able to generate a list of both match points and crosscutting concerns. This 

list is automatically generated. This view allows the user to update the list of concerns 

with RequiredBy associations in a given match point.  

Finally, the Composition View allows the user to create and modify existing 

composition rules. A composition rule is defined for a match point and specifies how the 

concerns in that match point interact. A mechanism of interpretation and verification of 

the inserted rule is available and allows to (i) remove non-useful characters, and (ii) to 

verify if the rule is compliant with the grammar presented in Listing 2.1, and when the 
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rule is incorrectly built, the cause of error is highlighted. A message appears for both 

cases of correct or incorrect rule building. Besides the AORA approach features 

described, the tool provides other generic features, such as (i) creating, opening and 

closing projects, (ii) consistency and logical integrity checking, (iii) generating reports in 

HTML and PDF formats, (iv) saving and importing concerns in and from a repository to 

allow reusability between projects, (v) the possibility of logging all the important 

actions13, (vi) visualizing basic graphics representation and (vii) exporting and importing 

project data into XML format. Finally, (viii) a wizard is also available to create concerns, 

facilitating the requirements engineer task of introducing the specification and early-

analysis data. 

Figure 2.3 depicts a screen-shot of the AORA tool concern creation wizard.  

 

Figure 2.3: AORA’s concern creation wizard 

                                          
13 To each concern’s log is associated the stakeholder name, reason for change, date and time. 
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2.4.2

                                         

Regarding the AORA tool, this dissertation will mainly focus on the refinement of the 

composition rules and, therefore, on the verification and interpretation of rules, 

maintaining all the already available functionalities early described. Please refer to 

Chapter 4, Tool Support, for an overview of the results of the developed work. 

 The ARCaDE Approach 

The composition rules presented by ARCaDE “employ informal, and often concern-

specific, actions and operators to specify how an aspectual requirement influences or 

constrains the behaviour of a set of non-aspectual requirements” (Rashid et al., 2003). 

Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003) argue that the process of modularisation enables 

the early identification of trade-offs between aspectual requirements and consequently 

affords the necessary maintainability for negotiation and to create a consensus among 

the involved stakeholders.  

The ARCaDE process (Rashid et al., 2003) allows identifying which concerns are 

conflicting and consequently to determine trade-offs before the derivation of 

architecture models. Therefore, the sustainability for separation of crosscutting 

properties, whether functional or non-functional, during requirements engineering is 

highly valued, such as the identification of artefacts at later development stages that 

need to be mapped and may affect aspectual requirements.  

The composition rules detailed by Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003) involve 

relationships between (i) concerns, (ii) stakeholders’ requirements, and (iii) candidate 

aspects: not just the elements encapsulating them can be handled but also at the 

granularity of individual requirements. Consequently, it is theoretically possible to 

specify how an aspectual requirement influences or constrains the behaviour of a set of 

non-aspectual requirements in various modules. The identification of aspectual trade-

offs at a finer granularity is also supported. Following the philosophy of the composition 

of rules: “It facilitates the identification of individual, conflicting aspectual requirements 

with respect to which negotiations must be carried out and trade-offs established” 

(Rashid et al., 2002). 

Once the composition of artefacts is complete, follows the identification and 

resolution of raised conflicts among the candidate aspects. If the resolution of conflicts 

implies the correction of requirements specification14, then, (i) requirements are 

 
14 Such as stakeholders' requirements, aspectual requirements or composition rules. 
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composed again, and (ii) any further conflicts arising are resolved. This is achieved until 

no more conflicts need to be solved.  

The definition language to specify these requirements, the candidate aspects 

identified and the composition rules to relate viewpoints (Finkelstein and Sommerville, 

1996) with aspects, is XML (W3C, 2003). 

2.4.2.1 The ARCaDE Tool 

The Aspectual Requirements Composition and Decision Support Tool (ARCaDE) 

(Rashid, 2003), makes it possible to define the viewpoint requirements (Rashid et al., 

2002; Rashid et al., 2003), aspectual requirements and composition rules using pre-

defined templates. These templates can, optionally, be enforced using XML schemas. 

The modules encapsulating the various requirements and composition rules are stored 

in eXist, a native XML database system (Meier, 2002). A combination of DOM 

(Document Object Model) (W3C, 2001) and SAX (Simple API for XML) (Megginson, 

2001) is employed to (i) validate the composition rules, i.e., to ensure that they refer to 

viewpoints, aspects and requirements that exist in the database; (ii) compose the 

aspects and viewpoints and identify resulting conflicts expecting to establish trade-offs.  

The ARCaDE Tool allows (i) requirements descriptions, (ii) XML requirements 

specification, (iii) XML requirements of the aspectual requirements, (iv) viewpoint 

requirements and composition rules, (v) to rank the requirements to indicate the 

importance of each aspect requirement relative to each viewpoint, (vi) support 

modularization and (vii) composition of aspectual requirements through concern-specific 

operators. The ARCaDE tool automates the validation of relationships specified by the 

composition rules and identification of interaction and trade-off points among the 

aspects (Katz and Rashid, 2004). Figure 2.4 depicts the ARCaDE Composition wizard. 
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Figure 2.4: ARCaDE Composition wizard, taken from Chitchyan et al. (Chitchyan et al., 

2006a). 

To the date, the ARCaDE tool is no longer being under active development. 

2.4.3

                                         

 Concern-Oriented Requirements Engineering Model 

The model proposed by Moreira et al. (Moreira et al., 2005a) decomposes 

requirements in a uniform fashion regardless of their functional or non-functional nature 

to make it possible to project any particular set of requirements on a range of other 

requirements. Requirements, independently of their intrinsic nature are treated 

uniformly and called concerns. Therefore, Multi-Dimensional separation is supported by 

the approach such as the establishment of early trade-offs among crosscutting and 

overlapping requirements. Thus, this facilitates negotiation and decision of consensus 

between stakeholders. The Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) model 

presented by the same authors (Rashid et al., 2002) is based on treating PREView15 

(Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997a) concerns as adaptations of the aspect-oriented 

programming (Elrad et al., 2001 ) notion of aspects and, consequently, carries out the 

analysis of broadly scoped properties against a set of base viewpoints. The model 

presented by Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003) is then refined and supports separation 

of the specification of aspectual requirements, non-aspectual requirements and 

 
15 A PREView viewpoint encapsulates partial information about the system. Requirements are organised in 
terms of several viewpoints, and analysis is conducted against a set of concerns intended to correspond broadly 
to the overall system goals. 
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2.4.4

                                         

composition rules in modules representing coherent abstractions and following well-

defined templates.  

Although the composition rules have to be written with reference to a dominant 

decomposition that aspects cut across, existing Requirement Engineering (RE) 

approaches support analyses of system requirements from the perspective of non-

functional properties, but support for identifying the influence of crosscutting functional 

properties (or a combination of functional and non-functional properties) is not 

available. The support for incorporating such an influence during trade-off analysis and 

subsequent negotiation among stakeholders is unavailable too. The Multi-Dimensional 

approach presented by Moreira et al. (Moreira et al., 2005a) addresses the above issues 

by eliminating the dominant decomposition through uniform treatment of the various 

types of requirements in the system. Mainly the informal composition rules with (i) 

concern-specific actions and operators and (ii) the effective support for establishing 

trade-offs and negotiations among stakeholders, is derived from the model proposed by 

Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003). 

 SDMATA: Composition Language for UML State 
Diagram 

The authors of the State Diagrams Modelling Aspects Using a Transformation 

Approach (SDMATA) (Whittle et al., 2007) argue that the existing aspect-oriented 

modelling composition methods are not expressive enough for composing state-

dependent behavioural models, proposing a new aspect composition language, SDMATA, 

for UML state diagrams. SDMATA uses the concrete syntax of UML wherever possible: it 

is not as expressive as graph transformations over UML16 but it is adapted to aspect 

composition in a way that is accessible to software engineers. 

An SDMATA rule consists of a State Diagram Pattern and Composition Operators. 

Those rules can be translated into a graph rule. 

Given a base state diagram, S1, crosscut by an aspect state diagram, S2, an SDMATA 

composition rule merges S2 and S1 to produce a composed model S12. An SDMATA 

composition rule consists of two parts. Firstly, the rule specifies which part of S1 is 

crosscut by S2. This is done by a state diagram pattern that identifies a sub-diagram of 

S1. Secondly, composition operators specify how crosscutting behaviour from S1 is 

 
16 Meta-classes cannot be accessed. 
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2.4.5

combined with the behaviour from S2. State diagram patterns can be thought of as the 

pointcut model of SDMATA and the composition operators can be thought of as the 

advices (Zündorf, 1996).  

The authors describe a State Diagram Pattern as an abstract representation of a 

family of state diagrams and contain pattern variables. Pattern variables are typed over 

state diagram meta-classes and are marked with multiplicities. Therefore, a State 

Diagram Pattern matches a state diagram if all the pattern variables can be 

instantiated to elements of the state diagram in a way that preserves the variable’s 

meta-class and multiplicity. Regarding the Composition Operators, SDMATA gives a 

way to define how model elements from the aspect should be composed with model 

elements from the base: this is done using a language based on graph transformations 

such as the presented by Balogh (Balogh and Varró, 2006). 

The SDMATA approach focuses on concern composition during late-requirements 

analysis and software design phases and consequently has a low impact on the creation 

of the ComBO rules. 

2.4.4.1 SDMATA Tool Support 

The authors have implemented a tool, the IBM Rational Software Modeler plug-in, to 

allow users to specify aspects and aspect composition rules in IBM Rational Software 

Modeler (IBM, 2007). This tool allows users to specify UML models and aspects in the 

IBM Rational Software Modeler. Composed models may be viewed in the same tool. 

 Semantics-based   Composition:    Requirements    
Description    Language    (RDL)  

The Requirements Description Language (RDL) (Chitchyan et al., 2007) is based on 

the natural language itself as a clearly defined set of syntactic rules and semantic 

elements, theoretically precise enough to support definition of a flexible composition 

mechanism for requirements analysis. The RDL proposed by Chitchyan (Chitchyan et al., 

2007) is based on the symmetric view of AOSD (Tarr  et al., 1999; Stanley M. Sutton 

and Rouvellou, 2002; Moreira et al., 2005a; Moreira et al., 2005b) and use the same 

abstraction: concerns, to represent both crosscutting and non-crosscutting elements, 

descriptions of requirements, the system behaviour, and constraints and standards 

proposed by Sommerville (Sommerville, 2004; Sommerville, 2006). The initial set of 

concerns for each system can be selected from a concern repository (Moreira et al., 

2005b), or identified via mining tools (Baniassad and Clarke, 2004; Sampaio et al., 

2005), domain analysis, stakeholder interviews, or descriptive studies. Quoting 

Chitchyan: “One or more requirements elements are encapsulated within a concern; 

each requirement is identified by a unique identifier (a requirement may contain one or 
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more sentences). Both concern and requirement can be multi-sentence elements” 

(Chitchyan et al., 2007). 

However, the smallest unit of meaningful interaction conveying a construct is a 

simple sentence (using the language description), and to be able to reason about this 

construct, elements need to be defined and described. The main elements are subject, 

object, and relationship. A subject is defined as the entity that undertakes actions 

described within the sentence clause. The subject corresponds to the grammatical 

subject in the clause. Composition specifications involve a subject denoted with different 

words representing the same semantics, and a set of synonymous definitions must be 

provided (e.g., WordNet (Princeton University, 2006), per project) augmenting a 

standard dictionary with a project-specific ontology. An object is defined as the entity 

that is affected by the actions undertaken by the subject of the sentence, or in respect 

of which the actions are undertaken. Object in RDL corresponds to the grammatical 

object in the clause. A clause could have several objects associated with, or affected by, 

a single subject. Relationship depicts the action performed, or the state expressed, by 

the subject on or with regards to its object(s). Relationships can be expressed by any of 

the verbs or verb phrases in natural language.  

“The subject-relationship-object (S-R-O) structure carries the main semantic load of 

a sentence” (Chitchyan et al., 2007), whereas subjects and objects denote the entities 

of significance in it, and a relationship—i.e., a verb—reflects the interaction between 

these entities.  

A composition element in the RDL comprises three sub-elements: Constraint, Base 

and Outcome. A Constraint element specifies what checks and restrictions are to be 

enforced on a set of requirements (provided by Base element) and what action must be 

taken in imposing these constraints. The query specified within the Constraint element 

is used to select concerns or requirements that will act as the Constraint to be imposed. 

Base element provides a query for selecting the set of (points in) requirements that are 

affected by some constraints (provided by the Constraint element) and the temporal or 

conditional dependency between these requirements and the constraints.  

Semantic queries are used to query expression of the Base element, like that of the 

Constraint. The Outcome element defines how the application of constraints upon the 

base sets of requirements should be handled. For instance, the outcome element may 

specify a set of requirements that must be satisfied as post-conditions upon application 

of the Constraint or merely state that the Constraint has to be fulfilled. This is based on 

the AORA approach (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). 
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2.4.6

                                         

 CoCA: Composition-Centric Approach  

CoCA focuses on modularising concern relationship and using them for requirement 

composition. Quoting Chitchyan: “The central issue is not how to decompose the 

requirements (e.g., viewpoints), but how to compose them” (Chitchyan et al., 2005). 

The composition process should (i) determine when concerns can be linked together, 

(ii) define the concern linking’s composition semantic, (iii) define the concern’s 

influences, (iv) composition reutilization (for other Requirement Engineering work), and 

(v) determine the composition contribution in the architecture selection. Conflicts and 

inconsistencies between requirements are also detected with the help of composition, 

like (Rashid et al., 2003).  

The CoCA approach is based on Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003) and focuses on 

composition operator and Join Point refinement. This refinement enriches the semantic 

of composition operators with those of concern relationships. The main elements of 

CoCA are concerns, their representation, relationships, composition and refinements. 

Since concerns can be related together in many ways, these relationships are used for 

composition—concerns and their requirements can initially be identified using any 

Requirements Engineering17 approach such as viewpoint analysis (Sommerville and 

Sawyer, 1997b) or use cases (Jacobson, 2004). 

The semantics of composition are defined by the composition actions and operators18 

derived from the concern relationships. The composition actions apply to concerns at 

specific points (join points) at which concerns are bound together. In CoCA, the 

relationships are represented as operators and actions, similarly to ARCaDE (Rashid et 

al., 2003). 

2.4.6.1 Semantics-based Composition & CoCA Tool Support 

EA-Miner. The EA-Miner tool (Sampaio et al., 2007) is an Eclipse19 (The Eclipse 

Foundation, 2008) plug-in that uses corpus-based Natural Language Processing (NLP) 

(Ambriola and Gervasi, 1997; Goldin and Berry, 1997) techniques to: “Enable the 

identification of aspects and reason about the properties of the concerns and model 

their structure and relationships, in a semi-automated way” (Sampaio et al., 2005).  

 
17 In Requirement Engineering (RE), concerns are specified via requirements. 
18 Actions define what should be done about interrelationship, while operators reflect the nature of these 
relationships. 
19 Full compatibility is achieved with version 3.2. 
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EA-Miner tries to support identification and representation of aspects since the early 

stages of software development. Moreover, EA-Miner enables mining various sources of 

requirements (e.g., interviews, natural language description of the system, etc.). Such 

requirements related documents can be automatically mined to help the requirements 

engineer quickly identify and build a structured aspect-oriented model of the system. 

The tool provides an automated support for identifying and separating aspectual and 

non-aspectual concerns as well as their crosscutting relationships at the requirements 

level. It also supports (i) suggestions for the identification of aspectual requirements 

and their influences on other requirements, (ii) conflict detection and resolution between 

aspectual requirements, as well as (iii) requirements representation and (iv) 

requirements document structuring.  

The main RE activities supported by EA-Miner are elicitation, identification, 

presentation of results and listing of irrelevant abstractions. EA-Miner supports the 

elicitation activity by theoretically helping the requirements engineer to focus on specific 

parts of the input documents while the following activities are executed and assisting 

him/her in getting a quick understanding of the system. 

In the identification activity, EA-Miner parses the input files, of different types and 

structures, provided by the engineer and sends them to WMATRIX20 (Rayson, 2004), 

through Internet network accessibility, for Part-Of-Speech (POS) and semantic tagging. 

WMATRIX then generates an XML file consisting of the input file with POS and semantic 

annotations21. Therefore this file is passed to EA-Miner to produce an internal 

representation of the file as Java (Sun Microsystems, 2004) objects. This internal model 

is produced for a specific technique (e.g., viewpoint, scenario based, etc.) selected 

previously by the user. In the presentation of results, the requirements engineer can 

view the internal model in different ways (e.g., diagrams, textual representations, etc.) 

represented in the specific AORE model selected previously: (i) viewpoints or (ii) RDL-

based.  

 
20 WMATRIX is a software tool for corpus analysis and comparison. It provides standard corpus linguistic 
methodologies such as frequency lists and concordances. It also extends the keywords method to key 
grammatical categories and key semantic fields. 
21 Information produced by WMATRIX can be used by EA-Miner to make inferences about the identification of 
base (e.g., nouns can be used to identify viewpoint candidates such as vehicle and gizmo) and crosscutting 
concerns (e.g., words whose meaning pertains to a non-functional concept such as “authorised” meaning 
permission)  
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EA-Miner supports crosscutting concerns identification in natural language 

requirements by matching these requirements against a lexicon dedicated to known 

types of the generally crosscutting concerns (e.g., security, persistence, etc.). The 

crosscutting concern lexicon in EA-Miner act as types of semantic Join Points, but does 

not support pointcut definition or composition. 

MRAT. The Multi-Dimensional Requirements Analysis Tool (MRAT) (Waters and 

Rashid, 2007) is an Eclipse22 (The Eclipse Foundation, 2008) plug-in that has the 

objective to support composition and analysis of aspect-oriented requirements 

specifications. It consists of an editor and multiple views for cross-referencing, 

understanding and visualising mutual influences of requirements-level concerns. It has 

embedded an analysis algorithm to compose concerns and finds temporal problems, 

trying to reveal the root cause and resolution for some conflict types. The RDL that 

MRAT uses is Multi-Dimensional in nature and for this reason makes no base/aspect 

distinction between requirements-level concerns. Crosscutting influences between 

concerns are specified in terms of structural and behaviour semantics of concerns. MRAT 

is theoretically able to reason about the implicit and explicit semantics of these 

influences by analysing the compositions. Analysis of Multi-Dimensional compositions 

(i.e., with no base/aspect distinction) is a non-trivial task since the potential number of 

interactions is very high. Besides, the compositions may contain hidden implicit 

semantics with ambiguous and complex contexts. Given that errors in requirements 

cause exponential problems in later stages of systems engineering, therefore: “MRAT's 

ability to identify hidden conflicts may sound helpful in reducing the potential of costly 

change and improving requirements correctness” (Waters and Rashid, 2007) 

The MRAT’s XML requirements language specification can be found in (Chitchyan et 

al., 2006b). 

2.5 Summary 

This chapter presented the state of the art regarding aspect-oriented approaches 

that consider composition of artefacts. For each described approach, when available, we 

detailed the existing supporting tools. In order to build a new composition rules 

approach we mutually considered positive and negative aspects of the approaches and 

 
22 Full compatibility is achieved with version 3.2. 
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respective tool support: missing features have been detected and will be integrated and 

considered in the proposition of a new approach.  

The presented approaches diverge from the semantics of concepts (from artefacts 

and objectives to attain) and process: different approaches are considered, and 

normalization among these is hard and far from being obtained as different paradigms 

are considered. No matter what are the processes and artefacts of the methodology 

used, however, in theory, without a proper composition of the separated concerns from 

the early requirement phase, few of the analysis results obtained from the aspect-

oriented requirements engineering can properly and fully be reusable in the next 

software engineering phases, using aspect-oriented approaches.  

Therefore, one can clearly see that the composition of artefacts is important and 

necessary to:  

• understand the concerns interactions and  

• detect the mandatory functional properties and action of the composition process.  

Different positive details can be enacted from the presented approaches. For 

example: 

• from work of Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003) the contemplation of an Outcome for 

the composition of artefacts seems obvious,  

• the composition at the requirements level is highly present in the work of Soeiro et 

al. (Soeiro et al., 2005),  

• Brito (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007) and Moreira (Moreira et al., 

2005a) give great importance of the Multi-Dimensional support, whilst  

• Brito (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007) already proposes a set of 

operators, finally,  

• both Brito (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007) and Chitchyan (Chitchyan et 

al., 2007) give importance to temporal composition, also known as aspect 

interaction (Bakre and Elrad, 2007). Tarr (Tarr  et al., 1999) also motivate the need 

for multiple dimensions and, paired with Whittle (Whittle et al., 2007), rich 

mechanisms for composition.  

Also, some limitations and imperfections were detected in the approaches described 

above—these have to be solved when building a new approach for composition—:  

• the majority of the approaches have a coarser granularity,  

• do not define the purpose or objective of the composition, and  
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• the tool support—the manner that an approach is proclaimed and disclosed—, rarely 

integrates the approach expressivity and functionality, and most of all, is not as 

user-friendly as needed. 

These details must, and will, be considered. Having recognized in this chapter 

relevant limitations and functional properties of the composition process, we can 

assimilate those needs and details into the AORA methodology: we will describe in the 

next chapter, Rigorous Composition Rules: Language & Approach, a composition 

language and a process approach for early-aspects requirements, refining the 

composition of rules of the AORA approach and respective tool. 
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Chapter 3  
Rigorous Composition Rules: 

Language & Approach 

Similarly to other Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering (AORE) approaches, 

the AORA approach (Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007), as previously 

described in Subsection 2.4.1 of Chapter 2, has emerged with the purpose of 

contributing to the improvement of software modularisation and evolution. However, as 

many other approaches and tools, and although recently created, the AORA approach 

needs to evolve and to be refined.  

AORA introduces a process for requirements analysis, using aspects. The AORA 

process is divided in three tasks: (i) identification of concerns, (ii) specification of 

concerns and (iii) composition of concerns. The first and the second tasks handle 

elicitation and identification of properties of concerns. They handle decomposition, whilst 

the next one tackles composition: identification of (i) match points, (ii) crosscutting 

concerns, and finally compose the identified artefacts together. The artefacts produced 

will be helpful in the architectural phase 

AORA’s composition process follows a “black box” oriented approach, therefore 

lacking expressiveness. The approach proposed in this dissertation, Multi-Dimensional 

Composition by Objectives, refines the AORA composition of rules, allowing composition 

at a finer granularity level.  

A ComBO rule consists of a header and a body—please refer to the rigorous 

description in Subsections 3.4 and 3.5 of Chapter 3. The ComBO language syntax is 

explained using listing examples and graphical diagrams to ease the perception of the 

language grammar. These rules are part of an approach for rule composition, which 

describes the various steps necessary to create a rule for a given match point. 
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Focusing on a novel approach for rule composition, we first propose the context and 

domain where the rules are to be applied. Then, we rigorously describe the language 

syntax. Next, we propose a process approach to apply the ComBO rules and we 

conclude by summarizing the proposed language and approach. 

3.1 Composing Rules by Objectives 

The composition rule by objectives is defined in the context of the AORA approach 

(Brito and Moreira, 2006; Brito et al., 2007). AORA tackles the Software Requirements 

phase: Figure 3.1 contextualizes the Software Requirements period in the different 

phases of the software evolution  (test and installation phases are here intentionally 

omitted): 

• Software Requirements: the software engineering process of determining what is 

to be produced and the products generated in that definition (Brackett, 1990). 

• Software Architecture: the fundamental organization of a system embodied in its 

components, their relationships to each other and to the environment and the 

principles guiding its design and evolution (IEEE Computer Society, 2000) 

• Software Design: The process of defining the architecture, components, interfaces, 

and other characteristics of a system or component (IEEE Computer Society, 1990), 

including systems design, decomposition, interface definition, processing models, 

and algorithms for modules (Richard, 2003).  

• Software Implementation: The process of creating the software product from 

design documentation to debug (IEEE Computer Society, 1990): it is basically the 

coding of the technical specification previously analysed (Amnon and Rick, 2003).  

 

Figure 3.1: Different phases of the software evolution 

The ComBO language is to be integrated in Task 3, Compose Concerns, of the AORA 

approach. Therefore, the resulting artefacts of the AORA analysis and specification, such 

as match points base-concerns, concerns, responsibilities and aspects, will be combined 

as a result of the composition rules. Contextualizing the ComBO rules, they should be 

used when migrating the requirements phase to the architecture phase, as the 

constraints specified at requirements using those rules must be taken into consideration 

when deriving the architecture. 
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Conceptually, the ComBO rules were defined to compose rules that allow the 

identification of potential concern interactions (e.g., conflicts) used to derive composed 

models that give an integrated view of the system, and define the order in which 

concerns will be applied in a particular match point. Consequently, one of the purposes 

of the ComBO rules is to help on the definition of the order in which required concerns 

will be composed with the (base) concern that defines the match point and, for each 

particular concern, how its behaviour will be weaved into the base concern. In essence, 

the purpose of the ComBO rules, composition of rules by Objectives, is to order and 

group responsibilities and concerns that reflect a purpose, an objective. The ComBO 

rules were originally created to mainly fulfil a gap in the AORA approach, which was 

limited to (i) a “black box” concern-oriented approach, offering (ii) a coarser granularity 

and few operators, and consequently (iii) a low expressivity of the composed artefacts. 

In this way the purpose of specifying rules by objective is to focus on the composition of 

artefacts—such as non-functional and functional concerns, and responsibilities—on one 

or more objectives, allowing a Multi-Dimensional composition. By Multi-Dimensional we 

consider the necessity or aptitude of being able to simultaneously compose any kind of 

(crosscutting, functional or non-functional) concerns, or dimensions, i.e., hierarchically 

structured concerns. Analogously as the “tyranny” of the Multi-Dimensional Separation 

of Concerns (Tarr  et al., 1999), we do not want to lose expressivity and granularity 

because of any “tyrant” dimension. Therefore, the Multi-Dimensional composition, 

allows us to compose concerns of different dimensions with full expressivity gracefully of 

the operators we propose in this dissertation’s chapter. Consequently, this also means 

that new dimensions can arise from the original compositions’ dimensions. As a result, 

the Multi-Dimensional scalability is achieved through composition, as the initial 

dimensions do not dictate the final dimensions. 

The rules are then composed to achieve the specified objectives by the software 

engineer(s): all the Rules in the rule body—please refer to Section 3.5, ComBO body—

only make sense to attain the (list of) specified objectives. This rule composition 

approach is an important improvement since each rule has a real purpose and objective, 

instead of having composition of rules that is only composing artefacts together without 

any particular reason or utility for him/her. Beside the improvements of the (i) Multi-

Dimensional composition, (ii) specification of objectives and (iii) expressivity of the 

language features, a minimum traceability is supported by the approach regarding the 

rule composition. The introduction of Local and Final Rules tackles this matter. 

The description on how and when this composition is achieved is described in the 

following subsections. 
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3.2 Specific notation and style 

Specific notation and style are used in this chapter, besides the ones introduced in 

Chapter 1 in Subsection 1.4. Listings are employed to ease the perception of the ComBO 

language through examples or rigorous syntax. The used listing-symbols and their 

meaning are presented in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1: Used listing-symbols and their meaning 

Symbol Description Meaning 

[ Item_1 | 
Item_2 ] 

Pipe character between opening and 

closing square brackets characters. 

Logical disjunction “or” 

(choice). 

Item ? Question mark character. 
Optional item: “zero or 

one occurrence”. 

Item * Asterisk character23. 
Optional item: “zero or 

more occurrences”. 

Item + Plus sign character. 
Mandatory item: “one 

or more occurrences”. 

a := b 
Colon mark character followed by an 

equal sign character. 
a “is defined as” b 

The remaining symbols are explained during the description of the language. 

Graphical representation of grammar and syntax is often used to support the 

language explanation. In these representations, the initial syntax is represented with an 

unidirectional arrow (from left to right) pointing to the next expression to be 

concatenated to the current, and so on, until reaching the end of the grammar. 

Rectangles with uppercase strings constitutes labels that represents a character or a 

sequence of characters, whilst the rounded rectangles with lower case string represents 

                                          
23 Note that this character is used both in the COMBo language and in the symbols used in the listing describing 
the ComBO language syntax. This ComBO symbol will be explained as it appears. 
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a simplification of the constitution of a more complex sequence of artefacts and/or 

syntactic structures. 

The grammar and syntax graphical representation were partially realized with the 

ANTLRworks v1.1 (Tarr and Bovet, 2007) application, the ANother Tool for Language 

Recognition (ANTLR) v3.0 GUI Development Environment. Remaining modifications have 

been made using the Paint.NET (Brewster, 2008) image manipulation application.  

Using a simple example of an email address syntax (Network Working Group, 2001), 

where only the characters of the alphabet in lower case are accepted for the identifier 

name and the domain name, we will explain the syntax diagram use. The main graphical 

syntax of this example is depicted in Figure 3.2. 

 

Figure 3.2: Graphical representation of the email structure 

The identifier field is to be substituted by the graphical representation depicted in 

Figure 3.3. 

 

Figure 3.3: Graphical representation of the email identifier 

Therefore, an identifier starts and is then obligatorily followed by one or more 

(through the loop) LOWERCASE, and then ends. The LOWERCASE label is replaceable by the 

graphical representation in Figure 3.4: from the characters of the alphabet, in lower 

case. Only one character can be elected, from each loop-iteration. 

 

Figure 3.4: Graphical representation of the characters of the alphabet, in lower case 

Similarly, the AT label introduced in Figure 3.2 is to be substituted by the “@” 

character. 

For simplification purposes, we will consider that the available email addresses for 

this example are the one belonging to the European Union domain: Figure 3.5 depicts 

the graphical representation for the domain label presented in Figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.5: Graphical representation of the domain label 

The LOWERCASE label was already introduced in Figure 3.4 and the DOT_EU label 

representation is depicted in Figure 3.6: its representation is equivalent to “.eu”. 

 

Figure 3.6: Graphical representation of “.eu” email addresses 

Resulting emails such as, e.g., ‘andregmarques@domain.eu’, ‘agm@anotherdomain.eu’, are 

valid email addresses since they can be parsed24 by the presented example. 

The full summarization of labels, keywords and symbols used in this chapter is 

available in Table 3.2. 

3.3 The ComBO language syntax 

The ComBO header rule evinces the specific objective to be attained. The header 

states the context of where the body is to be applied. The body of the rule provides the 

rigorous composition rule that details the respective header rule. Using a detailed top-

down description of the language, Listing 3.1 presents the ComBO rule structure: the 

header starts the composition rule and is followed by the body which is syntactically 

delimited by curly brackets (‘{’, ‘}’). 

ComBO header { 

ComBO body 

} 

Listing 3.1: The ComBO rule structure 

Figure 3.7 depicts a graphical representation of the ComBO rules’ structure: the rule 

starts with the header rule, and then the body is delimited with curly brackets. 

                                          
24 Parsing is the process of analyzing a sequence of tokens to determine its grammatical structure with respect 
to a given formal grammar. More formally it is known as syntactic analysis. 
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Figure 3.7: ComBO rule structure 

3.4 ComBO header 

The ComBO rule header starts with the special expression to achieve (as depicted in 

Figure 3.8 and presented in Listing 3.2). The motivation for choosing this expression 

results from its semantic and the formal definition of the verb: “To perform or carry out 

with success, accomplish” (Houghton, 2005) and its synonyms: “realize”, “attain”, and 

“reach” (Thinkmap, 2008 212). The to achieve expression is followed by a list of 

objectives that will be achieved following the rules described in the ComBO body. The 

objective, or sequence of objectives, is delimited by round brackets: starting with the 

opening round brackets character (‘(’), then followed by a list of objectives and ending 

with the closing round brackets character (‘)’), as depicted in Figure 3.8.  

 

Figure 3.8: ComBO header rule visualization 

to achieve ( list_of_objectives ) 

Listing 3.2: ComBO rule header syntax 

3.4.1 list_of_objectives 

The list_of_objectives label introduced in Figure 3.8 can be represented as depicted 

in Figure 3.9.  

 

Figure 3.9: The list_of_objectives graphical representation 

Since the prefix rule must contain at least one objective, the list_of_objectives is 

mandatory composed by a term and can be followed by more objectives (further term 

expression). The list_of_objectives syntax, as depicted in Figure 3.9, can be rigorously 

represented as listed in Listing 3.3. 
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list_of_objectives= (term {{ or term_m | and not term_i, term_ii, …, term_n 
}}*) 

Listing 3.3: The list_of_objectives structure  

The term expression represents functional and non-functional artefacts such as 

concerns and responsibilities. The ComBO term representation and respective grammar 

syntax is depicted in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3.10: The term grammar syntax graphical representation 

For being able to compose rules, the term grammar syntax supports simple name 

representation. For example, for the toll system, also known as the green lane system, 

that exists in Portuguese motorways (its brief description is available in Annex D: 

Portuguese Highways Toll Collection (Rashid et al., 2003)), we have the concerns 

DebitingSystem, PayingToll, UnauthorisedVehicle, and complex and composed, through 

hierarchy grouping, artefacts—e.g. PayingToll.green_light, PayingToll.yellow_light, as 

depicted in Figure 3.10. This allows a greater expressivity and finer granularity 

composition. The term grammar syntax allows complex composition that some artefacts 

can require until achieving the expected level of operationalization or abstraction, 

depending on the performed analysis. 

Similarly as the fine-grained analysis performed by Marques et al. (Marques et al., 

2007), we can express decompositions of concerns from lower to higher granularity 

(i.e., higher abstraction) separated by dots (‘.’ character). For example, if we have: 

“Efficiency.Time_Performance.Response_Time.Real-Time_Processing_Response_Time”, 

this represents the non-functional concern (i) “Real-Time Processing Response Time”, a 

decomposition of the non-functional concern (ii) “Response Time” itself a decomposition 

of the (iii) “Time Performance” concern which is itself a finer decomposition of the (iv) 

non-functional concern “Efficiency”. This decomposition, which attained four levels of 

decomposition, can be fully handled by the offered grammar syntax. 

The asterisk character (‘*’ character, also known as star or wild card) is also available 

and can be used to express “the addition or use of all the existing artefacts 

hierarchically structured below (and part of / belonging to) the current one”. The 

ComBO grammar syntactically supports identifiers naming by id, such as “R002”, 

“resp003”, and by name, being able to support several notations, as depicted in Figure 

3.10, and improving the language expressiveness. Listing 3.4 rigorously illustrates the 

syntax grammar structure of ComBO’s term depicted in Figure 3.10: a term must be at 
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least an artefact, such as a functional or non-functional concern or responsibility. A 

term—the expression artefact is also employed and has the same meaning as the term 

expression—can be consecutively decomposed through the available hierarchies: 

specific hierarchies or all the children of a given hierarchy can be chosen (through name 

or numerical identification, such as “R002”, “resp003”). 

term := [ concern (‘.’concern)* [‘.*’ | ‘.’identifier]?] 

Listing 3.4: The term grammar structure 

ComBO rules that share the same composition rule are presented in a list of 

objectives in the ComBO header. The available operators are: or, and and not. Listing 

3.5 lists the grammar syntax application of the list_of_objectives expression.  

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

ComBO body 

} 

Listing 3.5: list_of_objectives grammar syntax application 

The following examples are also taken from the Toll system presented by Rashid et 

al. (Rashid et al., 2003). The simple example listed in Listing 3.6 means that the 

objective of the composition rule is to achieve the identification of the gizmo.  

to achieve (gizmo.identification){ 

ComBO body 

} 

Listing 3.6: Instance for the list_of_objectives ComBO rule header (i) 

Nevertheless, the example in Listing 3.7 specifies that both the responsibilities 

ATM.activation or ATM.reactivation (from Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003)) can be 

achieved by the same rule. What the rule expresses is: “to achieve an objective or 

another, the rule in the ComBO body must be satisficed”. 

to achieve (ATM.activation or ATM.reactivation){ 

ComBO body 

} 

Listing 3.7: Instance for the list_of_objectives ComBO rule header (ii) 

Admitting that the ATM artefact (from Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003)) is 

composed of 3 sub-artefacts (ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation and ATM.deactivation), 

the proposed example in Listing 3.8 is then equivalent to the one introduced in Listing 

3.7.  

to achieve (ATM.* and not ATM.deactivation){ 

ComBO body 

}  

Listing 3.8: Instance for the list_of_objectives ComBO rule header (iii) 
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Assuming for example that seta = {2, 4, 6}, setb = {4} and setc = seta \ setb then 

setc = {2, 6} (Halmos, 1960), therefore, the example presented in Listing 3.7 can be 

seen as: list_of_objectives = {ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation} and the example 

introduced in Listing 3.8 as list_of_objectives = ATM.* \ {ATM.deactivation}. 

Consequently, assuming that ATM.* = {ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation, 

ATM.deactivation} and afterwards substituting, list_of_objectives = {ATM.activation, 

ATM.reactivation, ATM.deactivation} \ { ATM.deactivation }, the list of objectives of 

the examples presented in Listing 3.7 and Listing 3.8 are then equivalent, resulting in 

the set {ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation}.  

In the same way Listing 3.9 and Listing 3.10 are equivalent: in the example 

introduced in Listing 3.9 the objective is to achieve ATM.deactivation 

(list_of_objectives = {ATM.deactivation}) and in the example presented in Listing 

3.10 is “to achieve all the ATM functionalities but not ATM.activation neither 

ATM.reactivation” which can be represented as list_of_objectives = ATM.* \ 

{ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation} substituting then by list_of_objectives = 

{ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation, ATM.deactivation} \ {ATM.activation, 

ATM.reactivation}, again we obtain list_of_objectives = {ATM.deactivation} as in the 

example listed in Listing 3.9.  

to achieve (ATM.deactivation){ 

ComBO body 

} 

Listing 3.9: Instance for the list_of_objectives ComBO rule header (iv) 

Note that a list of excluded artefacts is simply composed by commas as in the 

example that Listing 3.10 presents: ATM.* and not ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation.  

to achieve (ATM.* and not ATM.activation, ATM.reactivation){ 

ComBO body 

} 

Listing 3.10: Instance for the list_of_objectives ComBO rule header (v) 

The examples herein presented demonstrate some rule optimization, simplification 

and expressivity capabilities, minimizing in this way the number of duplicated rules, or 

composition that have the same body. 

The ComBO body syntax is explained next. 

3.5 ComBO body 

As depicted in Figure 3.11, the ComBO body syntax can be resumed as “rules 

separated by semicolons (‘;’)”. To be more precise, the ComBO body rules can be empty 

in cases where to achieve some operationalizable artefact we may not need to compose 
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any artefacts together; or composed by complex statements (represented by the 

alt_statement label) and expressions (symbolized by the do_expression label). 

 

Figure 3.11: The ComBO body syntax structure 

The do_expression and alt_statement structures will be explained next. 

 

3.5.1 do_expression 

The do_expression graphical representation is depicted in Figure 3.12. 

 

Figure 3.12: The do_expression structure visualization  

The do_expression is used to express and confront the behaviours of artefacts 

between other artefacts (as depicted in the Figure 3.12 by the do_sequence structure).  

Although not mandatory, the do_expression additionally allows expressing temporal 

conditions (temporal_statement structure). 

More specifically, the do_statement structure is mandatory when the do_expression is 

taken into consideration, and is to be substituted as depicted in Figure 3.13. 

 

Figure 3.13: The do_statement substitution in the do_expression structure 

visualization 

The do_statement structure beginning is syntactically recognized and delimited by the 

do keyword (represented by the DO label in Figure 3.13), considering that what is 

following is the structure of a composition rule. This rule can be composed by an 

artefact or a breaking expression, as presented in Listing 3.11.  
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to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

do {{term | break_expression}} (do_sequence)? (temporal_statement)?; 

} 

Listing 3.11: The do_statement structure decomposition 

Once the do_statement structure is grammatically recognized with the do keyword, a 

term or a break_expression (breaking expression) is specified. The breaking expression 

is equivalent to a halting instruction and is represented by the break keyword, and when 

employed, consequently resumes the rules at the next statement. 

Listing 3.12 gives an example (from Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003)) that makes 

use of the do_statement structure in the context of the green lane system: 

gizmo.identification and ResponseTime.read_gizmo_identifier. 

to achieve (gizmo.identification){ 

do ResponseTime.read_gizmo_identifier; 

} 

Listing 3.12: Example of a do_statement employment 

The example in Listing 3.12 means that “to identify the user’s gizmo, the reading of 

the gizmo identifier must have been fulfilled in a given fraction of time”. 

Optionally, after the do_statement rule structure introduction can follow a do_sequence 

rule structure, as illustrated in Figure 3.14. 

 

Figure 3.14: The do_sequence substitution in the do_expression structure visualization 

The do_sequence grammar syntax structure is not mandatory and in the context of 

the do_expression structure takes place after the do_statement declaration. The 

do_sequence structure is used to express constraints among term expressions. These 

constraints can be after, before, instead of and between. Therefore, to simplify the 

explanation of each of these constraint operators, abstract examples will be considered. 

Listing 3.13 presents a possible use of the after constraint operator in the do_sequence 

structure: “to achieve the activation of the gizmo (or its re-activation), it is necessary 

that the activation of the gizmo through ATM must be performed after the realization 

of the verification of the gizmo through ATM.” 
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to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do artefact_a after artefact_b; 

} 

 

to achieve (gizmo.activation or gizmo.reactivation){ 

 do ATM.gizmo_activation after ATM.gizmo_activation.valid_verification; 

} 

Listing 3.13: The after constraint example 

The after and before constraint operators, as depicted in Figure 3.15 respectively by 

(1) and (3), are related: the do-after constraint expresses the realization of artefacts 

after the posterior execution of necessary artefacts. Analogously, the do-before 

constraint expresses the realization of artefacts before the other remaining artefacts. 

Listing 3.14 illustrates the use of the instead of constraint operator—as depicted by 

(2) in Figure 3.15: the artefact following the do keyword will substitute the artefact right 

after the instead of keyword, substituting a behaviour by another: “to achieve the 

ATM’s re-activation of the gizmo, a notification from the ATM will be carried out instead 

of debiting money from the associated account.” 

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do artefact_b instead of artefact_c; 

} 

 

to achieve (ATM.gizmo_reactivation){ 

 do ATM.notification instead of ATM.account_debit; 

} 

Listing 3.14: The instead of constraint example 

Figure 3.15 depicts the graphical representation of the before, instead of, and after 

constraints. 

 

Figure 3.15: Graphical representation of the before, instead of, after constraints 

The between keyword, as depicted in Listing 3.15, is used to express and describe 

temporal interval between two artefacts.  
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to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do artefact_b between artefact_a and artefact_c; 

} 

 

to achieve (gizmo.identification){ 

 do ResponseTime.read_gizmo_identifier between vehicle.system_entrance and 

  vehicle.toll_gate_entrance; 

} 

Listing 3.15: The between constraint operator example 

In Listing 3.15 the temporal interval starts when the vehicle enters in the green lane 

system (vehicle.system_entrance) and ends when the vehicle is entering in the toll gate, 

i.e., ends when vehicle.toll_gate_entrance is to start being satisficed. 

Listing 3.16 rigorously illustrates the do_sequence grammar syntax structure in the 

ComBO’s do_expression structure. 

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do_statement ({{ ({{after | before | instead of}} artefact_b) | (between  

 artefact_c (({{and | or}} artefact_i))*)}})? (temporal_statement)? ; 

} 

Listing 3.16: The do_sequence grammar syntax structure in the do_expression structure 

The temporal_statement (localized after the do_sequence structure and selected in 

Figure 3.16) is structured as depicted in Figure 3.17. 

 

Figure 3.16: The do_expression structure visualization  

Figure 3.17 illustrates the different grammar syntax “path” of the temporal_statement 

possibilities from the do_expression structure. 

The temporal_statement structure is not mandatory (as the do_sequence structure) 

and has the purpose of making available temporal restriction expressivity upon the 

composition rule. The different kinds of temporal restrictions will be described as 

follows. 

The temporal_statement is grammatically recognized with the during keyword 

(represented by the DURING label in Figure 3.17), which appears right after a term—this 

term can be from the do_statement or do_sequence ending structure from the 

do_expression grammar syntax structure. 
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Figure 3.17: The temporal_statement grammar syntax visualization 

Figure 3.18 depicts the complete grammar syntax supported by the constraint 

structure from the temporal_statement structure. 

 

Figure 3.18: The temporal_statement’s constraint grammar syntax 

Figure 3.18 introduces several constraints: starts, concurrent, finishes and through 

constraints—based from Rashid et al. (Rashid et al., 2003), James [94], Bakker [95] 

and Chitchyan (Chitchyan et al., 2007). In a rigorous way, the starts constraint is 

useful to express situations like the one presented in Figure 3.19 and in Listing 3.17, 

“concern A commences simultaneously with concern B, then, concern A can completes 

its behaviour independently if concern B completes before or not”. 
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A

Concern A beginning

B

Concern A ending

Concern A behaviour

Concern A starts 
Concern B

 

Figure 3.19: The starts constraint graphical representation 
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Listing 3.17 rigorously illustrates the starts constraint use from Figure 3.19 and 

introduces an instance: “In order to achieve the gizmo’s identification, the vehicle’s toll 

entering will concurrently trigger and start the gizmo’s authenticity verification”. It is 

necessary to consider that the concept of concurrency is theorically introduced, but in 

reality there is always a minimum delay25 to execute two or more processes 

simultaneously. This delay, as minimum as possible, denies the practical concurrency. 

Here, any practical restrictions are ignored, since the focus is on analysis, leaving the 

concurrency problems to later stages. 

ComBO header{ 

 do A during (starts (B)); 

} 

 

to achieve(gizmo.identification){ 

 do vehicle.toll_gate_entrance  

  during(starts(gizmo.identification.verification)); 

} 

Listing 3.17: The during condition with the starts constraint 

The concurrent constraint has the meaning that “behaviour of concern A and C are 

started and completed within the exact same temporal interval”, as depicted in 

Figure 3.20.  

 

Figure 3.20: The concurrent constraint graphical representation 

Listing 3.18 rigorously illustrates the concurrent constraint use from Figure 3.20 and 

presents an example: “to achieve the course through the toll, the toll must display 

notifications—accordingly with both valid and invalid situation—, concurrently as the 

vehicle exits the toll”. 

                                          
25 And software and hardware restrictions, but those are not the scope of this work. 
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ComBO header{ 

 do A during (concurrent (C)); 

} 

 

to achieve(toll.through_passage){ 

 do toll.display_notification  
  during(concurrent(vehicle.toll_gate_exiting)); 

} 

Listing 3.18: The during condition with the concurrent constraint 

The finishes constraint represents situations as the one depicted in Figure 3.21: 

“concern D has commenced before the behaviour of concern A or commences while 

concern A is in progress, however both complete simultaneously”. 

 

 

A

Concern A beginning

Concern A ending

Concern A behaviour

Concern A finishes 
Concern DD

 

Figure 3.21: The finishes constraint graphical representation 

Listing 3.19 rigorously illustrates the finishes constraint use from Figure 3.21, with 

an additional example: “to achieve the verification of the gizmo’s identification, the 

gizmo’s verification must be done as the gizmo’s identification is done, finishing this 

last action, once it is concluded”. 

ComBO header{ 

do A during (finishes (D)); 

} 

 

to achieve(gizmo.identification.verification){ 

 do gizmo.verification during(finishes(gizmo.identification)); 

} 

Listing 3.19: The during condition with the finishes constraint 

Finally, the through constraint is useful to express several situations—as depicted in 

Figure 3.22—, such “concern E has commenced before concern A, concern A 

commences while the behaviour of concern E is still enabled, or the behaviour of 

concern A completes while the behaviour of concern E is still enabled”. 
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A

Concern A beginning

E

Concern A through 
Concern E

Concern A behaviour

Concern A ending

 

Figure 3.22: The through constraint graphical representation 

Listing 3.20 rigorously illustrates the through constraint use from Figure 3.22, and 

proposes an example: “to achieve a proper notification from the toll, the toll must 

display any notification as the vehicle is exiting the toll gate.” 

ComBO header{ 

do A during (through (E)); 

} 

 

to achieve(toll.notification){ 

do toll.display_notification during(through(vehicle.toll_gate_exiting)); 

} 

Listing 3.20: The during condition with the through constraint 

For example, for the pre-start engine heat system in an automobile having a self-

starting motor and a source of an electrical energy (its brief description is available in 

Annex E: Pre-Start Engine Heat System (Sarto, 1983)), the rule composed and 

illustrated in Listing 3.21 is transcribed as “to achieve a vehicle engine’s fuel vaporizing 

or air heating it is necessary that the engine’s electrical heating device must be 

enabled during the engine’s electrical heating device activation. This process can not 

take more than 100 milliseconds.”  

to achieve (engine.fuel_vaporizing or engine.air_heating){ 

 do engine.electrical_heating during engine.electrical_heating_activation < 
100; 

} 

Listing 3.21: Example of a temporal_statement constraint restriction application 

Listing 3.22 presents the available variation of the temporal_statement grammar 

syntax. 

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do_statement (do_sequence)? (temporal_statement)?; 

} 

temporal_statement variations: 

(1) during {{ millisecond_time | (millisecond_time) }} 
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(2) during (constraint_list) 

(3) during term <OP> millisecond_time 

<OP> := {{< | <= | = | > | >=}} 

Listing 3.22: The temporal_statement temporal restriction expressivity  

The first variation depicted in Listing 3.22 by (1), a temporal statement associated to 

a temporal interval of time, is more precisely exemplified in Listing 3.23. 

to achieve (engine.start){ 

 do engine.heat during 3000; 

} 

Listing 3.23: Example of a temporal_statement restriction application 

The example presented in Listing 3.23 composes the rules for the well-know pre-

start engine heat system: “to achieve the engine starting, one must heat the engine 

during 3 seconds”. For the presented example in Listing 3.23, the time interval, 3 

seconds represented as 3000 milliseconds, for distinction purposes could have been 

introduced between round brackets (‘(’, ‘)’) as illustrated in Listing 3.24. 

to achieve (engine.start){ 

 do engine.heat during (3000); 

} 

Listing 3.24: Example of a temporal_statement restriction application (variation) 

The second variation introduced in Listing 3.22 by (2), a temporal statement 

associated to a list of restrictions, can be depicted in Listing 3.25. 

 

to achieve (engine.heat){ 

 do vehicle.key_turning during (starts (engine.fuel_vaporizing, 
engine.air_heating), finishes (engine.electrical_heating)); 

} 

Listing 3.25: A possible temporal_statement restriction application 

The example presented in Listing 3.25 described some expressivity of the 

temporal_statement constraint list presented in Listing 3.22.  

As the second variation of Listing 3.22 and Listing 3.25 shows, the 

temporal_statement can also support constraints to express concurrency between 

artefacts. Listing 3.25 can clarify this expressivity: “to achieve the engine heating of a 

vehicle, one must turn the vehicle key. The act of turning the key will start the heating 

of the engine’s air and furthermore the vaporizing of the engine’s fuel. Once the key 

turning is done, the engine’s electrical heating finishes”. For a greater expressivity, 

each of the constraints supports a list of artefacts, delimited by round brackets, (‘(’, ‘)’) 

and separates the constraints, expressed as termList in Figure 3.18, by commas ‘,’. 
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The third and last variation introduced in Listing 3.22 by (3), a temporal statement 

confronting the execution time of an artefact, is useful to the composition of rules that 

need to express concurrency between artefacts with delimited amount of time. Listing 

3.23 illustrates an application of this rule composition. 

Figure 3.18 also introduces the termList, a list of term composed together through 

and, or, xor, and not, or not and yet xor not operators, in several possible 

combinations, as depicted in Figure 3.23.  

 

Figure 3.23: The termList structure 

As depicted in Figure 3.24, instead of using syntactically the less than sign (‘<’) 

other signs could have been used (please refer to the example illustrated in Listing 

3.21), such as: less than or equal (‘<=’), equal (‘=’), greater than (‘>’), greater than 

or equal (‘>=’) signs. 

 

Figure 3.24: The temporal_statement grammar syntax visualization 

Listing 3.26 rigorously resume the temporal_statement rule structure: the complexity 

of the grammar ensures the high expressivity that the ComBO rules can handle using 

temporal condition and rules. 

 

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do artefact_a (do_sequence)?  

 (during  

 {{ 

  time_interval |  

  (<OP_1> list_of_artefacts (,<OP_1> list_of_artefacts)*) | 

  artefact_b <OP_2> time_interval 
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 }} 

 )?; 

} 

 

list_of_artefacts := “(”<term> (, <term>)* “)” 

 

<OP_1> := {{starts | concurrent | finishes | through}} 

<OP_2> := {{< | <= | = | > | >=}} 

Listing 3.26: The  rule structure 

ether to show the complexity and 

the expressivity of the do_expression rule structure. 

temporal_statement

Finally, Listing 3.27 properly resumes the do_expression rule structure from the 

ComBO’s body structure. The three main grammar syntax structures (do_statement, 

do_sequence and temporal_statement) are all put tog

 

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 do artefact_a 

 ({{ (<OP_1> artefact_b) | (between artefact_c ((<OP_2>artefact_i) )*) }})? 

 (during {{ time_interval | (<OP_3> list_of_artefacts (,<OP_3> 
list_of_artefacts )* ) | artefact_d <OP_4> time_interval }} )? 

 ; 

} 

 

list_of_artefacts := “(”<term> (, <term>)* “)” 

 

<OP_1> := {{after | before | instead of}} 

<OP_2> := {{and | or}} 

<OP_3> := {{starts | concurrent | finishes | through}} 

<OP_4> := {{< | <= | = | > | >=}} 

 

Listing 3.27: The rigorous  grammar syntax structure 

word and the temporal_statement grammar syntax structure with the during 

keyword.  

3.5.2 alt_statement 

ody syntax 

rules. The alt_statement graphical representation is depicted in Figure 3.25. 

do_expression

Additionally, Listing 3.27 includes the grammar syntax that recognizes the start of 

each of the do_expression main grammar syntax structures underlining each of the 

respective keywords: the do_statement starts with the do keyword and ends with the 

final character ‘;’, the do_sequence starts with one of the after, before, instead of or 

between key

The language rule for the ComBO syntax’s do_expression allows condition statement 

through alternatives. Those can be expressed by the alt_statement ComBO b
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Figure 3.25: The alt_statement structure visualization 

The purpose of the alt_statement rules is to enable the composition of rules that in 

some situation can be dependent on a given condition or context. Therefore, the use of 

an initial Boolean statement, a list of Boolean conditions in this case, allows to express 

different behaviour, up to two lists of behaviour, depending on a given Boolean 

statement: if the list of Boolean condition is satisfied, then the first list of rules, 

behaviour to compose, is applied, as illustrated in Figure 3.25 by A, else, the second list 

of rules is considered, as illustrated in Figure 3.25 by B, and recognized by the ELSE 

label start. Syntactically this rule composition is recognized by the alt special keyword, 

represented by the ALT label in Figure 3.25. The Boolean and two conditional statements 

are initially delimited by the opening round brackets (‘(’) and ended by the closing 

round brackets (‘)’). The Boolean statement and the first conditional statement are 

delimited by semicolon (‘;’), such as the first and second conditional statements. Finally, 

the boolean_statement structure starts with the cond keyword, as depicted in Figure 

3.26, by the COND label, and both the boolean_statement and the condition_statement list 

elements are delimited by commas (‘,’), as depicted in Figure 3.26 and Figure 3.27. 

 

Figure 3.26: The boolean_statement grammar syntax structure 

 

Figure 3.27: The condition_statement grammar syntax structure 

Figure 3.28 depicts the grammar syntax for the boolean_expression structure 

introduced in Figure 3.26. Two distinct pathways are available, each of them allowing 

the introduction and recognition of Boolean expressions.  
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Figure 3.28: The boolean_expression grammar syntax structure 

The first pathway, identified as A in Figure 3.28, allows the comparison between 

numerical compositions. The grammar syntax’s graphical representation of the 

numerical_composition structure is depicted in Figure 3.29.  

 

Figure 3.29: The numerical_composition grammar syntax structure 

A numerical_composition can be either simple (e.g., 1 + 2) or complex in expressivity 

(e.g., 3 * (timer + counter)).  

If simple, a numerical_composition is ruled by a numerical_expression, as depicted in 

Figure 3.30 and listed in Listing 3.28, which is either a literal numeric value or a term, 

assumed to be the identifier of a numeric value; else, if intricate in expressivity, the 

recursion of the numerical_composition can handle this complexity. 

 

Figure 3.30: The numerical_expression grammar syntax structure 

The structure of a numerical_composition is delimited by round brackets: starting 

with the opening round brackets character (‘(’), then followed by a 

numerical_composition composed through basic arithmetic operators—as depicted in 

Figure 3.31—, with the recursion of a numerical_composition, ending with closing round 

brackets character (‘)’), as depicted in Figure 3.29. The rigorous description presented 

in Listing 3.28 helps understanding the numerical_composition grammar syntax 

recursion. 
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<numerical_composition> := {{ <numerical_expression> | (<numerical_expression> 
 <OP_1> <numerical_composition> )}} 
<numerical_expression> := {{ artefact | <integer> }} 

<OP_1> := {{ + | - | * | / | % }} 

<integer> := (<digit>)+ 

<digit> := {{ 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 }} 

Listing 3.28: The numerical_composition grammar syntax structure recursion 

Expressions from the numerical_composition grammar syntax structure such as 

‘(12)’, ‘(13 + (215))’, and ‘(123 + (321 * (789)))’ are handled and parsed by the 

ComBO language. Compositions of artefacts together with numerical values are also 

handled.  

The basic operators available from the arithmetic_operators grammar syntax are 

depicted in Figure 3.31. 

 

Figure 3.31: The arithmetic_operators from the numerical_composition structure 

The PLUS, MINUS, MULTIPLIER, DIVIDE and MOD labels, respectively represent the 

mathematical symbols of addition (plus sign character, ‘+’), subtraction (minus sign 

character, ‘-’), multiplication (asterisk character, ‘*’), division (slash character, ‘/’), and 

modulus26 (percent sign character, ‘%’). 

Concluding the A pathway for the boolean_expression grammar syntax structure, 

depicted in Figure 3.28, structures of numerical_composition are confronted together by 

Logical symbols (‘>’, ‘>=’, ‘==’, ‘!=’, ‘<’, ‘<=’). As seen, a numerical_composition can be 

simple or complex, a numerical expression with or without artefacts within. The use of 

logical symbol allows comparing artefact (such as functional and non-functional concern 

and responsibility) with numerical expressions, enhancing the ComBO expressivity. 

The second pathway, identified as B in Figure 3.28, allows the comparison between 

artefacts with a free text area. For this purpose the (in-) equality operators is defined by 

                                          
26 Returns the remainder after a number is divided by a divisor. For example, 6 modulo 4 is 2. 
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Boolean equality (‘==’) or inequality (‘!=’) as depicted in Figure 3.28. Syntactically, the 

grammar then accepts a string: a linear sequence of characters that is delimited by 

quotes (‘”’) as exemplified in Listing 3.29. 

to achieve (member.welcomeMember){ 

 alt( 

  cond member.cardType == "Gold"; 

  do member.welcomeGoldMember; 

  else do member.welcomeRegularMember 

 ); 

} 

Listing 3.29: Utilization of the alt_statement conditional rule 

Listing 3.29 illustrates the use of the alt_statement structure. The introduced 

condition is relative to the case that a given member possesses a “Gold” card or not: in 

the positive case, a “gold member” welcome treatment will be applied; else a “regular 

member” welcome will take place. In the example, the list of Boolean conditions has 

only one condition, member.cardType == "Gold", but could have more than one. 

Listing 3.30 illustrates the full expressivity and complete structure of the 

alt_statement rule within the ComBO grammar structure.  

to achieve (list_of_objectives){ 

 alt( 

  cond <list_of_boolean_expression>; 

  <list_of_condition_rule>; 

  else <list_of_condition_rule> 

 ); 

} 

where: 

<list_of_boolean_expression> := <boolean_expression> (, <boolean_expression>)* 

<boolean_expression> := {{ (<numerical_composition> <OP_1> 
 <numerical_composition>) | (artefact <OP_2> string) }} 

<numerical_composition> := {{ <numerical_expression> | (<numerical_expression> 
 <OP_3> <numerical_composition> )}} 

<numerical_expression> := {{ artefact | <integer> }} 

<integer> := (<digit>)+ 

<digit> := {{ 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 }} 

<list_of_condition_rule> := <condition_rule> (,<condition_rule>)* 

<condition_rule> := {{ <break_expression> | <do_expression> }} 

<break_expression> := break 

<OP_1> := {{ < | <= | == | != | > | >= }} 

<OP_2> := {{ == | != }} 

<OP_3> := {{ + | - | * | / | % }} 

Listing 3.30: The alt_statement rule structure 

Finally, Listing 3.31 illustrates the complete ComBO rule structure summarization. 
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to achieve (<list_of_objectives>){ 

 do artefact 

 ({{ (<OP_1> artefact_b) | (between artefact_c (<OP_2> artefact_i) *) }})? 

 ( during {{ time_interval | (<OP_3> list_of_artefacts (,<OP_3> 
list_of_artefacts )* ) | artefact_b <OP_4> time_interval }} )? 

 ; 

 alt( 

  cond <list_of_boolean_expression>; 

  <list_of_condition_rule>; 

  else <list_of_condition_rule> 

 ); 

} 

where: 

<list_of_objectives>  

:= <term> (or <term> | and not <term_i>, <term_ii>, …, <term_n> )* 

<artefact> := <term:> := {{concern (‘.’concern)+ {{‘.*’ | ‘.’identifier}}}} 

<list_of_boolean_expression> := <boolean_expression> (, <boolean_expression>)* 

<boolean_expression> := {{ (<numerical_composition> <OP_5> 
 <numerical_composition>) | (artefact <OP_6> string) }} 

<numerical_composition> := {{ <numerical_expression> | (<numerical_expression> 
 <OP_7> <numerical_composition> )}} 

<numerical_expression> := {{ artefact | <integer> }} 

<list_of_condition_rule> := <condition_rule> (,<condition_rule>)* 

<condition_rule> := {{ <break_expression> | <do_expression> }} 

<break_expression> := break 

<list_of_artefacts> := “(”<term> (, <term>)* “)” 

<integer> := (<digit>)+ 

<digit> := {{ 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 }} 

<OP_1> := {{after | before | instead of}}  

<OP_2> := {{and | or}} 

<OP_3> := {{starts | concurrent | finishes | through}} 

<OP_4> := {{< | <= | = | > | >=}} 

<OP_5> := {{< | <= | == | != | > | >=}} 

<OP_6> := {{== | !=}} 

<OP_7> := {{+ | - | * | / | %}} 

Listing 3.31: The ComBO rule structure 

A summary with the description and utilization of the presented ComBO’s keywords 

and symbols is presented in Table 3.2. The first column depicts the label used in the 

ComBO grammar syntax graphical representation, the second column contains the 

respective listing keyword/symbol introduced in the previous column, the third column 

introduces a brief description of the application of the presented keyword/symbol and 

how and when it is employed, and finally the last column points to the localization 

wherein it may be used in the ComBO rules. 
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Table 3.2: Summary description and use of the ComBO’s keywords and symbols 

Graphical representation Keyword/Symbol Description Utilization 

 
to achieve ComBO rule 

beginning. 
ComBO rule header. 

 

term 

or 

artefact 

ComBO representation 
for artefacts: 
functional and non-
functional concerns, 
responsibilities. 

ComBO rule header and 
body. 

,  
{, ( 

,  
), } 

Structure delimiters: 
delimits the beginning 
or the ending of a 
ComBO body (‘{’, ‘}’), 
list of artefacts and 
numerical 
compositions (‘(’, ‘)’). 

ComBO body starts (‘{’) 
and ending (‘}’). ComBO 
header list of objectives 
start (‘(’) and ending (‘)’). 
Used in 
temporal_statement 
structure (Listing 3.24, 
Listing 3.25).  

 
; Structure delimiter. 

Delimits the end of a 
declared rule. Used in 
do_expression and 
alt_statement (Listing 
3.12, Listing 3.16, Listing 
3.23, etc.) 

 
do 

Keyword expressing 
‘action of doing’, 
‘necessity of’. Delimits 
the start of the 
do_expression 
grammar syntax 
structure. 

Employed in the 
do_statement in the 
do_expression (Listing 
3.12, Listing 3.15, etc.) and 
in the alt_statement in 
the do_expression 
(Listing 3.29). 

 
after 

 
before 

 
instead of 

 
between 

Group of keywords 
allowing the 
expression of 
constraints among 
terms. Defines the 
order in which a rule 
in a composition will 
be done. 

Employed in the 
do_expression in the 
do_sequence structure 
(Listing 3.13, Listing 3.14, 
etc.) 

 
and 

 
or 

 
xor 

Keywords used to 
compose, choose, or 
exclusively disjoint 
terms together.  

Employed in the 
temporal_statement’s 
constraint (Listing 3.15, 
Figure 3.18) 

 
not 

Keyword employed to 
forbid/exclude a (list 
of) term. 

Employed with and, or, or 
xor keywords. 

 
during 

Keyword used to 
compose rules that 
need to express 
continuity in a given 
period of time. 

Employed in the 
temporal_statement 
(Listing 3.23 to Listing 
3.25), having for reference, 
one or more concern or yet, 
time interval, as numerical 
expression in millisecond 
scale. 

 
starts These keywords are 

used in composition 
Employed in the 
constraint sub-structure 
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Graphical representation Keyword/Symbol Description Utilization 

 
concurrent 

 
finishes 

 
through 

rules that need to 
express different kinds 
of concurrency with 
several constraints 
between artefacts 
with delimited amount 
of time. 

in the 
temporal_statement 
structure (example, Listing 
3.25 and the rigorous 
description can be found in 
the Figure 3.19 to Figure 
3.22) 

 
< 

 
<= 

 
= 

 
> 

 
>= 

Inequality and 
equality symbols 
employed to 
determine relative 
amount of time upon 
action or activity, 
depending on the rule 
they can be used as a 
Boolean expression or 
as conditioning 
purposes. 

As inequality or equality 
rule in the 
temporal_statement 
structure in the 
do_expression. As a 
Boolean, in the 
boolean_expression 
structure used in the 
alt_statement. (Listing 
3.21) 

 
alt 

Starting label for 
alternative 
statements. 

 
cond 

It delimits the start of 
the 
boolean_statement 
grammar syntax 
structure 

 
else 

It delimits the start of 
the conditional 
statement for Boolean 
expressions that were 
not satisfied. 

Enables the composition of 
rules that in some situation 
can be dependent on a 
given condition or context. 
Those keyword are used in 
the alt_statement 
grammar syntax structure 
(Listing 3.29) 

 
string 

A linear sequence of 
characters that is 
delimited by quotes 
(‘”’). 

 
== 

 
!= 

Symbols used to 
compare a given 
artefact with a free 
text area (string) or 
numerical 
expressions. 

boolean_expression 
structure used in the 
alt_statement. (Listing 
3.29) 

 
+ 

 
- 

 
* 

 
/ 

 
% 

Mathematical symbols 
available to use basic 
operators in numerical 
composition. 

Structured in the 
arithmetic_operators 
used in the 
numerical_composition 
from the 
boolean_expression 
grammar syntax structure 
(Listing 3.28) 

The EBNF meta-syntax description and the rigorous and complete composition rules’ 

EBNF syntax can be found in Annex C: Complete ComBO Language EBNF. 
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3.6 An Approach to Specify Rigorous Composition Rules 

This section describes an approach to help building the composition rules defined in 

the previous sections in the analysis of a given system. This approach shall be applied 

as the last step of the AORA model.  

The approach presented in this section is incremental and iterative, following two 

simple steps: Local Rule composition and Final Rule composition. The approach principle 

is summarized in Figure 3.32: the first main activity to be performed is the composition 

of the Local Rules. The Local Rules are made for each concern composing the match 

point in analysis. For example, if a given match point named “MP_FlightStripPrinting” 

with base concern Flight Strip Printing, requiring the Retrieval, Logging, Correctness and 

Update concerns, there shall be created one rule for each of the listed concerns. Once 

the Local Rules are composed, they are then weaved together. 

The last main activity is to create the Final Rule composition, resulting from the 

weaving of the previously defined Local Rules. 

 

Figure 3.32: Composition rules process steps 

The activity diagram depicted in Figure 3.33 describes the possibility of a refinement 

of the Local Rules when composing the Final Rules: this results from the likelihood that 

errors and misinterpretation of the Local Rules may be discovered when coupling the 

Local Rules together—the justification of the Final Rule composition—, one of the Final 

Rule composition sub-steps, helps preventing these situations. 
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Figure 3.33: Activity diagram for the top-level of the composition rule process 

3.6.1.1 Local Rules Composition 

The first step of the proposed approach is to create Local Rules. Local Rules are 

intended to help on the creation of the match point’s final composition rule since match 

points can have a high number (Miller, 1956) of concerns—in small and large systems. 

In this way Local Rules anticipate the final composition by involving the software 

engineer in the concerns that compose the match point, leading to (i) a less difficult 

composition rule creation, (ii) understanding and must of all (iii) enabling traceability of 

the created rules. 

The number of Local Rules is equal to the number of the analysed concern’s 

responsibilities that are interacting with the match point’s base concern’s 

responsibilities. If a given concern C has responsibilities RespX and RespY, both with 

responsibilities towards the match point in analysis, composing match point M with base 

concern B, then, for the C concern’s analysis, should create two Local Rules.  

Figure 3.34 depicts the steps to be followed to compose the Local Rules. 

Local Rules composition Step 1

 

Local Rule 
explanation Rule composition

Step 1.1 Step 1.2
 

Figure 3.34: Local Rules composition steps 

Figure 3.35 depicts the activity diagram for the Local Rules composition presented in 

Figure 3.34. The first activity is to explain the context of the Local Rule. Once this 

activity is concluded then follows the rule composition. These two tasks finalize the Local 
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Rules compositions and are crucial, since they permit refinement steps between each 

two of them and between the Local Rule explanations: the Local Rule composition and 

explanation must match and be coherent to proceed to the next step. 

 

Figure 3.35: Local rules composition sub-steps activity diagram 

Step 1 is concluded and step 2—Final Rule composition—, follows. 

3.6.1.2 Final Rule Composition 

“Having divided to conquer, we must reunite to rule.” (Jackson, 1990) 

Regarding the rigorous specification of the composition rule, the last step is the Final 

Rule composition (please refer to Figure 3.36). The final composition first sub-step takes 

form from the local justification and integration iterations. This step is necessary to 

justify how and why the Local Rules have been composed (to help on traceability). The 

Final Rule may be decomposed into more than one rule, representing different 

behaviours—possibly future methods. Optionally a sequence diagram can be created for 

graphical and uniform representation of the match point with the created composition 

rule. 

 

Figure 3.36: Final rule composition steps 

Figure 3.37 depicts the activity diagram for the Final Rule composition process 

presented in Figure 3.36. As described before, the first activity is to justify the created 

Local Rules and finally compose the Final Rule for the match point in analysis. If desired, 

a model (diagram) can be made for the composed rule. 
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Figure 3.37: Final rule composition sub-steps activity diagram 

Figure 3.38 depicts the result of merging all the steps and sub-steps together: an 

overview of the global composition rule. 

 

Figure 3.38: Global composition rule process overview 

3.7 Summary 

This chapter presented a rigorous description of the proposed composition rules: the 

ComBO language syntax grammar and ComBO employment approach. Therefore, to 

reduce the complexity associated in general to syntax and grammar description, 

contextualized and diverse examples in the description of the ComBO syntax and 

grammar were used. A top-down explanation was applied, starting from the ComBO 

structure, describing the header and body structure of the ComBO language, and 

finishing with each of the symbols and keywords available. All the symbols and 

keywords were resumed in the end of the ComBO language grammar syntax 

explanation section.  
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The last section of this chapter described an approach for composition rule, using the 

ComBO rules. The process is contextualized and rigorously described using activity 

diagram to disambiguate and support the approach explanation. 

The following chapter presents the tool support for the ComBO approach. 
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Chapter 4  
Tool Support 

This chapter describes the integration of the ComBO parser to the existing AORA tool 

(Soeiro et al., 2005; Brito et al., 2006). A few modifications refinements performed in 

the tool are also mentioned here.  

Note that this chapter is not intended to be a user-manual for the whole AORA tool. 

The user-manual document for the AORA tool can be found in (Túlio Brasil et al., 2006). 

Here, we briefly explain the technology used in the implementation, such as the 

platform and tools. Consequently, we present and explain the new interface for the 

Composition Rule Editor. We also describe the resulting improvements and limitations of 

the previous version of the AORA tool. Finally, we summarize this chapter. 

4.1 Technology 

The external Domain Specific Language (DSL) (Fowler, 2005) was created using the 

Eclipse platform version 3.2 (Thinkmap, 2008) and the Eclipse plug-in (version 1.5.7) 

(Koutcherawy, 2007) of Java Compiler Compiler (JavaCC) version 4.0 (javaCC, 2007), 

which acted as the Java parser generator. JavaCC was used because (i) the AORA tool 

composition rules parser was already using the Java interpreter and parser files 

automatically generated by this compiler (i.e., integration would be facilitated), (ii) the 

user-friendliness provided by the JavaCC Eclipse plug-in, and (iii) the existing familiarity 

with the compiler and the Eclipse platform. 

The integration of the parser into the AORA tool was performed in the Netbeans IDE 

version 4.1 (Netbeans, 2008) on top of Java JDK 1.5 (Sun Microsystems, 2007) and the 

Data Base Management System (DBMS) was powered by the eXist (eXist, 2008) Open 

Source Native XML Database (snapshot 20051203). The Netbeans platform and the 
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eXist DBMS were used because of restrictions reasons introduced by the previous 

implementation: Netbeans-dependent libraries (e.g., graphical interface), and the AORA 

tool data-persistency is supported by eXist. Although a newer version was available the 

use of “old” versions was also mandatory due to compatibility purposes with the existing 

AORA tool source code—either Java and Netbeans versions. 

4.2 The ComBO parser 

The creation of the new composition rules grammar syntax was iterative. A 

refinement of the existing grammar syntax of the AORA tool version 1.0 (Soeiro et al., 

2005; Brito et al., 2006) was not performed given that it was very poor and did not 

have the expected expansion capabilities. Although the AORA tool gave some possibility 

to add new operators, the insertion of these in the existing grammar parser was not a 

dynamic process—and thus useless. 

Before reaching this current version of maturity and expressiveness of the ComBO 

rules, other two different versions were created: one based on the existing AORA rule, 

named AORA-like rules, and the other based on the AspectJ (The Eclipse Foundation, 

2008) aspect-oriented extension for the Java programming language, named AspectJ-

like rules. The creation of these two different approaches, themselves inappropriate for 

the domain, was quickly forsaken. The high level of complexity conciliated with the poor 

expressivity attained was far from the original motivations: create composition rules (or 

refine the existing ones) at a finer granularity-level, with as many operators as needed, 

to give the analyst the needed expressivity to compose rules, without following the 

existing “black box” approach.  

As we described earlier, the implementation of the ComBO parser and approach was 

iterative, resulting in constant refinements and alterations. Before integrating any 

version of the ComBO parser with the AORA tool, we validated it first with abstracts 

tests and then by a case study, described in Chapter 5. After obtaining a minimum level 

of expressivity and maturity we integrated it in the existing AORA tool: modifications 

and refinements of the existing composition rule interface and parser where iteratively 

and naturally performed. 

Resulting from this process, two applications support the parsing of Multi-

Dimensional composition: a stand-alone parser without graphical user interface, and a 

parser and interpreter, integrated in the existing AORA tool. 

The autonomous parser is available in Java Archive (JAR) file format (Sun 

Microsystems, 1998), allowing testing and parsing rules independently and without the 

need to execute the whole AORA tool. Since this application is basically a parser, no 

project-based information such as concerns and responsibilities can be interpreted, 
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therefore, only syntactic parsing is performed. Three scenarios can exist: (i) the 

inserted rule is syntactically correct, an “OK.” notification is displayed and another rule 

can be inserted; (ii) the inserted rule is syntactically incorrect, an “NOK.” notification is 

displayed and the syntactically first error encountered is localized by line and column, 

and then another rule can be inserted; or, finally, (iii) a lexical error can occur, meaning 

that an unexpected, and therefore unrecognized, character has been introduced by the 

analyst. After localizing and displaying the character position, the ComBO command-line 

application exists.  

The ComBO command-line application also features the introduction of comments. 

Figure 4.1 depicts the typing of comments within the rule composition: inline comments, 

beginning with “//” and ending with a newline, and block comments, characters 

between “/*” and “*/”, will be ignored by the parser. 

 

Figure 4.1: Example of comments use within a rule 

This console-based parser can be employed by users that want to practice and learn 

how the ComBO parser works. As well, one can use this tool to verify composed ComBO 

rules without the need of executing the whole AORA tool. As other benefits, this 

command-line application is a stand alone, and does not require any additional libraries 

and uses little system memory. 

4.3 The AORA tool 

The version 1.0 of the AORA tool (Soeiro et al., 2005; Brito et al., 2006) was 

released in the early of 2006 and was created by Isabel Brito and three BSc final-year 

students from the FCT/UNL, based on the model presented by Brito (Brito and Moreira, 

2004), contributing as an AOSD framework for the FCT/UNL AOSD Research Interest 

Group (FCT/UNL AOSD, 2008). The tool was implemented using the Netbeans 

frameworks, resulting in 17 (different) Netbeans projects in a total of 34 root packages. 

A huge amount of Java Archive files resulted from this implementation approach, 
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increasing the difficulty of its (i) modifications, (ii) debugging and (iii) binaries 

execution.  

Two main packages suffered modifications to integrate the ComBO features into the 

AORA tool: the Concerns root package, especially the NewConcern and UpdateConcern 

packages and the Composition Rule root package, especially the Interpreter and Parser 

packages. 

Next, we describe the adaptations made in the AORA tool, originated by the ComBO 

features integration. 

 

 

4.3.1 ComBO in AORA 

Following the AORA approach process iteration, once part of the analysis has been 

done and introduced in the tool, analysts can start composing rules.  

The Composition Rule Editor can be reached through (i) menu, as depicted in Figure 

4.2, by clicking in the “View” menu, sub-menu “Composition View”, option “Edit Compose 

Rule” or by shortcut, pressing CTRL+SHIFT+E keys; then, by choosing and confirming a 

match point from the displayed match point list as depicted in Figure 4.3; (ii) in the 

Concern Match Points floating panel by clicking in the selected icon in Figure 4.4, once a 

match point is chosen, or, by double left-clicking in the required match point in the 

mentioned floating panel. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Composition Rule Editor through the View menu 
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 Figure 4.4: The Concern Match Points 

floating panel  Figure 4.3: Match Point list 

 

Once the Composition Rule Editor window has been enabled, in the context of a 

given match point, the composition of rules’ definitions can take place. 

Figure 4.5 depicts the Composition Rule Editor interface of the AORA tool version 1.0.  

 

Figure 4.5: Composition Rule Editor for the AORA tool version 1.0 

Figure 4.6 depicts the new graphical interface for the Composition Rule Editor. Major 

improvements and extensions performed are clearly noticeable. Although extended and 

refined, the visual representation and functionalities of the new editor are quite similar 

with the old one. This was intentional.  
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Figure 4.6: New Composition Rule Editor for the AORA tool version 1.1 

On the left of the editor, in a tabular fashion, the almost 40 tokens recognized by the 

ComBO grammar syntax are available, depicted by (1) in Figure 4.6. Concerns that 

compose the selected match point—object of the current composition rules—are shown 

on the Concerns table, localized in (2) in Figure 4.6. (3) represents the available 

responsibilities from a concern selected from the Concerns table, represented by (2) in 

Figure 4.6: selecting any concern from the Concerns table will automatically display in 

the Responsibilities table its integral responsibilities. 

Figure 4.7 depicts the selection of the Flight Strip Printing concern (described in 

Chapter 5) and its responsibilities are displayed in the Responsibilities table (i) 

“PrintArrivalData”, (ii) “PrintDepartureData”, (iii) “PrintOverflightData”, representing 

the responsibilities identifiers and (iv) “*”, which represents the selection of all the listed 

responsibilities of the “FlightStripPrinting” concern—in this case “PrintArrivalData”, 

“PrintDepartureData” and “PrintOverflightData”. 

 

Figure 4.7: Responsibilities listing  
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Figure 4.8 depicts a situation where no responsibilities are available for a given 

concern: the Responsibilities table displays the “No responsibility available” 

information, and becomes temporarily disabled since no responsibility can be introduced 

for the selected concern. 

 

Figure 4.8: The Responsibilities table without responsibilities to be listed 

In Figure 4.6, (4) depicts the area reserved for the insertion and visualization of the 

textual composition of rules—the ComBO Rule Editor. Tokens and artefacts can be 

normally inserted through keyboard typing or yet copy-pasted from external sources. 

Another available feature that improves the user-friendliness of the Composition Rule 

Editor is the insertion of tokens, concerns and responsibilities can be realized through 

double left-clicking in the respective items. The insertion into the textual panel of the 

ComBO Rule Editor, mark (4), is made at the cursor position or replaces the selected 

area. The insertion of tokens and concerns is direct and simple, but the insertion of 

responsibilities is quite more complex. By inserting a responsibility of a given concern, 

the editor concatenates the responsibility with its parent, as depicted in Figure 4.9. The 

responsibility “PrintDepartureData” of concern “FlightStripPrinting” is automatically 

concatenated with the parent concern with a dot character (“.”) connector, between 

each of the selected responsibilities, representing the notion of hierarchy and resulting 

in the following artefact: “FlightStripPrinting.PrintDepartureData”. Only the identifier 

of the responsibility is used, the remaining description is not considered in the 

concatenation process. 

 

Figure 4.9: Example of resulting concerns and responsibilities concatenation 
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Once a rule is being typed it can be verified and interpreted by clicking in the 

“Verify” button27, localized by mark (5) in Figure 4.6. The grammar syntax verification 

is realized by the ComBO parser engine and the interpretation by the AORA tool. The 

ComBO parser engine reports to the AORA tool interpreter for any lexical or grammatical 

fault, whilst the AORA tool interpreter engine checks if the inserted artefacts (concerns 

and responsibilities) exist in the current match point context. Errors and faults are then 

reported and notified to the user by the top-down expansion of the Composition Rule 

Editor window, as depicted in Figure 4.10. The verification feature also includes a 

process of cleaning the textual editor of unnecessary characters (repeated blank spaces) 

and automatically removes all characters after the ComBO grammar rule final character 

(‘}’ character): no character is allowed after the finishing rule character. Typing a new 

rule will temporarily disable and make disappear the error notifier panel, shrinking it to 

normal (Figure 4.6). 

Figure 4.10 depicts a syntax error: the ComBO parser engine was syntactically 

expecting (i) the finalization of the rule (“}”), (ii) a do_statement—please refer to 

Subsection 3.5.1, do_expression—, or (iii) an alt_statement—please refer to Subsection 

3.5.2, alt_statement—, whilst Figure 4.11 depicts an error related to the introduction of 

an expression or artefact that does not exist in the context of the current match point. 

 
27 This button was known as “Validate” in the previous version of the AORA tool: the semantics of verifying is 
more appropriate since nor the ComBO parser or AORA interpreter validates the created rules but verifies them. 
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Figure 4.10: The fault and errors notifier panel, expanded 

Figure 4.11 illustrates the notification of the inexistence of the 

Parameter_Validity.ValidateOverflightParams responsibility item: the analyst should 

have typed ParameterValidity.ValidateOverflightParams. 
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Figure 4.11: Notification of an error from the ComBO parser engine 

Figure 4.12 briefly synthesizes the composition rule process we described. Tokens 

and artefacts assembled together construct a rule: the tokens are the syntactic 

connectors of the artefacts. Once a rule is composed it is then parsed by the ComBO 

engine which notifies the AORA tool interpreter of syntactic errors. The AORA interpreter 

also checks for lexical errors, such as unknown artefacts in the current context. After a 

rule is verified by the two engines, it can be successfully verified, i.e., no syntactic or 

lexical errors where reported, or errors where found: the next step is to correct the 

composed rule and restart all the previously performed iterations. 
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Figure 4.12: Composition rule phases 

The AORA tool verifies the inserted rules through the ComBO and AORA engines. 

However, it is the responsibility of the analyst to validate the correct meaning of the 

created rule: no semantic analysis is performed. The validation is done manually by the 

analyst, before or after the verification process. In case of errors, detected in the 

verification process, besides notifying the user with the notifier panel, the Composition 

Rule Editor will highlight them in colour in the ComBO Rule Editor, helping the analyst to 

trace existing errors. Removal of highlights can be achieved by clicking in the “Remove 

highlights” button, mentioned as mark (6) in Figure 4.6. Once a rule is created, 

successfully verified by the ComBO parser and AORA tool interpreter engines, and 

validated by the analyst, it can be inserted as a Local Rule or a Final Rule. Although 

Local and Final rules have different purposes and meaning28, they share look-a-like tool 

functionalities. The reason of this is that user-friendliness was a very important 

requirement and aim at implementation time. Local Rules are labelled with the (7) mark 

and Final Rules with the (8) mark, as depicted in Figure 4.6. Rules are grouped together 

in a tabular fashion. The insertion of a rule into the Local Rules data structure can be 

done after the correct verification by the ComBO and AORA engines, and then by 

clicking in the “Add LR >>” buttons, which will insert another row in the Local Rules 

table, with the newly created rule. If the rule already exists in the Local Rules table, a 

                                          
28 As explained in Chapter 3, Rigorous Composition Rules: Language & Approach, in Subsections 3.6.1.1, Local 
Rules Composition, and 3.6.1.2, Final Rule Composition. 
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notification will be displayed as depicted in Figure 4.13, and prevent the insertion of the 

existing rule in the table. 

 

Figure 4.13: Notification window for a Local Rule already existing  

Removal of a given Local Rule is also possible, by selecting from the Local Rules table 

the rule to be deleted, and then clicking in the “Delete LR” button. A confirmation 

window then asks to validate the intention to remove the selected rule, as depicted in 

Figure 4.14. Afterwards, if affirmative, the rule removal is performed, otherwise nothing 

happens, i.e., the action is cancelled, and a notification messages appears as depicted in 

Figure 4.15. 

 

Figure 4.14: Local Rule removal window 

 

Figure 4.15: Local Rule removal cancellation window 

Analogously as previously expressed for tokens, concerns and responsibilities, double 

left-clicking in a rule selected from the Local Rules table will insert the selected rule into 

the text rule editor. Nevertheless, the text rule editor will be cleared before the 

introduction of the selected rule, instead of performing any concatenation with the 

existing rule. Typing, modification and refinements of the inserted rule remain however 

allowed. Once modified, the rule can be submitted again to verification by the normal 

process (through the “Verify” button). If the verification succeeds, then it can be added 

to the Local Rules, if it does not exist yet. This process does not exclude the original 

Local Rule previously added to the textual editor from the Local Rules data structure: 

rules are only removed when explicitly requested. 

Another functionality concerning the Local Rules is the possibility to view all the Local 

Rules created to date for a given match point, in a current project, by clicking in the “<< 
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View LRs” button: all the Local Rules will be listed in the textual editor under the “Local 

Rules” header, as depicted in Figure 4.16.  

 

Figure 4.16: Listing of the Local Rules composed 

This visualization mode temporarily disables both the verification of rules and 

addition of rules. The “New…” button, marked as (9) in Figure 4.6, allows getting back to 

the normal edition mode, by clearing the text rule area. The modus operandi available 

for the Final Rules is similar as the one described for the Local Rules, but within the 

Final Rules context.  

Once at least one rule is added to the Local or Final Rules table, the “Save” button 

becomes enabled and available. By clicking in this button, marked as (10) in Figure 4.6, 

the existing rules will be stored in the eXist repository, enabling their persistency. The 

“Remove rules” button, marked as (11) in Figure 4.6, removes all the existing Local and 

Final Rules existing for the current match point. A confirmation window first asks to 

validate the intention to remove all the rules, as depicted in Figure 4.17. Afterwards, if 

affirmative, the rule removal is performed: the Local and Final Rules tables are cleared, 

and removed from the project database; otherwise, nothing happens and the action is 

cancelled. 

 

Figure 4.17: Rules removal confirmation window 

Mark (12) in Figure 4.6 depicts the “View ComBO rules” button. This button 

fundamentally merges the function of “<< View LRs” and “<< View FRs” buttons, by 

entirely displaying the listing of the Local Rules, and the Final Rules in the ComBO Rule 
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Editor, including headers for each rule type, as depicted in Figure 4.18. The disabled 

functionalities are the same as the existing ones when executing the “<< View LRs” and 

“<< View FRs” procedures.  

 

Figure 4.18: Composition Rule Editor visualization of the ComBO rules example (i) 

Figure 4.18 depicts the visualization of the ComBO rules created for a given match 

point: the last Local Rule composed for this match point is still visible, and the next type 

of rule, the Final Rules, is beginning as it is illustrated with the “Final Rules” header. 

When a rule type does not have any rules created (Local Rules, Final Rules or both) a 

“none.” sentence is displayed for this type, as depicted in Figure 4.19: no Local and Final 

Rules where composed at all in this illustration. The Local and Final Rules tables are 

empty as well. 

 

Figure 4.19: Composition Rule Editor visualization of the ComBO rules example (ii) 

Finally, at any time the user can press the “Close” button, marked as (13) in Figure 

4.6, closing the Composition Rule Editor. If all the edited and newly created rules are 

saved, then the Composition Rule Editor simply closes, else alerts the user to the fact 
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4.3.2

that some rules are not yet saved in a persistent fashion, being unrecoverable after the 

editor closing. 

 Additional modifications 

Besides the whole major modifications made for the integration and creation of the 

new compositions rules, other modifications and refinements have been performed 

allowing the AORA tool (Soeiro et al., 2005; Brito et al., 2006) its normal execution. To 

guarantee that the tool kept working after the improvements realized in the AORA tool, 

some modifications needed to be refined, such as:  

(i) HTML report conversion (minor modifications) 

(ii) basic and automatic graphical generation of the composed rules (minor 

modifications) 

(iii) logging support for the history functionality (minor modifications) 

(iv) Composition Rule persistent storage in the eXist repository, such as reading 

and writing (minor modifications) 

(v) concern creation and update (major modifications) 

The introduction of an identifier for each responsibility disabled any compatibility with 

other existing responsibilities in other projects from the previous AORA version. This 

implied refining the logic for the concerns’ wizard creation panel and the panel for 

concern edition and revision. Figure 4.20 depicts the panel for concern refinement, and 

the Figure 4.21 illustrates step 1 for the concern creation wizard: the pair “responsibility 

identifier” and “responsibility description” is valid in Figure 4.20, whilst the one in Figure 

4.21 is not: the AORA tool interpreter will alert the analyst of the absence of the 

responsibility identifier. Figure 4.22 illustrates this notification message. A valid 

responsibility contains an identifier that does not contains spaces, starts with any 

character of the alphabet but may contain digits after, and is separated from the 

responsibility description by the minus character (“-”). 
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Figure 4.20: The Edition panel for 

Concerns  

Figure 4.21: First Step of the Concern’s 

Wizard creation 

 

Figure 4.22: Notification for invalid responsibilities format 

Figure 4.23 illustrates the Composition Rule Editor within the AORA tool. 
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Figure 4.23: The new Composition Rule Editor within the AORA tool 

4.3.3 AORA Tool Limitations and Improvements 

Limitations. AORA projects created with version 1.0 of the AORA tool are no longer 

compatibles with the new version because of (i) mandatory responsibility identifier, and 

(ii) new grammar syntax parser. However, projects created in version 1.0 without 

composed rule, can be manually converted to version 1.1 by editing the current 

concerns responsibilities and adding to each responsibilities their identifiers.  

Improvements. Initially, the AORA tool was dependent of the Microsoft Windows 

(Microsoft Corporation, 2008a) platform and the Java JDK version 1.5 (Sun 

Microsystems, 2007). This Java version dependency was due to the fact that a not 

recommended import (Sun Microsystems, 1996), the sun.misc.BASE64Encoder import, 

was being done by the passwordEncoding class from the LibPackage package.  

The new AORA tool is no longer dependent on Windows operating systems and is 

now a platform independent application. Furthermore, it is also no longer dependent on 

version 1.5 of Java JDK (Tiger codename), or any other.  

Concerning the outputs, a refinement of the XSL Transformations (W3C, 1999) 

(XSLT) file, performed by Sérgio Agostinho (another MSc student of the SOFTAS 

project) was also integrated. This file resolves some existing issues in the HTML report 
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automatic generation, concerning the path of some files, such as images and icons, and 

the compatibility with Mozilla Firefox (Mozilla Foundation, 1998).  

4.4 Summary 

This chapter presented the integration of the ComBO parser in the existing AORA 

tool. The major modifications and refinements performed where listed and the 

functionalities of the Composition Rule Editor interface were also described. Finally, 

additional limitations and improvements were identified. 

The next chapter presents a case study, where the tool was used to apply and verify 

the ComBO rules. 
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Chapter 5  
Case Study 

This chapter contextualizes the NAV case study and then presents how the approach 

proposed in this dissertation, in Chapter 3, has been put into practice, through the case 

study. The main focuses are on the composition approach and the composition 

language, rather than the tool. We took this decision since we wanted to emphasize the 

understandability of these rules: a complete step-by-step explanation of the 

composition is contextualized and detailed. 

Due to space restriction we will only detail the Fligth Strip Printing Match Point 

composition rules, which is complex and representative enough to understand the 

applicability and expressivity of the ComBO rules with the resulting analysis performed 

by the AORA approach. 

This work was performed and validated in the context of the Case Studies with 

Aspects (CaSA) and Requirements Modelling with Aspects (ReMA) work packages of the 

SOFTAS project. 

5.1 NAV Case Study: the FPL Tower Interface 

The Flight Data Processing System (FDPS) is the system responsible for the flight 

data processing in NAV Portugal’s aerodromes. The Flight Plan (FPL) Tower Interface, a 

graphical user interface, is the system responsible for the air control operators interface 

with FDPS. Most of the data used by FPL is obtained from the Airport Operational 

System (AOS), Flight Data Section (FDS) and Environment. All of these systems (as well 

as FPL) are connected to FDPS, through a middleware called BasicSystem. Further, 

communication with the air control operator occurs by radio, namely with Aeroportos de 

Portugal (ANA) and the airplane pilots. Figure 5.1 summarizes these interactions. 
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Figure 5.1: FPL interactions 

The FPL system offers four main groups of functionalities: Airdrome, Departure, 

Arrival and Overflight, all connected through a central application. In each of these 

window groups, it is possible to list, visualize and modify (if necessary) the respective 

item parameters. In case of departure and arrival flights, it is also possible to print 

paper strips. For each listed flight, a colour is attributed, correspondent to its current 

state. 

Each time the parameters are changed, their values are validated. If the validation 

fails, an error window is displayed, with a message correspondent to the failure. If the 

validation succeeds, a confirmation window is displayed. 

The documentation regarding the technical behaviour of the system and the System 

Requirement Specification (SRS) can be found in the DVD annexed with this 

dissertation. 

5.2 FPL Tower Interface’s Composition Rules 

The Composition Rules presented are coherent with the proposed approach in 

Chapter 3, in Subsection 3.6. We start by describing the Flight Strip Printing Match 

Point, including details of the base concern and the identified responsibilities. Table 5.1 

introduces the Flight Strip Printing Match Point, resulting from the case study data 

analysis, by applying the AORA approach. 

Table 5.1: The Flight Strip Printing Match Point 

MP_Flight Strip Printing 

Retrieval 
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MP_Flight Strip Printing 

Logging 

Correctness 

Update 

Flight Strip Printing 

The base concern of the Flight Strip Printing Match Point is the Flight Strip Printing 

concern. The description of this concern is “The capability to print a strip with data 

concerning a flight.” 

We describe the responsibilities of the concern by first introducing the responsibility 

id, followed then by the responsibility description. 

The Flight Strip Printing concern has the following responsibilities: 

• PrintArrivalData – Print a strip with a determined arrival flight data. 

• PrintDepartureData – Print a strip with a determined departure flight data. 

• PrintOverflightData – Print a strip with a determined overflight data. 

The PrintOverflightData responsibility is not present in the original requirements 

specification: it has been identified by reading the technical documentation provided 

by NAV, and can be detailed as follows:  

“In case of change in the ETA parameter of at least 5 minutes, the system generates 

a flight strip and sends it to the printer.” 

The Flight Strip Printing Match Point does not contain any negative nor positive 

contributions, contains four functional concerns (Retrieval, Logging, Update and Flight 

Strip Printing) and only one non-functional concern (Correctness). 

Once the match point data has been gathered from the case study analysis, 

enhanced by the AORA approach, the first step of the composition of rules by objectives 

process can begin: the creation of the Local Rules. Each concern belonging to the match 

point will have a Local Rule. The first Local Rule to be created will be for the Retrieval 

concern. 

The Retrieval concern has the following description “The operation of accessing data, 

either from memory or from a storage device” and the following responsibility: 

“RetrieveFSPData – Retrieve data for the Flight Strip Printing from FDPS”. 
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Concerns description, responsibility identification and description is performed by the 

software engineer him/herself.  

Listing 5.1 presents the ComBO Local Rules for the Retrieval concern in the Flight 

Strip Printing Match Point. 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintArrivalData){ 

do Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintDepartureData){ 

do Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintOverflightData){ 

do Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData; 

} 

 

Listing 5.1: The Retrieval Local Rules 

The created Local Rule can be justified as follow: “To be able to print data, the data 

must be available for printing purposes (i.e., data must have been already retrieved).” 

The next Local Rule to be created is about the Logging concern, which can be 

described as “The capability to register events of a given component, for traceability 

and/or debugging purposes” and has the responsibility “PrintFS – Print a flight strip in 

case of a relevant ETA parameter change”. 

Listing 5.2 presents the ComBO Local Rules for the Logging concern in the Flight 

Strip Printing Match Point.  

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintArrivalData){ 

do Logging.PrintFS; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintDepartureData){ 

do Logging.PrintFS; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintOverflightData){ 

do Logging.PrintFS; 

} 

 

Listing 5.2: The Logging Local Rules 

Listing 5.3 presents an equivalent Local Rule of Listing 5.2, using the asterisk 

character, previously presented in Chapter 3. This representation means that the body 
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of the rule will enable the accomplishment of all the responsibilities of the Flight Strip 

Printing concern, namely: PrintArrivalData, PrintDepartureData and 

PrintOverflightData. 

The created Local Rule for the Logging concern can be justified as follow: “to register 

events, logging must be enabled before flight strip printing”. 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.*){ 

do Logging.PrintFS; 

} 

Listing 5.3: The Logging Local Rule (equivalent to Listing 5.2) 

The next Local Rule to be created is about the Correctness concern, which can be 

described as “The ability of the system to be correct to a certain specification” and has 

the responsibility “EnsureFSPDataSpecification – Ensure that the data present in the 

Flight Strip Print complies with its specification”. 

Listing 5.4 presents the ComBO Local Rules for the Correctness concern in the Flight 

Strip Printing Match Point. 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintArrivalData){ 

do Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintDepartureData){ 

do Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintOverflightData){ 

do Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification; 

} 

 

Listing 5.4: The Correctness Local Rules 

The created Local Rule for the Correctness concern can be justified as follows: 

“Before printing any Flight Strip, the data to be printed must be correct”. 

The next Local Rule to be created is about the Update concern, which can be 

described as “The capability to update the data into the FDPS” and has the following 

responsibilities: 

• UpdateArrivalData – Update the arrival flight data into FDPS. 

• UpdateDepartureData – Update the departure flight data into FDPS. 

• UpdateOverflightData – Update the overflight data into FDPS. 
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Listing 5.5 presents the ComBO Local Rules for the Update concern in the Flight Strip 

Printing Match Point. 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintArrivalData){ 

do Update.UpdateArrivalData; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintDepartureData){ 

do Update.UpdateDepartureData; 

} 

 

to achieve(FlightStripPrinting.PrintOverflightData){ 

do Update.UpdateOverflightData; 

} 

 

Listing 5.5: The Update Local Rules 

The created Local Rule for the Update concern can be justified as follows: “When an 

operator requests the printing of a flight strip, an update is made into the FDPS, before 

the printing process”. 

Once this step is concluded, the next step is to create the Final Rule composition. 

The previous Local Rules are integrated all together by responsibility. For each Local 

Rule a justification is given for traceability purpose and improves the understanding of 

the created rule.  

In the context of this case study, in the Flight Strip Printing, the Correctness concern 

must be assured for all activities, essentially During Flight Strip Printing. Therefore: 

1. With correctness, all events are logged; 

2. Logging of an event must be done during Retrieval and Update operations; 

3. Retrieval of data can then be executed; 

4. Before the Flight Strip Printing operation, updates are required. 

Listing 5.6 presents the composition rule by objective for the Flight Strip Printing 

Match Point: for each responsibility of the base concern (Flight Strip Printing) a rule was 

created. 

 

to achieve ( FlightStripPrinting.PrintArrivalData ){ 

do Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification during( 

  through (Update.UpdateArrivalData),  

  through (Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData) 

); 

do Logging.PrintFS during(  

  through (Update.UpdateArrivalData),  

  through (Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData) 
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); 

do Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData; 

do Update.UpdateArrivalData; 

} 

 

to achieve ( FlightStripPrinting.PrintDepartureData){ 

 do Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification during( 

  through (Update.UpdateDepartureData),  

  through (Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData) 

 ); 

 do Logging.PrintFS during(  

  through (Update.UpdateDepartureData),  

  through (Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData) 

 ); 

 do Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData; 

 do Update.UpdateDepartureData; 

} 

 

to achieve ( FlightStripPrinting.PrintOverflightData){ 

 do Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification during( 

  through (Update.UpdateOverflightData),  

  through (Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData) 

); 

do Logging.PrintFS during(  

  through (Update.UpdateOverflightData),  

  through (Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData) 

); 

do Retrieval.RetrieveFSPData; 

do Update.UpdateOverflightData; 

} 

 

Listing 5.6: The ComBO rule for the Flight Strip Printing Match Point 

5.3 Summary 

This chapter discussed a small, but significant fraction of the case study of The FPL 

Tower Interface system, from the company responsible for civilian air traffic control in 

Portugal. We also presented and described the results of this case study application. 

ComBO was applied to a real case study and was here illustrated based on a small 

part of the problem. The expressivity of the ComBO rules was observed, where the 

proposed operators allow defining rich composition rules. This expressivity leads to a 

better understanding of the ComBO grammar syntax. The definition of Local rules is 

really useful to trace and justify the origin of Final Rules improving also the traceability 

process in a very intuitive and easy way. Unfortunately, the Local Rules are dependent 

on the number of required concerns by the base concern and the responsibilities that 
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each of those concerns include to the match point in analysis, creating a vast quantity of 

rules and augmenting the analysis documentation. 

We can also address results from the remaining match points composition rules that 

were not presented: from the Correctness Match Point composition rules, presented in 

Annex F: Correctness Composition, the validation of the “required by” and of the 

“required concerns responsibilities”, prevented analysis errors and mistakes, validating 

in this way the misuse of responsibilities and “required by” relations. The composition 

rules for the FPL Tower Interface Match Points allowed correcting an analysis error: due 

to the ambiguity of the concerns (and of the context), the first iteration of the analysis 

concluded that Parameter Validity was requiring Correctness. However, the composition 

approach allowed the software engineer to validate that it is not the Parameter Validity 

that requires Correctness, but Correctness that requires Parameter Validity. As referred 

before, the composition rules can also help the software engineer in the validation of all 

the early-analysis process. 

The following chapter presents the analysis and critical evaluation of the performed 

work and compares it with other working tools. 
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Chapter 6  
Analysis and Critical 

Evaluation 

This chapter is intended to evaluate the work developed and to objectively compare 

it with existing aspect-oriented concern composition tools. To guarantee impartiality on 

the analysis we will use the same case example, as the one presented in this 

dissertation (please refer to its full description in Chapter 5). At the end of this chapter a 

comparison is performed based on detailed criterion to confront each of the analysed 

tools. 

The application of the SOFTAS case study in this comparison process is suitable since 

it will allow performing a good evaluation of the tools, and indirectly of the supported 

approaches. We want to stress that the case study analysis documentation was very 

poor. Unfortunately, this case study may represent a common practice regarding the 

analysis phase in the industrial software development activity: the system analysis is 

often discarded or poorly elaborated. The complete understanding of the case study was 

reached after the verbal explanation of the system from its owners and developers and 

our reverse engineering from very specific and technical documentation of the system, 

all this during the project meetings.  

The applicability of this case study will help on the validation and determine the 

pertinence and usability of the proposed approach. The description of the tools herein 

evaluated is in Chapter 2, so we will pursue directly to its evaluation. 

6.1 AORA Tool Analysis 

The analysis of a system is always slow, complex and time-consuming: the analyst 

has to understand the domain business, what the system (does) shall do, and then have 

to rigorously describe it. This description must be accessible (readable, understood) to 

non-technical stakeholders, involved in the system.  
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Originally, the AORA tool (Soeiro et al., 2005; Brito et al., 2006) had  

• few composite operators and  

• followed a “black box” approach: the granularity of its composite artefacts 

(concerns) was operating at a coarse-grained level.  

To solve these issues 

• a novel composite language has been elaborated, and 

• new, more refined operators have been created and introduced in the AORA tool. 

The aspect-oriented analysis performed over the SOFTAS project case study using 

the AORA approach was time-consuming—two master students discussed and produced 

the System Requirements Specification in nearly three months, being validated by a 

PhD student, while following the traditional analysis and documentation process 

approach has been accomplished in two months by only one requirements engineer. The 

first and obvious reason is related to the specificity of the case study and its lack of 

documentation. Then, the analysis was performed using the regular AORA approach, 

also time-consuming29: 16 concerns were identified (either functional or non-

functional), described and related together, through the “required by” relationship, and 

positive and negative contributions were also found. Several iterations of refinements 

were performed until achieving this fine-grained analysis results. Although it was out of 

the scope of this dissertation, it was fundamental to understand the case study. The 

resulting artefacts would be necessary in the forthcoming step, the composition process. 

The composition process was iterative, as some concerns and responsibilities needed to 

be refined. Several UML state and sequence diagrams (OMG, 2005) were elaborated and 

refined at the match point level, improving the understanding of the aspectual 

interaction between the involved artefacts.  

Once we concluded the concern specification, we initiated the composition of rules. 

The use of all the available multi-dimensional artefacts resulting from the AORA analysis 

allied with the ComBO language’s high number of tokens, were undoubtedly necessary 

to achieve a well defined set of expressive rules.  

The Local Rules smoothed the complexity by dividing the focus of the analysis of 

each match point into the concerns level (Miller, 1956). The local rules acted as “a log” 

 
29 No further quantitative and qualitative comparison will be made with traditional approach, since it is out of 
the scope of this work. 
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of the final composition, contributing to the understanding of each the performed steps 

to accomplish the final one. The justification process after composing each rule is also 

important at this phase, contributing for documentation purposes as well. Once each 

concern was analysed and related with the base concern of the match point, the final 

composition could be done. Having determined a set of rules (Local Rules), it was less 

difficult to compose the Final Rule. Concerning both Local and Final Rules, the Multi-

Dimensional approach used was helpful and relevant as well.  

The composition by objective also appears to contribute to understand (i) what is to 

be composed, by focusing a given match point at a time, (ii) why a concern is composed 

with other ones, by means of the justification process, and (iii) how to compose it, using 

the ComBO rules. Restraining the composition at the match point level allows more 

easily focusing and creating a rule. 

Furthermore, the Local Rules enable an iterative process: the analyst can perform a 

given match point composition independently from the others. However, once a rule is 

created, it can be refined. The number of final rules shall be equal to the number of 

identified match points: the more complex the system, the more match points will be 

identified, therefore defining the number of final rules to be created. Consequently, 

more rules imply more effort to be performed from the analyst. Unfortunately, the 

creation of catalogues for the performed compositions seems to be impracticable: each 

Final Rule composes together Local Rules originated from concerns of a given match 

point; each of these Local Rules were justified domain- and context-dependent and with 

a determined objective, having low probability of reuse in other context, even if a match 

point is composed of the same concerns. This does not mean that a catalogue is 

impossible to create, but shall be focus for future work. 

Regarding the tool, the syntactic and grammar parser are useful to verify the 

introduced rules, locate possible syntactic errors and un-existing or miss-typed 

artefacts. The provided traceability helps on the creation of the Final Rule, allowing at 

any time to view the Local and Final Rules. This traceability can also be considered as an 

excess of documentation: the number of Local and Final Rules and further justification, 

in big systems, can rapidly lead to an extensive documentation. The introduction of 

tokens and concerns and its respective responsibilities is facilitated by the listing of 

available artefacts. Introduction of Local and Final Rules in the ComBO Rule Editor is 

made intuitively and easily by double-clicking the desired artefact. All the system 

analysis information is persistently stored by means of the eXist DBMS, and each project 

can be exported, via the AORA tool, in XML format (W3C, 2006).  

The automatic generation of reports is also a great help for documentation purposes: 

the generated reports bring together all the already performed analysis into a single 

HTML or PDF file format. The AORA tool stores all the data in XML documents, in the 
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6.2.1

eXist repository, using an abstraction layer for the user: all the storage transactions are 

transparent to the user: s/he does not have to code any XML line of code. However, 

exporting of analysed projects is also possible, allowing distributing the projects data in 

XML documents. 

6.2 Comparison with other approaches 

Having in mind that there are not many active and available tools, there is actually 

only other one active tool (MRAT), we will extensively describe it and compare it to the 

AORA tool using the SOFTAS case study. 

Before getting into details on MRAT, we need to describe the EA-Miner tool since this 

tool supports MRAT. It is important to understand the outputs generated by the EA-

Miner so that the input information given to MRAT can be interpreted. This process is 

usually transparent to the analyst when using MRAT but here we explicitly want to give 

details about this procedure, by separating it from MRAT.  

The input information inserted in EA-Miner was the one presented as the 

contextualization of the NAV case study. The rigorous analysis performed in the EA-

Miner and MRAT was done after the SOFTAS analysis performed with the AORA tool and 

approach. By this time, the system purpose, behaviour, and functionality were 

therefore, totally assimilated by the tester. 

 EA-Miner Tool Evaluation 

The number of concerns automatically identified by the EA-Miner tool is above the 

initially expected. The available case study formal documentation is very weak and 

almost inexistent (less than 200 words), and mostly based on technical information 

(NAV Portugal, 2003; NAV Portugal, 2005). Yet, the EA-Miner tool identified 44 

concerns, which can be classified as: 

• NFR-based Concern (0 identified), 

• Noun-Based Concerns (33 identified, as depicted in Figure 6.2), and 

• Functional-Based Concerns (11 identified, as depicted in Figure 6.1). 

Strangely, when performing the automated analysis using the RDL based 

configuration, no NFR-based concerns were found. However, when testing the viewpoint 

based configuration, we identified one NFR-Concern (Fault-Tolerance) using this last 

configuration. 

Once the tool has automatically identified the concerns, the user can manage them 

by: deleting, refining (e.g., merging concerns) and also creating new concerns and 
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requirements. Since the tool aims at helping the requirements engineer to identify 

concerns, the high number of identified concerns is easily explained: the engineer must 

remove the exceeding30 ones manually. Unfortunately, this process is not as easy as the 

expected: the requirements engineer has to read the full documentation to validate the 

identified concern and requirements, then refine, merge and delete the remaining, 

introducing a significant accidental complexity (Brooks, 1987)—although a high number 

of concerns was obviously expected due to the automated analysis, it was more than 

the anticipated—to the analysis. This accidental complexity is originated by the 

automated analysis, and also by the inappropriate reasoning from the automatic output 

in complex software requirements. The complexity here introduced is related to the 

management to be performed on the automated analysis, and is considered significant 

because of the high number of concerns found, given the small specification of the 

system. 

Although the tool allows to “Generate Specification in Word File” no tangible reusable 

documentation is really generated, and therefore, it will hardly be reused in formal 

deliverables. Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 list all the concerns mined by the EA-Miner tool. 

Figure 6.1 the “Functional-Based” concerns and Figure 6.2 presents the “Noun-Based”. 

 

Figure 6.1: Functional-Based Concerns (11) identified by the EA-Miner Editor 

                                          
30 Since the application can only produce an automatic identification of concerns upon the specification text file 
(the source of requirements), the software engineer, must validate the automatically identified concerns, while 
the tool can only verify the identification. 
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Figure 6.2: Noun-Based Concerns (33) identified by the EA-Miner Editor 

As Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 allow concluding, the EA-Miner identifies everything as 

being a concern, from “air”, to “used” passing by “attributed” and many others.  

The ‘Concern relationships list’ only gives the environment where the concern is in 

the context of the phrase and does not give the analyst any significant help, in matter of 

automatic documentation production or conclusion to be interpreted in the architectural 

phase. Although one may consider that a subjective analysis can produce a relative 

divergence from an analyst to another (from less to more experience) but in the end, 

after refining and arguing, the analysis will converge. The analysis process must be 

meticulous, and therefore, time-consuming. The ideal concept of the EA-Miner is to help 

the software engineer. Consequently, s/he has to know well the system under analysis 

to be able to (i) select from important automated information, (ii) discard identified 

concerns, (iii) merge potential identical artefacts, and (iv) refine already identified ones. 

Quoting Sampaio: 

 “It is important to mention that EA-Miner’s automated support does not replace the 

work of the requirements engineer but only helps him/her to save time by focusing on 

key information” (Sampaio, 2007). 

The information gathered by the EA-Miner is then sent to MRAT, where further 

features are available. We will describe the relevant ones and use its functionality in the 

SOFTAS case study. 
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6.2.2 MRAT Evaluation 

To evaluate all MRAT functionalities, the application has been tested under the 

available advanced mode option31.  

As described before, MRAT uses the natural language, and receives as input the data 

provided by the EA-Miner tool. To ease the evaluation process, we will use the 

compositions necessary for the Flight Strip Printing, presented in Chapter 5. The MRAT 

does not limit the composition scope in any way: the analyst can perform the 

composition of “what ever s/he wants”, since there is no composition scope. 

As mentioned above, EA-Miner mined almost 50 concerns. Those concerns are 

decomposed by requirements. Summing all of the requirements, there are exactly 136 

requirements, not exclusive between them, i.e., they are spread and repeated among 

the automatically elicited concerns.  

The first step in this evaluation is to determine what are the concerns and 

requirements that will be critical to successfully perform the Flight Strip Printing rule 

composition with MRAT. 

We will show the analysis resulting from the introduction of the requirements 

specification from the NAV case study contextualization, by reducing the scope of the 

automatically mined concerns to the ones related with the “Flight Strip Printing” 

composition. The concerns that we will describe are Arrival, Departure, Communication, 

paper, strips, and print They will be used for the composition of Flight Strip Printing. 

Listing 6.1 illustrates the automatically generated description of the Arrival concern 

by MRAT. 

 

  <Concern name="Arrival"> 

    <Requirement id="1"> 

      The FPL system 

      <Relationship type="Move" 
semantics="Transfer_Posession">offers</Relationship> 

      four main 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Group">groups</Relationship> 

      of functionalities : Airdrome, 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">Departure</Relationship> 

      , 

                                          
31 Reachable by the menu Window > Preferences > MRAT Preferences > Profile > Expert. 
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      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">Arrival</Relationship> 

      and Overflight, 

      <Degree type="maximiser" semantics="quantity" level="high">all</Degree> 

      <Relationship type="General_Action" 
semantics="Compare">connected</Relationship> 

      through a central 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" 
semantics="Inform">application</Relationship> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

    <Requirement id="2"> 

      In case of 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">departure</Relationship> 

      and 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">arrival</Relationship> 

      flights , itis also 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">possible</Degree> 

      to 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" semantics="Inform">print</Relationship> 

      paper 

      <Object>strips</Object> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

  </Concern> 

Listing 6.1: The Arrival concern description 

The Arrival concern mined by MRAT is necessary to guarantee the correct behaviour 

of the Flight Strip Printing. The same is applicable to the Departure concern, presented 

in Listing 6.2. 

<Concern name="Departure"> 

    <Requirement id="1"> 

      The FPL system 

      <Relationship type="Move" 
semantics="Transfer_Posession">offers</Relationship> 

      four main 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Group">groups</Relationship> 

      of functionalities : Airdrome, 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">Departure</Relationship> 

      , 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">Arrival</Relationship> 

      and Overflight, 

      <Degree type="maximiser" semantics="quantity" level="high">all</Degree> 

      <Relationship type="General_Action" 
semantics="Compare">connected</Relationship> 

      through a central 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" 
semantics="Inform">application</Relationship> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

    <Requirement id="2"> 

      In case of 
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      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">departure</Relationship> 

      and 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">arrival</Relationship> 

      flights , itis also 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">possible</Degree> 

      to 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" semantics="Inform">print</Relationship> 

      paper 

      <Object>strips</Object> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

  </Concern> 

Listing 6.2: The Departure concern description 

The Overflight concern has not been identified by the MRAT tool since it was not 

initially included in the FPL Tower requirements specifications. It has been 

contextualized and described as: “In case of departure and arrival flights, it is also 

possible to print paper strips.” 

In particular, departure and arrival concerns are categorized, by MRAT, in the ‘move’ 

verb category and more precisely (specifically by semantic) are characterized by the 

‘commute/deliver’ sub-branch of the available constraints operators per Relationship 

verb category, and used as composition operators (Chitchyan et al., 2007). For this 

analysis, we would have expected the same for the airdrome and overflight 

functionalities. Again, we are dealing with automated generation of analysis from textual 

semantic requirements specification, which, unfortunately, can be either: (i) 

semantically imperfect, (ii) incomplete, (iii) the tool can actually not recognize specific 

context related specifications, and (iv) unrecognized tokens. 

In this case, the requirements specification was incomplete. It should have been 

described as: “In case of departure, over- and arrival flights, it is also possible to print 

paper strips.”, and MRAT did not infer the Airdrome and Overflight relationship, as done 

with Departure and Arrival. Over again, we want to stress that this could also have to do 

with unrecognized words, for instance. This is another example of analysis and 

documentation issues. 

Listing 6.3 presents the description for the Communication concern. 

<Concern name="communication"> 

    <Requirement id="1"> 

      Further 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" 
semantics="Talk">communication</Relationship> 

      with the air 

      <Relationship type="General_Action" 
semantics="Obey">control</Relationship> 

      <Subject>operator</Subject> 
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      <Relationship type="Affect" semantics="Modify">occurs</Relationship> 

      by 

      <Object>radio</Object> 

      , namely with ANA Aeroportosde Portugal and the airplane pilots . 

    </Requirement> 

    <Requirement id="2"> 

      The FPL system 

      <Relationship type="Move" 
semantics="Transfer_Posession">offers</Relationship> 

      four main 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Group">groups</Relationship> 

      of functionalities : Airdrome, 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">Departure</Relationship> 

      , 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">Arrival</Relationship> 

      and Overflight, 

      <Degree type="maximiser" semantics="quantity" level="high">all</Degree> 

      <Relationship type="General_Action" 
semantics="Compare">connected</Relationship> 

      through a central 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" 
semantics="Inform">application</Relationship> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

    <Requirement id="3"> 

      In each of these window 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Group">groups</Relationship> 

      ,it is 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">possible</Degree> 

      to 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" semantics="Inform">list</Relationship> 

      , 

      <Relationship type="Mental_Action" 
semantics="Think">visualize</Relationship> 

      and 

      <Relationship type="Affect" semantics="Modify">modify</Relationship> 

      ( 

      <Sequencing type="conditional" semantics="if">if</Sequencing> 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">necessary</Degree> 

      ) the 

      <Relationship type="General_Action" 
semantics="Compare">respective</Relationship> 

      item parameters . 

    </Requirement> 

  </Concern> 

Listing 6.3: The Communication concern 

The communication concern is addressed as well since it is the closest that has been 

identified to handle and represent behaviours of update and retrieval, as manually 

identified and described in the AORA process. MRAT uses and describes concerns as 
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they appear in the requirements specification. New elements can be created, but only 

following a two-level hierarchy, such as Concern/Requirement. A concern can have 

many requirements, spread over other concerns, but each of the requirements belongs, 

and is described, in the same level of abstraction here designed by the “requirements 

level” abstraction. However, the same does not happen with concerns, i.e., the 

decomposition of concerns into sub-concerns is not supported.  

Listing 6.4 and Listing 6.5 present the ‘paper’ and ‘strips’ concerns description, 

respectively. 

<Concern name="paper"> 

    <Requirement id="1"> 

      In case of 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">departure</Relationship> 

      and 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">arrival</Relationship> 

      flights , itis also 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">possible</Degree> 

      to 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" semantics="Inform">print</Relationship> 

      paper 

      <Object>strips</Object> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

  </Concern> 

Listing 6.4: The paper concern description 

<Concern name="strips"> 

    <Requirement id="1"> 

      In case of 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">departure</Relationship> 

      and 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">arrival</Relationship> 

      flights , itis also 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">possible</Degree> 

      to 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" semantics="Inform">print</Relationship> 

      paper 

      <Object>strips</Object> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

  </Concern> 

Listing 6.5: The strips concern description 

As listed, they both have the same body description. Actually, they refer to the same 

abstraction, the “object that results in the printing of departure, arrival and overflight 

data”. Hypothetically, those two concerns could have been automatically merged 
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together if the analyst would have created and manually typed into a specific XML 

document synonym of the project. Synonyms can be of type subject, relationship or 

object. Those two concerns are needed to create composition rules for Flight Strip 

Printing. 

Last, but not least, Listing 6.6 presents the automatically generated analysis for the 

‘Print’ concern description. 

<Concern name="print"> 

    <Requirement id="1"> 

      In case of 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">departure</Relationship> 

      and 

      <Relationship type="Move" semantics="Commute">arrival</Relationship> 

      flights , itis also 

      <Degree type="modal" semantics="obligation" 
level="high">possible</Degree> 

      to 

      <Relationship type="Communicate" semantics="Inform">print</Relationship> 

      paper 

      <Object>strips</Object> 

      . 

    </Requirement> 

  </Concern> 

Listing 6.6: The Print concern description 

The Print concern is also necessary to be able to compose rules for the Flight Strip 

Printing behaviour. This concern has been identified and mined as minimally expected—

others are missing, when comparing with the ones detected by the AORA analysis 

output. It does not have any relationship with Overflights, since this information was not 

explicitly specified in the system requirements documentation, as explained. From now 

on, we will ignore this missing concern and only focus in the arrival and departure 

functionalities. We want to stress that MRAT features the capability for the software 

engineer to manually create a concern, its requirements and further relationships with 

other concerns. 

Once identified the available concerns and relationships needed to create the 

composition rule for Flight Strip Printing, it is possible to do so by creating a new “.rdl” 

file. The composition of this rule was iterative and its creation was carried out by typing 

the rule in XML structure format.  

As explained, the composition description is simply typed in the textual editor, 

following XML based data-structure. This means that the requirements engineer needs 

(i) to already understands the behaviour of XML and XML Schema and (ii) to know the 

XML Schema that will valid the XML definition. The support for XML Schema is necessary 

since it validates the XML-based file were the rule has been composed, at least verifying 
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the well-formation of the document structure. Neither XML Schema nor any wizard is 

available to help on the creation of the rule. 

It is a challenge for many requirements engineers to have to code in XML format at 

this early stage: the XML human readability is very poor, and one has to know how to 

code in XML. The inexistence of XML Schema, for guidance purposes, is not helping to 

successfully perform this activity. 

The required concerns were composed together using the available constraint, base 

and outcome operators (Chitchyan et al., 2006a; Sampaio, 2007). Since no XML 

Schema is available, one has to wait to MRAT to compile32 and successfully verify that 

the composition complies as it expects—or not—, and then the analyst has to 

understand why, since the error detection and support is roughly poor, for a tool 

support. Figure 6.3 illustrates this. We intentionally mistyped the “print” relationship to 

“printf”. Indeed, the compiler recognized a not identifiable concern, but in case of 

complex expression it may be hard for the analyst to locate or to understand the origin 

of the error, without a more intuitive localization of the (possible) error(s). 

 

Figure 6.3: MRAT error detection support 

Chitchyan et al. have already identified, that an XML-free view will make both the 

documents and the compositions more readable (Chitchyan and Sampaio, 2007).  

Subsequent to the successful compilation, MRAT allows to detect conflicts and to 

observe automatically generated visualizations. After the successful rule compilation 

MRAT has not detected any temporal conflict, as we were expecting since we only 

composed a simple and small rule. The created composition, successfully compiled by 

MRAT, is presented in Listing 6.7. 

<Composition name="FlightStripPrinting"> 

    <Constraint operator="deliver">concern="Arrival" or 
concern="Departure"</Constraint> 

    <Base operator="during" >relationship = "communication"</Base> 

                                          
32 No object code output is actually generated (“compiled”), except, maybe, metadata information is generated 
to produce the “Intersection Origin View”, “Composition Time Flow View” and “Composition Definition View” 
panels. Only the “Composition Time Flow View” panel will be considered later in this evaluation, since it is the 
only that integrate the scope of the MRAT tool composition evaluation. 
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    <Constraint operator="conclude" >concern="print"</Constraint> 

    <Base operator="after" >relationship="print" and (object = "paper" or 
object = "strips")</Base>  

    <Outcome operator="satisfy" >concern="print"</Outcome> 

</Composition> 

Listing 6.7: The defined composition rule for Flight Strip Printing using the MRAT tool 

Next we explain the composed rule using the MRAT tool. Not a result of the RDL 

Semantics-based Composition, it will help on the understanding of the created rule, and 

remove any occurrence of ambiguity. 

The composition rule name is “FlightStripPrinting”. The first constraint stipulated 

(between XML constraint tags: <Constraint></Constraint>), <Constraint 

operator="deliver"> concern = "Arrival" or concern = "Departure" </Constraint>, is 

related to data deliverance of arrival or departure data into the FDPS. The base operator 

enable a “during” relationship to communication: “data is deliver through components 

communication”.  

The second, and last, constraint defined is related to the “print” concern, and its 

conclusion description is characterized by the “conclude” constraint operator. The base 

operator for this composition describes that after the printing of ‘paper’, or ‘strips’, the 

printing activity is then concluded. The outcome of this composition rule is that the print 

concern is satisfied.  

Figure 6.4 illustrates a graphical representation, automatically generated by MRAT, 

for the “Departure” concern.  

 

Figure 6.4: Temporal view of Departure requirement to other 

This kind of representation is used by MRAT helping on the resolution of temporal 

conflicts raised by composition rules. The view shows the relationship between concerns 
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6.2.3

through the requirements; in the bottom right of the illustration, one can depict the 

temporal relation of the ‘print’ concern with the ‘Departure’ concern (“after requirement 

1”). The requirements identifiers, the connectors between concerns, are also listed 

above each concern. 

 Overall Tools Evaluation 

The evaluation process of the MRAT and AORA tools is complex due to numerous 

causes. This kind of analysis, without normalized approach, is one of the main factors. 

The evaluation of academic tools is another one: bugs are common; fault-tolerance and 

robustness are barely requirements. The inherent resistance to test and use new tools is 

also a strong matter. 

Again, we want to stress that although MRAT and the AORA tool allow performing 

composition of artefacts following the aspect-oriented paradigm, they perform it by 

contributing with their own approach and aspect-oriented vision. 

Next, we will present the criteria we used to compare and evaluate these tools: 

1. Installation; 

2. Input information; 

3. Composition scope and 

process; 

4. Error handling support; 

5. Data storage; 

6. Reusability and catalogues; 

7. Wizards; 

8. Scalability; 

9. Outputs. 

We have chosen those criteria since we think that they allow us to best compare the 

two tools in evaluation. Next, we describe each one of the criteria and analyze each tool 

in compliance to it. 

Installation. This criterion determines if the tool is free or not, its platform and 

application dependencies. 

Both tools are free, cross-platform, and relatively simple to install. AORA v1.1 

installation is resumed as (i) unpacking the archive file into the desired folder and (ii) 

execute a shell-based console to start the application. The eXist DBMS and JRE must 

have been previously installed, and the eXist database must be running. MRAT is an 

Eclipse plug-in and therefore requires an Eclipse version (version 3.2 for the tested 

version) installed on top of JRE to be able to execute. 

Input information. This criterion specifies the finest and minimum input 

information which can enable the composition beginning. 

In essence, both minimally need a detailed system requirements specification, to 

properly perform the aspect-oriented analysis. Following the AORA approach the 
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requirements engineer has to manually identify and introduce into the AORA tool the 

system stakeholders, the system concerns and its (i) responsibilities, (ii) required 

concerns, (iii) contributions among other concerns. MRAT conceptually does not 

represent system stakeholders and uses the input information automatically generated 

by the EA-Miner engine, as one specifies the textual specification to be mined.  

Composition scope and process. This criterion stresses the composition process 

and its scope within the aspect-oriented analysis, and the granularity level as well. 

Regarding the AORA approach and tool, after introducing concerns, either functional 

or non-functional, its subsequent details and decomposition, the AORA tool 

automatically generates the match points of the system analysis based on required 

concerns. The composition of rules is well defined and local at each match point and can 

use any of the concerns and subsequent responsibilities that are part of the base and 

required concerns of the match point in analysis. The composition process is expected to 

follow the process well defined and already presented in Chapter 3. 

MRAT does not define nor delimits the scope for composition rules. Composition rules 

are made globally, use all the available concerns and requirements, and enable 

determining the concern type from one of three types: concerns, object and 

relationship. The free-composition scope does not allow understanding what is to be 

composed or the reason of the composition. It is the criterion of the analyst to decide 

what and how to compose the (automatically decomposed and mined) artefacts. 

Although refinements of the automatically generated analysis are available, it is not 

retro-compatible. This means that any modification performed will be overwritten by any 

other automatic analysis generation from the introduced system documentation.  

In both tools, refinements can be performed in an iterative fashion, nevertheless, 

while following the AORA approach and using the AORA tool it follows a natural 

introduction, in MRAT it could introduce some issues as the one identified by this 

criterion (e.g., composition update). The newly elicited analysis is no longer generated 

automatically (as explained, if one has made improvements of the system analysis, all 

XML data will be lost), and the analyst has to code her/himself the new XML-based 

analysis to be consistent with the existing one: this makes no sense since the NLP is no 

longer available and out of the context of the analyst work.  

While following the AORA approach the analyst gets involved as s/he reads the 

system specification and context, s/he can right away start to introduce analysis-related 

data into the AORA tool, and then refine it. Using MRAT the analyst will also have to 

read and understand the system specification (for obvious reasons), but can not think 

that s/he will not reason about it: s/he has to validate, modify, refine and update the 

automatically generated analysis. Theoretically, the automatic generation of 
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documentation and analysis is a great idea and improvement, but unfortunately it is its 

disadvantage: the verification process, elicitation of synonyms, refinement, semantic 

analysis verification and cross-cutting data (requirements), turns to be out of the 

context of the analyst work, ending to misleading him/her to an increased and excessive 

task.  

Error handling support. This criterion aims at comparing the error handling support 

provided by the tools. 

As described in Chapter 4, Tool Support, the AORA tool provides an enhanced error 

support. Its syntactic and lexical parser engine allows determining the kind of error and 

where it is specifically located within the ComBO Rule Editor. MRAT also supports error 

detection. However the error support is weak. Besides the natural error management of 

XML tags construction, since compositions are written directly in XML, it must also verify 

the attribute, operators and remaining elements. The support is considered weak since 

it does not provide a clear location and meaning of errors. The usage of default values 

when attributes are incorrect or unexpected is available and should be avoided for 

obvious reasons. Concerning errors, these are considered and located at the whole point 

cut level, instead of pointing as close as possible to the error location and, when dealing 

with unrecognized objects, MRAT does not alert of the existence of such, i.e., MRAT 

does not report any error of inexistent object when it was expected. 

Data storage. This criterion is intended to enclose comparison on the way data is 

consistently stored and handled by the application. 

Concerning the AORA tool, data is stored in XML by means of the eXist DBMS. 

Several concepts were defined (e.g., Project, Concern), instanced as needed and then 

stored into the XML repository. This applies for all the data necessary for every project. 

An abstraction layer supports all the conversion from the data structures and the 

interfaces visible to the analyst and then is stored in XML. The analyst does not have to 

worry about how and where it is stored since it is handled by the tool. The analyst only 

has to focus in the system analysis. The same does not apply to MRAT. MRAT compels 

the analyst to compose rules in XML without any XML Schema related information 

support. The storage of data is made by the time the analyst creates the file, in the 

current workspace. 

The use of XML for both applications is a natural choice, since XML purpose is to 

facilitate the sharing of structured data across different information systems and it 

allows defining and describing specific elements. But, most of all, it allows to perform 

queries and transformation upon an XML document. 

Reusability and catalogues. This criterion checks if catalogues are available and 

discuss the way data and composition are possibly reused. 
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AORA does not support in a rigorous way catalogues of concerns, but reuse of 

concerns by others projects is available. As described earlier, the composition rules are 

highly contextualized and justified, and therefore the reutilization of such is not enabled 

(and practically not recommended). MRAT does not explicitly support any kind of 

reutilization besides the generated data and semantics associated to each system 

specification automatic generation, which is out of the scope of this work. 

Wizards. This criterion analyzes the available assistance to guide the analyst through 

simple set-up routine for a particular feature or data introduction. 

The AORA tool gives support for concern creation and specification, from stakeholder 

to required concerns and contributions specification. Step by step accompaniment is 

provided and eases the introduction of data analysed and to be analysed. Regarding the 

composition process no wizard is provided: to help the analyst in this activity a rule 

composition wizard would be minimally helpful. Besides the mining of concerns from EA-

Miner, MRAT does not support any wizard to help on system analysis. Due to the high 

complexity of semantics and mining of concerns and requirements, an abstraction layer 

and wizards must have been introduced to ease the analyst work. Unfortunately neither 

the composition rule activity has any valuable support. 

Scalability. This criterion is twofold: it assesses the direct effort to analyse a given 

system, proportionally to its size and complexity, and the tool capacity to help and 

support the analysis. 

Undoubtedly, the more complex a system is the more complex its early analysis will 

be. More concerns, relations, conflicts will emerge and need to be managed. This applies 

for both tools. However, while in the AORA tool the analyst creates and refines concerns 

as it needs them (and many concerns may arise), as s/he analyses and rationalizes 

about the system, MRAT will produce an oversized number of concerns and 

requirements to be managed (refined, created and deleted) by the analyst: an 

accidental complexity (Brooks, 1987) arises and can not be ignored. The analyst will be 

confronted with a huge amount of information related by language semantics and 

structured in XML. In AORA the complexity will also arise as systems are more complex 

and the time consumption will be directly proportional to the system complexity, as 

expected—the more complex the system is, the more concerns will be elicited. The use 

of the proposed composition rule language and approach intend to smooth and diminish 

this complexity, with the help of the approach itself and the vast tokens and expressivity 

that is provided by ComBO. 

Outputs. This criterion discusses visualization, graphical representations and reporting 

support. 
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Both tools have many features to create graphs and visual representation for 

required concerns, contributions and composition views.  

AORA allows visualizing the concern dependencies by means of a graph: a concern 

points to another concern, showing its dependencies. The decomposition graph 

graphically depicts the decomposition of a given concern into sub-concerns. None of 

these representations are scalable since when the system begins to have a considerable 

amount of concerns, interrelated one with others, it is unreliable to get (represent) any 

useful information in such agglomeration and confusion of data. A visualization of 

compositions is also provided, but useless, since it basically represents a sequence of 

tokens followed by concerns and responsibilities as they are syntactically expressed. 

Neither conclusions nor analysis can be performed upon those representations. 

However, AORA provides great report automatic generation functionality. The AORA tool 

allows the generation in PDF and HTML formats of reports. Those reports contain all the 

introduced information, such as the description of the stakeholders of the system, 

complete concern description, contributions, and also automatically generated 

information, such as conflicts between concerns, “required by” relations and match point 

related information, such as composition rules. All the data inserted and generated is 

this way compiled in an interoperable document. 

MRAT also provides a few graphical representations, such as (i) “Intersection Origin 

View”, which describes the dependencies origin (sequence) in the context of a 

composition, (ii) a “Composition Time Flow View”, which depicts the temporal view of 

requirements to others, and (iii) “Composition Definition View”, which depicts the 

intersection of base and constraints elements as a function of time. All of these views 

are useless and roughly perceptible and do not appear in the tool user manual. 

Additionally as the source visualization for system specification mining and composition, 

a read-only textual visualization is available. This visualization divides the text in five 

different styles (at the same time in the editor) that are labelled as “keys”: degree, 

object, relationship, subject and sequencing. Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 depicts 

respectively examples of the MRAT textual representation for the SOFTAS specifications 

(partially depicted), and for the Flight Strip Printing composition rule. 
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Figure 6.5: MRAT partial Textual representation for the SOFTAS specification 

 

 

 

Figure 6.6: MRAT Textual representation for the Flight Strip Printing composition rule 

Both Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 depict another example of excess of representation 

and information that is unnecessary or badly organized. 

The tool features specification affirms that the generation of report in Microsoft Word 

Document (Microsoft Corporation, 2008b) format is available, although it was not 

possible to generate any report, for unknown reasons. Table 6.1 summarizes the 

presented criteria.  

Table 6.1: Summarization of the tool evaluation by criterion 

Criterion Tool Evaluation 

Tool Free? Cross-Platform? Dependencies 

AORA yes yes eXist Installation 

MRAT yes yes Eclipse 

Tool Observation 

AORA Manually introduced by the requirements engineer Input information 

MRAT Automatically generated by the EA-Miner engine 

Tool Comp. scope Comp. process Comp. Refinements 

AORA match point well defined iterative, consistent 
Composition scope and 
process 

MRAT not defined not defined iterative, not retro-compatible 
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Criterion Tool Evaluation 

Tool Error location 
Error support 

(bad, weak, good, excellent) 

AORA yes good Error handling support 

MRAT yes weak 

Tool Data file format Data transparency 

AORA XML yes Data storage 

MRAT XML no 

Tool Data reusability? Catalogues? 

AORA yes, concerns no 
Reusability and 
catalogues 

MRAT no no 

Tool Data input wizards? Analysis wizards? Composition Rules wizard? 

AORA yes yes no Wizards 

MRAT no no no 

Tool Accidental complexity? 

AORA no Scalability 

MRAT yes 

Tool Report Generation 

 PDF HTML DOC 

AORA yes yes no 
Outputs 

MRAT no no yes 

6.2.4 Improvements 

To conclude the analysis and critical evaluation of the tools herein evaluated, we 

want to address some brief improvements that could be implemented for improving 

both tools. 

Multi-Dimensional Requirements Analysis Tool (MRAT). Theoretically, the 

Natural Language Processing (NLP) has an infinite source of information and when well 

defined and performed would provide a complete description of any system. 

Unfortunately MRAT is still very immature and needs significant improvements, such as 

an XML abstraction layer for the analyst, a better error handling support, an improved 

information representation. All this is important to ease the work of the analyst. Also a 

refined concern mining can be achieved by using a different but almost similar 

approach. A step-by-step wizard seems necessary and helpful to guide the analyst in 

his/her analysis labour. To date MRAT only supports natural language processing for the 

United Kingdom English language. 
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Conceptually the use of Resource Description Framework33 (RDF) (W3C, 2004f; W3C, 

2004d; W3C, 2004e) instead of XML, conciliated with Web Ontology Language (OWL) 

(W3C, 2004b; W3C, 2004c) would enable the creation, or use, of a reasoning engine to 

be able to reason about the semantic of a given specification. Inference of data and 

knowledge can lead to great results, and error detection such as the one described in 

this chapter in Subsection 6.2.2. Additionally, the automatic creation and therefore 

validation by the analyst of an Ontology Definition Metamodel (ODM) (OMG, 2007) 

would increase the analyst activities, and defocus him/her of its original tasks meta-

model. Similarly as the current MRAT approach, a trade-off must be established to 

decide if the definition of a metamodel using OWL and RDF technologies would improve 

the analysis in performance and well-definition, or for MRAT, if the validation and 

refinement of concern mining is practicable. 

Aspect-Oriented Requirements Analysis tool (AORA tool). One of the 

recommended improvements to AORA is its interface and elements management. For 

instance, currently, the visual scalability of concern is imperceptible and could 

significantly be improved if the information would be organized following a tree-

structure: “infinite” decomposition of concerns and responsibilities could be visible in a 

glance and reused in the Composition Rule Editor, for example. Improvements made 

locally at the concern graphs visualization could be done by allowing selecting the 

concerns intended to be visualized, improving scalability. The same could apply for the 

automatic report generation: allow the analyst to select the features s/he wants to 

export to PDF and HTML. Support for the following software lifecycle phases would 

extend and allow traceability (for example, of requirements) in later stages. 

6.3 Summary 

This chapter presented the analysis and critical evaluation of the existing and 

working tools that allow composition features of early-aspects. A well described rule has 

been used to compare and evaluate the existing composition process for both tools, and 

criteria have been established to compare them. The tools proved sometimes to be still 

immature, existing functionalities that need to be improved. The fault of consensus also 

contributed for some negative points. For both tools the excess of information and time-

 
33 In RDF, resources are written in the form of triples, subject-predicate-object expressions. The subject is a 
resource, the predicate is a resource that represents the relationship, and the object is either a resource or a 
Unicode string literal. 
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consumption has a negative impact in the analysis and results on an accidental 

complexity (Brooks, 1987) to the already critical work of system analysis. The way data 

and analysis is structured, and provided to the analyst is very important, and when 

conducted in a bad way can confuses the analyst. Some brief improvements for the 

evaluated tools have been also introduced.  

The next chapter will present the limitations of the ComBO language, its 

contributions to the AORA approach and tool, and to the AORE research area, draw 

some conclusions and points out directions for future work. 
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Chapter 7  
Conclusions 

This final chapter summarizes the work described in this dissertation, focusing on the 

evaluation results of the proposed language, the composition approach and its 

supporting tool application. Limitations of the proposed work are discussed, and its 

contributions are presented as well. Overall conclusions are also presented and future 

work for the language and the tool is suggested, seeking to an evolution and refinement 

for the solution herein presented. 

The goal for this dissertation was to enable the Aspect-Oriented Requirements 

Analysis (AORA) approach and tool with an enhanced composition mechanism. The 

AORA approach consists of the identification, modularization and composition of 

crosscutting concerns. However, as earlier described, the AORA composition operates at 

a coarser granularity level and its reduced number of operators results in limited 

composition expressiveness. 

The core of the work presented in this dissertation is the description of a composition 

language and approach that enables a multi-dimensional composition of artefacts based 

on objectives, therefore stating the purpose or the goal of the composition. This 

approach provides a composition process with a well-defined syntax and semantics, as 

well as a tool support integrated to the AORA original tool. 

7.1 Contributions 

The AORA composition approach, and therefore tool, operated at a coarser 

granularity level and its reduced number of operators resulted in limited composition 

expressiveness. This has been solved by means of the utilization of the entire artefacts 

available by the AORA approach (concerns and subsequent responsibilities) and ComBO 

expressivity. 
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The major contribution to the AORA approach and the Aspect-Oriented Requirements 

Engineering is the Multi-Dimensional Composition by Objectives itself, as a concept and 

as an enhancement in the composition of early-aspects. 

Many authors have defended and contributed with many work to support the (Multi-

Dimensional) Separation of concerns. This is an important research area in the aspect-

oriented domain, but not the only one. Modularisation and reutilization are indeed very 

important requirements in all the software life-cycle. 

In the previous version of the AORA approach and tool (v1.0), AORA was not using 

all the available elements provided by its own analysis: rule composition was performed 

only at the concern level and at its “first level”, i.e., decomposition or hierarchized 

concerns could not be used, and was following a “black box” fashion. 

Some other problems, for example those detected by Chitchyan (Chitchyan et al., 

2007), have also been addressed, such as support for name identifier—additionally as 

the identification of responsibilities by numerical values. 

In the current version of the AORA tool, v1.1, the use of the ComBO approach and 

rules is supported by means of the verification and interpreter engine, which eases the 

analyst the composition process of artefacts resulting from the AORA analysis. 

A stand-alone parser was also created to allow testing and syntactically parse rules 

independently and without the need to execute the whole AORA tool. This can be used 

by the analyst to be more familiar with the ComBO grammar parser. 

The uniform treatment of each dimension with the same abstraction, the Multi-

Dimensional approach, and the improved composition grammar syntax are flexible and 

can now handle any dynamic hierarchy of concerns and its subsequent responsibilities, 

enhancing the composition rule expressivity.  

Additionally, the high number of tokens and operators allow an improved 

composition expressivity, mandatory to allow the analyst to express rich composition 

rules. The utilization of concerns and responsibilities, originated by the AORA analysis, 

composed with string and numerical literals in sequential, concurrent, Boolean, 

alternative and temporal statements enable this desired Multi-Dimensional, fine-grained 

and expressive composition rule by objectives. 

The introduction of composition rule traceability, supported by means of the Local 

and Final rules, in the composition process helps the analyst in composing rules by 

justifying each step, and by involving him/her sooner in the composition process, 

compelling him/her to reason about the system as soon as possible. This approach leads 

to an inferior number of errors, since the analyst is dealing with a fewer amount of 
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information, and errors can be easily tracked back by means of the justification and 

Local Rules. 

This novel composition rule approach leads to another concept and question, such as 

responsibilities of concerns that appear in (cut across) more than one composition rule. 

How to treat these new crosscutting functionalities is future work. 

This work has already been partially submitted and successfully accepted and 

presented in the Workshop for Early-Aspect at the 30th International Conference on 

Software Engineering: Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering and Architecture 

Design. Some discussions and questions related and motivated by this work are 

appealing and deserved to be mentioned and answered, as follows34. 

What is the level of granularity at which requirements should be composable?  

To date, this question cannot be formally answered, since there is no consensus 

addressed neither by the AOSD Research community nor by IEEE Standards Association 

(IEEE Computer Society, 2008). However, and since this question is related to a focus 

area that depends on the approaches contribution, since the AORA approach provides a 

well defined fine-grained aspect-oriented analysis, it is natural that this available fine-

grained artefacts could be used and composed in rules. Both user and system 

requirements are addressed to describe a given system. Theoretically, the sooner they 

are fully detailed and reasoned, the better they will be integrated in late stage of the 

software life-cycle. 

How can traceability of requirements be supported, within and beyond AORE? 

To date, neither AORA v1.0 nor AORA v1.1 or the AORA approach itself do support 

traceability of requirements within and beyond AORE. The approach is mainly focused in 

Aspect-Oriented Requirements Analysis and does not support yet this kind of 

traceability. Potential refinements and extensions could be done in the future. As well, 

ComBO itself does not support yet traceability of requirements within and beyond AORE. 

What makes a good language for requirements composition rules? 

Objectively, and given any approach existing or to emerge, the requirements that 

make a good language for requirements composition rules are inherently correlated with 

the approach itself. If the approach provides rich artefacts, then the composition 

 
34 Reviewers of the submitted work, authors of these questions, are anonymous and therefore could not be 
identified and consequently referenced. 
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language must be flexible enough to dynamically introduce, if necessary, each of the 

dimensions and artefacts resulting from the approach. Rules must be conventional and 

normalized. Rules need to be expressive, or to be able to express what the analyst 

wants to express within the system domain and analysis context. Rules and the 

composition process must be user-friendly: composition of rules should be easy and 

simple. A good language for requirements composition rules must support a good 

requirements engineer approach. A good language is a language that is used by 

analysts, refined and improved and must of all, consensually normalised as a standard.  

7.2 Limitations 

The language definition for the Multi-Dimensional Composition by Objectives, Multi-

ComBO, as any new formal language, has an initial inherent complexity associated. The 

ComBO grammar syntax allows composing expressive rules; nevertheless this high 

expressivity leads to a significant amount of work for the analyst, since s/he has to 

learn the ComBO syntax and its employment. Before being able to compose rules, the 

analyst must acquire knowledge of the ComBO syntax, and its approach. The ComBO 

grammar syntax is quite complex and many operators are available to provide an 

enhanced expressivity. The presented grammar syntax already allows a significant 

expressivity: however, in the future new operators may arise as needed. Probably a 

better support and flexibility for numerical compositions will be necessary. 

Regarding the integration of the ComBO functionalities into the AORA tool, the major 

limitation is related to the incompatibility with previous composition rule performed in 

AORA v1.0, naturally acquired by the substitution of the syntactic parser by the new 

ComBO parser engine, which can be mitigated as described in Subsection 4.3.3, AORA 

Tool Limitations and Improvements, of Chapter 4.  

7.3 Evaluation 

A state of the art has been conducted, summarizing some of the most relevant 

approaches that propose some kind of composition between concerns at the 

requirements analysis level. For each approach, when available, we detailed the existing 

supporting tools. A novel composition language has been created considering positive 

and negative aspects of the approaches and respective tools support. 

The objective of this Master dissertation was to create and equip the AORA approach 

and tool with an expressive composition language, like a high level language, human-

readable, and able to introduce a minimum of formalism in the composition of rules. The 

declarative language herein presented fully supports the resulting artefacts from the 
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AORA analysis, provides a Multi-Dimensional approach and composition by objectives. 

More than syntactically justified, Local and Final Rules are context-justified by their 

meaning and interpretation from the requirement analyst (trivially different from an 

arbitrary composition, without justification).  

Before reaching the presented ComBO language and approach several iterations and 

refinements were made. Yet, both the ComBO language and approach are still immature 

but proved, in the applied case study, to be expressive enough to handle and compose 

concerns and responsibilities together, in generic and specific purposes.  

Several limitations exist, more refinements and future work will come, and however, 

several contributions have already been achieved. 

The performed early analysis was time-consuming, but proved to help the analyst 

and to improve the understanding of the system by its step by step analysis: it allows 

the analyst to reason earlier about the system. 

At this level, of early requirements, it is erroneous not to rationalize about the 

system properties, functionalities and interactions: one must know the system domain 

to provide a good early-analysis. Performing automated analysis without a minimal 

knowledge of the system can lead to an (unwanted) accidental complexity. 

A requirements engineer will always have to reason about the contextual 

requirements of systems: tools can help on verifying compositions, but it is the work of 

the software engineer to validate the composition. A composition environment, as the 

one proposed here, facilitates this process. The analysis of a system is complex and 

results from the reading of documentation and elicitation near several stakeholders. 

Either the documentation or the stakeholders depict a clear description or reasoning 

about the system expectations. We presented a case study with similar issues and the 

detection and resolution of this outcome. 

The production of Software has an inherent complexity. As many other approaches, 

this aspect-oriented approach tries to contribute, in any way, in the evolution of any of 

the software life cycle. Hopefully, by improving the analysis phase, the remaining 

phases will have some positive contribution from this improvement. Each software life 

cycle, independently of each other, tries to diminish this complexity. For example, 

regarding the implementation phase, many languages have emerged and defend 

principles such as “Don't Repeat Yourself” (DRY), related with the Separation of 

Concerns (SoC).  

The Separation of Concerns is an important concept, not only in computer science 

but also in many other areas as well. Creating, optimizing, refining functionalities 

independently of other functions, so that the first does not cause other functions to fail, 
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and in making them easier to understand, design, refine and manage is nowadays 

fundamental. The Multi-Dimensional Composition of Objectives intends to give a proper 

syntax and approach to compose those separated concern in the early-requirements 

phase.  

7.4 Future Work 

One direction for future work is to apply the ComBO approach to more case studies. 

From the application of the ComBO rules and approach to more case studies, certainly 

refinements and improvements of the ComBO expressivity will arise. Syntax 

improvements of the numerical composition can be performed including a more flexible 

grammar. A refinement of the ComBO approach can also arise, from the extensive 

application of case studies. 

The finer-grained composition, namely the introduction of composition of 

responsibilities, motivates some questions. Since responsibilities can emerge in more 

than one composition rule (Local or Final Rules), should the analyst consider the 

emerged “crosscutting” responsibilities? How? 

Regarding the graphical application, both AORA and ComBO can be refined. In AORA 

the graphical user interface can be improved by substituting the floating listing panels 

by tree-oriented panels. Division of Concern-, Stakeholder- and Concern Match Point 

view can continue existing, but the tree-oriented panel organization could allow 

visualizing and organizing an infinite hierarchy of concerns and furthermore display each 

responsibility of the “children” concerns. Easily, those concerns could be integrated by 

drag-on-drop into AORA’s editors, such as the ComBO Rule Editor, in the Composition 

Rule Editor (CRE). 

Regarding the Composition Rule Editor, improvements can be done, such as the 

introduction of an auto-complete or suggestion feature. This feature, whose purpose is 

diminishing the composition complexity, would propose, as the analyst types, what 

would be the possible concerns, responsibilities, tokens that are available or that can be 

inserted, using templates proposals. Following this driver of improvements emerges 

another great possible feature: the introduction of wizards to ease the creation of (total 

or partial) statements such as the do_statement or the alt_statement. 
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Annex A: Acronyms 

Acronym  Description 
ABNF Augmented BNF 

Aeroportos de Portugal 
ANA 

Portuguese Airports 
ANTLR ANother Tool for Language Recognition  
AO Aspect-Oriented 
AOP Aspect-Oriented Programming 
AORA Aspect-Oriented Requirements Analysis 
AORE Aspect-Oriented Requirements Engineering 
AOS Airport Operational System 
AOSD Aspect-Oriented Software Development 
API Application Programming Interface 
ARCaDE Aspectual Requirements Composition and Decision Support Tool 
ATM Automated Teller Machine 
BNF Backus-Naur Form 
BSc Bachelor of Science 
CaSa Case Studies with Aspects 
CoCA  Composition-Centric Approach 
ComBO Composition By Objectives  
CRE Composition Rule Editor 
DBMS Data Base Management System 
DOM Document Object Model 
DRY Don't Repeat Yourself 
DSL Domain Specific Language 
DVD Digital Versatile Disc 
EA Early-Aspect 
EA-Miner Early-Aspect Miner 
EBNF Extended BNF 
ETA Estimated Time of Arrival 

Portuguese Science and Technology Foundation 
FCT/MCTES Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia / Ministério da Ciência, 

Tecnologia e Ensino Superior 
Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologias da Universidade Nova de Lisboa 

FCT/UNL 
Faculty of Science and Technology/New University of Lisbon 

FDPS Flight Data Processing System 
FDS Flight Data Section 
FPL Flight Plan Tower Interface 
FR Final Rule 
GUI Graphical User Interface 
HTML HyperText Markup Language 
ICSE International Conference on Software Engineering 
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers 
JavaCC Java Compiler Compiler 
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JDK Java Development Kit 
JRE Java Runtime Environment 
LOTOS Language of Temporal Ordering Specification 
LR Local Rule 
MCDM Multiple Criteria Decision Making 
MDSOC Multi-Dimensional Separation of Concerns 
MP Match Point 
MRAT Multi-Dimensional Requirements Analysis Tool 
MSc Master of Science 
Multi-ComBO Multi-Dimensional Composition By Objectives 
NAV Navegação Aérea de Portugal 
NFR Non-Functional Requirement 
NLP Natural Language Processing  
ODM Ontology Definition Metamodel 
OO Object-Oriented 
OWL Web Ontology Language 
PDF Portable Document Format 
RDF Resource Description Framework 
RDL Requirements Description Language  
RE Requirements Engineering 
ReMA Requirements Modelling with Aspects 
SAX Simple API for XML 
SDMATA State Diagrams Modelling Aspects Using a Transformation Approach 
SIG Soft-goal Interdependency Graphs 
SoC Separation of Concerns 
SOFTAS SOFTware development with ASpects 
SRS System Requirement Specification 
UML Unified Modeling Language 
XML eXtensible Markup Language 
XSL eXtensible Stylesheet Language 
XSLT eXtensible Stylesheet Language Transformations 
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Annex B: BNF/EBNF meta-syntax 

BNF is an acronym for “Backus Normal Form” (later retronymed35 to “Backus-Naur 

Form” because BNF was not in fact a normal form). John Backus and Peter Naur 

introduced for the first time a formal notation to describe the syntax of a given 

language. This metasyntactic notation is used to specify the syntax of programming 

languages, command sets: expressing context-free grammars, it is a proper way to 

describe formal languages (Estier, 1998). 

Almost every author of books on new programming languages used it to specify the 

syntax rules of the language (Jensen and Wirth, 1974; Wirth, 1985). Some variants, 

such as augmented Backus-Naur form (ABNF (The Internet Society, 1997), Augmented 

BNF for Syntax Specifications), have their own documentation. 

The meta-symbols of BNF are briefly represented in Table 7.1 (Michael and Henry, 

1987). 

Table 7.1: BNF meta-symbols 

Symbol Meaning 

::= “is defined as” 

| “or” (choice) 

(Brooks, 1987) Optional item(s) 

{} Repetitive items (zero or more times) 

< > used to surround category names 

                                          
35 A retronym is a new word or phrase coined for an old object or concept whose original name has become 
used for something else or is no longer unique. 
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The angle brackets distinguish syntax rules names (also called non-terminal 

symbols) from terminal symbols which are written exactly as they are to be 

represented. A BNF rule defining a nonterminal has the form nonterminal ::= 

sequence_of_alternatives consisting of strings of terminals or nonterminals separated by 

the meta-symbol “|”. 

For example, the BNF production for a mini-language is depicted in Listing 7.1: 

<program> ::= program 

  <declaration_sequence> 

 begin 

  <statements_sequence> 

 end; 

Listing 7.1: Example of a mini-language expressed in BNF 

This shows that a mini-language program consists of the keyword program followed 

by the declaration sequence, then the keyword begin and the statements sequence, 

finally the keyword end and a semicolon (‘;’). 

In fact, many authors have introduced some slight extensions of BNF for the ease of 

use. Optional items are enclosed in meta symbols “[” and “]”,Listing 7.2 shows an 

example: 

<if_statement> ::=  if <boolean_expression> then 

<statement_sequence> 

[ else 

<statement_sequence> ] 

end if ; 

Listing 7.2: “[” and “]” meta-symbols used in BNF 

Repetitive items (zero or more times) are enclosed in meta-symbols “{” and “}”, as 

depicted in Listing 7.3: 

<identifier> ::= <letter> { <letter> | <digit> } 

Listing 7.3: “{” and “}” meta-symbols used in BNF 

The presented rule in Listing 7.3 is equivalent to the recursive rule presented in 

Listing 7.4: 

<identifier> ::= <letter>  | <identifier> [ <letter> | <digit> ] 

Listing 7.4: Example of a recursive rule in BNF 

Terminals of only one character are surrounded by quotes (") to distinguish them 

from meta-symbols, as depicted in Listing 7.5: 

<statement_sequence> ::= <statement> { ";" <statement> } 

Listing 7.5: One character symbols representation in BNF 
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In recent text books, terminal and non-terminal symbols are distinguished by using 

bold faces for terminals and suppressing “<” and “>” around non-terminals. This 

improves greatly the readability (Listing 7.6). 

 
if_statement ::= if boolean_expression then 

statement_sequence 

[ else 

statement_sequence ] 

end if ";" 

Listing 7.6: BNF representation without “<” and “>” 

The definition of BNF expressed in BNF is depicted in Listing 7.7: 

syntax ::=  { rule } 

rule ::=  identifier  “::=”  expression 

expression::=  term { “|” term } 

term ::=  factor { factor } 

factor ::=  identifier 

| quoted_symbol 

| “(” expression “)” 

| “[” expression “]” 

| “{” expression “}” 

identifier ::=  letter { letter | digit } 

quoted_symbol ::= ““” { any_character } “”” 

Listing 7.7: The BNF’s BNF definition 

BNF is not only important to describe syntax rules in books, but it is very commonly 

used (with variants) by syntactic tools (Johnson, 1975; Lesk et al., 2001). 
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Annex C: Complete ComBO Language EBNF  

For the ComBO rule terms and operators proposed syntax, the corresponding 

complete EBNF is presented in Listing 7.8. 

combo_rule := 

combo_header "{" combo_body "}" 

 

combo_header := 

"to" "achieve" "(" list_of_objectives ")" 

 

list_of_objectives := 

term ( ( "or" term )|(  "and" "not" term ( "," term  )*) )* 

 

term :=  

concern | concern_hierarchy 

 

concern :=  

<letter>+ (<letter> | "_" | <digit>)* 

 

concern_hierarchy :=  

concern ("." concern)*(".*" | "." identifier)?  

 

identifier := 

(<letter> | "_")(<letter> | "_" | <digit>)* 

 

combo_body := 

((do_expression | alt_statement) ";")* 

 

do_expression := 

do_statement (do_sequence)? (temporal_statement)? 

 

do_statement :=  

"do" (term | break_expression) 

 

break_expression := 

"break" 

 

do_sequence := 

( "after" | "before" | "instead" "of") term 

| "between" term (("and" | "or") term)+  

 

temporal_statement := 

"during" temporal_condition 

 

temporal_condition := 

"(" (<digit>)+ ")" 

|(<digit>)+ 

| constraint_structure 
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| logic_stucture 

 

constraint_structure := "(" constraint ("," constraint)* ")" 

 

logic_stucture := term temporal_logic_symbol (<digit>)+ 

 

constraint := 

("starts" | "concurrent" | "finishes" | "through") "(" term_list ")" 

 

Term_list := term (("," term)+ | ((("and" | "or" | "xor") ("not")? term))+ )? 

 

temporal_logic_symbol := "<" | "<=" | "=" | ">" | ">=" 

 

logic_symbol := "<" | "<=" | "==" | "!=" | ">" | ">=" 

 

alt_statement := 

"alt" "(" boolean_statement ";" 

condition_statement ";" 

"else" condition_statement ")" 

 

boolean_statement := 

"cond" boolean_expression ("," boolean_expression)* 

 

boolean_expression := 

(numerical_composition logic_symbol numerical_composition) 

| (term ( "==" | "!=" ) string) 

 

arithmetic_operators := ("+" | "-" | "*" | "/" | "%") 

 

numerical_expression := term | (<digit>)+ 

 

numerical_composition := 

numerical_expression  

| "(" numerical_expression arithmetic_operators numerical_composition ")" 

 

condition_statement: 

expression ("," expression)* 

 

expression: 

break_expression 

| do_expression 

 

Listing 7.8: ComBO language EBNF
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Annex D: Portuguese Highways Toll Collection  

In a road traffic pricing system, drivers of authorised vehicles are charged at toll 

gates automatically. The gates are placed at special lanes called green lanes. A driver 

has to install a device (a gizmo) in his/her vehicle. The registration of authorised 

vehicles includes the owner’s personal data, bank account number and vehicle details. 

The gizmo is sent to the client to be activated using an ATM36 that informs the system 

upon gizmo activation.  

A gizmo is read by the toll gate sensors. The information read is stored by the 

system and used to debit the respective account. When an authorised vehicle passes 

through a green lane, a green light is turned on, and the amount being debited is 

displayed. If an unauthorised vehicle passes through it, a yellow light is turned on and a 

camera takes a photo of the plate (used to fine the owner of the vehicle). There are 

three types of toll gates: (i) single toll, where the same type of vehicles pay a fixed 

amount, (ii) entry toll to enter a motorway and (iii) exit toll to leave it. The amount paid 

on motorways depends on the type of the vehicle and the distance travelled. 

 

                                          
36 Portuguese ATMs offer a wide range of services, e.g. selling train or theatre tickets. 
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Annex E: Pre-Start Engine Heat System 

This application concerns automobile engines and particularly an automobile engine 

including an air and fuel heater which is energized through an engine start anticipator 

prior to any attempts to start the engine. 

In an automobile having a self-starting motor and a source of an electrical energy, a 

heating grid for vaporizing fuel promotes an easier starting. The heating grid is 

selectively energized by the electrical energy source and controlled by an engine start 

anticipated system including switch means responsive to vehicle operator initiated 

actions so that the heating grid is energized prior to engine starting attempts. 
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Annex F: Correctness Composition 

Table 7.2 introduces the Correctness Match Point, resulting from the case study data 

analysis, by applying the AORA approach. 

Table 7.2: The Correctness Match Point 

MP_Correctness  

Parameter Validity 

Correctness 

The base concern of the Correctness Match Point is the Correctness concern. The 

description of this concern is “The ability of the system to be correct to a certain 

specification.” 

We describe the responsibilities of concern by first introducing the responsibility id, 

followed then by the responsibility description. 

The Correctness concern has the following responsibilities: 

• EnsureFSPDataSpecification – Ensure that the data present in the Flight Strip Print 

complies to its specification. 

• EnsureRefreshCorrectness – Ensure that the refresh activity is correct. 

• EnsureSystemDataSpecification – Ensure that the system complies with its 

specification. 

• EnsureUpdateCorrectness – Ensure that the update activity is correct. 

The Correctness Match Point does not contain any negative nor positive 

contributions, contains one functional concern (Parameter Validity) and one non-

functional concern (Correctness). 

Once the match point data has been gathered from the case study analysis, 

enhanced by the AORA approach, the first step of the composition of rules by objectives 

process can begin: the creation of the Local Rules. Each concern belonging to the match 

point will have a Local Rule. The first Local Rule to be created will be for the Parameter 

Validity concern. 
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The Parameter Validity concern has the following description “The capability to 

validate parameters. (Range, step, measure unit, etc.)” and the following 

responsibilities:  

• ValidateAeroParams – The system validates the aerodrome parameters inserted by 

the Operator. 

• ValidateArrivalParams – The system validates the arrival flight parameters inserted 

by the Operator. 

• ValidateDepartureParams – The system validates the departure flight parameters 

inserted by the Operator. 

• ValidateOverflightParams – The system validates the overflight parameters inserted 

by the Operator. 

Listing 7.9 presents the Local Rule for the Parameter Validity concern. 

to achieve (Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification){ 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateAeroParams; 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateArrivalParams; 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateDepartureParams; 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateOverflightParams; 

} 

Listing 7.9: The Parameter Validity Local Rule 

The created Local Rule for the Parameter Validity concern can be justified as follows: 

“The validation of parameters allows handling the correctness of the Flight Strip Printing 

specification”. 

Since there are no more Local Rules to be made, the next step is to create the Final 

Rule composition. In this particular case, it will be the same as the Local Rule, given 

that there is only one rule and its justification. 

As justification, it can be said that “Correctness can only be achieved after validation 

of parameters”. 

Listing 7.10 presents the composition rule by objective for the Correctness Match 

Point. 

to achieve (Correctness.EnsureFSPDataSpecification){ 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateAeroParams; 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateArrivalParams; 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateDepartureParams; 

do ParameterValidity.ValidateOverflightParams; 

} 

Listing 7.10: The ComBO rule for the Correctness Match Point 
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